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EDITORIAL

A Tribute to A. H. Smith, O.B.E,

Arthur Herbert Smith—Bertie, for short—figures In a big way in
the pages of this Magazine, though It will take a careful reader to

discover It, since, apart from the photographic frontispiece, there
are no headlines to Indicate where his name is mentioned, and that

Is one of the reasons why we honour him with the Editorial page.
Another reason is that he has figured in a big way In the history of
the School since It was moved to Botha's Hill twelve years ago,
yet here again few people really know the details of all that he has

done for us in that period of vigorous growth and development.
We do not propose to list them here, but his recent gifts of
£3,050 to the Organ Fund and of £1,050 to the Chapel Building
Fund (the latter being additional to considerable sums given earlier),
cannot but prompt us to consider whether the time has not come

when we should pay him as ample a tribute as we can In the pages
of the official School-record.

In doing this we risk a reproof from him, for nothing Is further
from his thoughts than that his good deeds should be given publicity
or that an appreciation of his fine character should be made available

for all and sundry to read. So we beg pardon for what Is In some
sense an Invasion of his privacy, and declare as an excuse that a
candle set on a hill cannot be hid.

Modesty and liberality are the key-notes of" Smithy's"character,

and both qualities spring from the same source, the two great
Christian commandments. Thou shalt love the Lord thy God, and

Thou shalt love thy neighbour. Living with simple economy
himself, there Is no hint of the same principle being applied to his

relations with his fellow-men, but only he and his devoted Secretary,
Miss Pickering, know the extent of his liberality to worthy causes
and to individuals who need a helping hand. That he has much
to give may be undeniable, but many who have treasures on earth
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are foth to part with them. That he gives so much, is, we feef,
simply explained by the fact that he lives the Christian Faith that
is so dear to him and he wants to make it real to others.

Other qualities that endear A. H. Smith to those who know him

are his courage, his sense of humour and his unfailing interest In
young people. For years he has suffered under increasing afflictions
of deafness and failing eyesight, yet he has never lost his zest for

life or his love of a joke or his desire to know all that is going on in
a school like Kearsney. Although unable to enjoy the society of
others, he by no means lives alone, for he maintains a vast corres

pondence with all sorts of people, both in this country and abroad.
It is a remarkable tribute to the spirit within the man, that despite
his infirmities and advancing age, he is still as alert as ever in mind,
and his sympathies with and his interest in his fellow-beings have
diminished not at all. The accompanying photograph, taken in
1948, very well illustrates the judgments we have made.
We at Kearsney have a tremendous lot for which to thank him.
There is hardly a department of the School's activities which does
not owe him much. All that we can give him in return is our most
grateful thanks, our prayers and our friendship. But we have no
doubt that the reward that is nearest to his heart is the knowledge
that what he does for Kearsney is service for the rising generation
by making the School better able to perform its task of preparing
Its young charges for the life that lies ahead of them.
•

•

*

Biographical Note.—The following note on his early life was written
by Mr. Smith himself. We print it as he gave it to us because it
Well illustrates the sense of humour and the sympathy with youth
that we have already referred to.
"Arthur Herbert Smith was born, April 1869, in Aliwal Street,
Durban, opposite the Congregational Church. Soon wore curls
like Mother's, but curls are lost on a boy, and are the envy of girls,
it is said !

"First school was in Gardiner Street; second at Forbes' Academy,
Musgrave Road, opposite Silverton Road. Mr. James Forbes used
a stick sometimes, and it was painful ! Third school was the fine
old Methodist Pembroke House School, Ansdell, Lytham, Lancashire,
England. The Headmaster and the Music Teacher were sons of

the Rev. Mr. Lightwood, a good Methodist preacher.
"A.H.S.(Bertie for short), returned to Durban in 1886 and entered
his Father's business, 376 West Street."

To this we add that"Smithy" led an active life in earlier years
and had many interests outside business, as one would expect in
the case of a man of such large sympathies. Photography has always
been a passion with him, and he has been a liberal patron of Music
and Art. We are not surprised to learn that he was a keen sportsman
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too, his chief Interests here being fishing, swimming and tennis.
He was a first-rate player of the latter game, and took part in
tournaments on the Continent. He travelled extensively in Europe,

by the way. Finally, and we come back to the accent on youth
because it is so typical, he is a great lover of children, and throughout
the years has been a generous friend to the Boy Scout Movement.
We offer him our sincerest gratitude and every good wish for
health and happiness.

OBITUARIES

Johann Christoffel AdendorfT

Johann Christoffel Adendorff came to the College in January,
1932, and left after taking his matric. at the end of 1933. Although
with us for only two years, in the happy family atmosphere at
Kearsney, with less than 70 boarders, he became a very popular
and useful member of our little community—a vigorous forward in
the XV and a most successful fast bowler in the XI. The ideals

which led him to choose medicine for his life's work, and his popu
larity amongst his fellows were the foundation for a most successful
career, so that though this was cut short at the early age of 35, few

funerals have had so large a gathering of folk from every walk in
life. He was regarded with respect and affection by all who knew
him. He was buried in Middelburg (Transvaal) where he practised
for some years. He leaves a widow (nee Rapson) and two sons, to
whom we offer our deep sympathy, and we mourn another son of
Kearsney who could ill be spared.
R.H.M.

Michael John Schruer

We record with sorrow the death on 22nd January of Michael
Schruer. Although he was with us at Kearsney for only a year
he very quickly endeared himself to us all with his cheery good
humour and unabashed friendliness. He will be sincerely missed
by those who knew him, but this will be to some extent mollified
by the happy recollection of him as he was.
To his parents, and to his brother and sisters we extend our
deepest sympathy.
R.R.S.

VALETE 1950

Form VI: J. M. Anderson, E. R. Ashby, C. J. Barber, A. Buiman, B. J. Beck,

J. E. Cieator, M. J. Collins, H. J. M. Cromme, E. C. K. Dowse, D. C. Dykes, T. E.
Dyson, T. G. M. Prankish, S. T. Fish, T. E. Gjestland, E. T. E, Hansen, A. A. Hind,
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T. M. Jones, R. Leslie, O. V. LeibfaraniJt, M. J. M. Leask, B. J. Nicoison, H. C. L.
Orsmond, M. J. Rodda, R. D. Rich, D. A. Stranack, D. B. A. Sclanders, G. M. H.
Shires, G. A. Steenberg, A. J. Tedder, J. A. Voysey, K. M. Williamson, D. S.

Wauchope, D. Weetman, D. C. Wade, P. G. Polklnghorne.
Form V: D. A. F. McLeod, R. Hirst.

Form IV: J. Atkinson, G. L. Coggin, C. T. Davies, B. G. Howlett, G. M. H.

Fraser, I. J. Kirkman, M,C. Khaled, G. Lancaster, M. B. McCarthy, i. F. MacKinley,
D. Olufsen, D. J. Rishworth, G. D. Senior.

Form ill: D. L. Brokensha, D. C. Brown, R. G. Clarke, W. H. Lowes,
J. P. Lamb.

Form 11: R. D. Hirst, D. Crulkshank, D. M. Harper.
Form I: V. L. Shearer.

March, 1951, Form III: J. Hepker.
June, 1951, Form V: R. N. Cordes, R. Mcl. Stevenson.

Form IV: J. W. van Ryneveld.
Form III: W. M. Walker.

Form I: G. S. J. Becker, E. Brown.

SALVETE 1951

R. Aulfes (Greytown); D. W. Benporath (Pinetown); E. Brown (Botha's
Hill): D. Beatty (Botha's Hill); J. Bull (Durban); D. S. J. Becker (Durban); B. S.
Chambers (Sezela); E. L. Coetzee (Harrismith); R. C. Coliey (Botha's Hill);
D. G. Cox (Vryheid); R. J. Cochrane (Glllitts); R. M. Cole (Mooi River); C. C.
Cullingworth (Martizburg); F. J. Carter (Durban); M. K. and D. E. Cook (Durban);
P. K. Daniel (Hill Crest); S. G. Deenik (Kroonstad); P. du Toit (Pinetown);

C. R. Ellison (Pinetown); J. J. Eaton (Durban); E. A. Fearnhead (Maritzburg);
D. W. Francis (Durban); R. G. C. Ford (Johannesburg); A. C. Gage (Durban);
R. T. A. Gray (Witzies Hoek); D. O. P. Hewitt (Umtali); B. Huiett (Umhiaii);
J. Q. Hopkins (Hill Crest); J. A. Hunt (Indaieni); P. D. Houston (Merrivale);
R. J. Johnstone (Port Shepstone); D. L. Kyle (Kroonstad); B. S. A. Longhurst
(Bulawayo); J. C. Lorge (Margate); I. McLeod (Escombe); D. S. Murdoch (Cowie's
Hill); A. E. Macaskiil (Ficksburg); J. Mudie (Durban); J. M. Nelems (Kitwe);
G. J. Otter (Moseley); T. M. Odell (Ixopo); R. A. Parkes (Durban); J. C. Pettit
(Durban); M. Pigg (Amanzimtoti); P. R. Russell (Durban); P. Rindel (Durban);
D. C. Roberts (Durban); S. D. Rowe (Escombe); A. R. Schruer (Doornkop);
F. S. Simpson (Durban); N. Stott (Botha's Hill); M. B. Swinton (Durban); P. H.
Shekleton (Durban); A. J. Stewart (Durban); H. K. Timm (Kloof); J. W. Taylor
(Durban); E. E. Todd (Merrivale); D. A. H. Valintine (Umtali); N. D. Vaughton

(Vereniging); W. A. Whitward (Durban); J. W. van Ryneveld (Durban).

EXAMINATION RESULTS, 1950
Matriculation

First Class: M. J. Collins, S. T. Fish, M. J. M. Leask (Dist. in Mathe
matics, Physical Science and Geography), D. B. A. Sclanders,
G. M. H. Shires, H. H. Cromme.

Second Class: J. M. Anderson, B. J. Beck, D. C. Dykes, T. E.
Gjestland, A. A. Hind, M. J. Rodda, H. C. L. Orsmond, A. J.
Tedder, J. A. Voysey.
Third Class: T. E. Dyson.
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School Certificate

First Class: H. H. Cromme.

Second Class: O. V. Leibbrandt, D. B. A. Stranack, K. M. Williamson.

Third Class: T. E. Dyson, R. Leslie, P. G. Polkinghorne, D. S.
Wauchope.
Junior Certificate

First Class: J. Botte, R, M. Dolton, D. O. Hall, I. D. MacGregor,
A. C. M. Mackenzie, N. Mark, P. C. Marshall, C. Rindel.

Second Class: C. J. Barber, C. T. Davies, B. P. Dingley, D. J. Dukes,
B. N. Dykes, S. M. Evennett, F. L. Farquharson, M. J. Hindson,
C. H. Lee, I. F. MacKinlay, C. S. Meumann, A. Moon, J. P.
Newlands, P. R. Randall, D. G. Scott, P. J. Silburn, B, Stokoe,
L. C. Tarr, J. F. Woods, R. S. Woolliams.

Third Class: J. C. T. Black, M. A. Brand, G. L. Coggin, G. M. H.
Fraser, R. C. J. Giles, O. W. K. Jackson, G. L. R. Launder,

M. S. Mannion, M. B. McCarthy, T. J. Shepstone, N. C. Steggall,
R. Mcl. Stevenson, M. T. Woodley.
Taalbond

Hoer Eksamen {Laer Graad): H. H. Cromme, A. A. Hind.
LaerEksamen (Laer Graad): L. Callow, G. L. Coggin, C. E. Leisegang.

P. Marshall, G. M. H. Shires.
®
Voorbereidende (Hodr Graad): A. L. Doidge, T. W. Downard,
E. j. Frick (met Lof), G. V. Green, M. E. Mealin, R. Moffitt,
R. P. H. Ramseyer.

Voorbereidende (Laer Graad): C. J. Barker, F. E. S. Borgwardt,
M. A. Brand, C. G. Carelse, A. K. Carter, J. W. Coventry,
B. P. Dingley, B. N. Dykes, M. O. Hall, T. W. Johnson, M. S.
Mannion, N. Mark, P. G. Maxwell, B. S. Meumann,J. P. Newlands,
P. G. Rodda, F. C. R. Rowe, M. J. Simpson, L. R. Slater, N. C.
Steggall.

SCHOOL NOTES

Appointments:

Head Prefect: E. J. Needham (F.).

School Prefects: R. J. Ireland (F.), J. R. B. Dersley (G.), R. A. M.
Blebuyck (M.), H. M. Winder (J.).

House Prefects: Finningley: E. J. Needham (Head), R. J. Ireland,
C. W. Mundell, T. E. Metcalf.

Gilllngham: R. J. B. Dersley (Head), W. N. Rock,
G. Price-Hughes, B. N. HanburyKing.

A1/7ner; R. A. M. Biebuyck (Head), G. S. Pike.
Junior: H. M. Winder (Head), C. E. Leisegang.
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Appointments—Cont/ni/erf.

Captains: Cricket: R. J. Irefand.
Rugger: E. J. Needham.
Swimming: E. J. Needham, Tennis: W. N. Rock.
Athletics: R. J. Ireland.
Shooting: R, Cordes.

^

School Librians: L. Callow, D, G. Whitaker,

House Librarians: Finningiey: R. S. Wooltiams, J. P. Newlands.
Gillingham: I. D, MacGregor, B. Dingle/.'
School Printer: D. O. Hall,

Projector Operators: R. S, Woolliams, P. C, Marshall, K, M. Eddy,
New Uniform

With the cost of clothes ever on the increase an attempt has been
made to help parents to keep this item within reasonable bounds
by introducing a new uniform of khaki bush-shirt, shorts, khaki
stockings and brown shoes. Its wearing is optional this year, but
will be compulsory from 1952 onwards. As was to be expected
from the number of times a similar idea has been suggested in

previous years, the new outfit proved at once very popular and
nearly everybody acquired the necessary garments. Yet contrarily
enough, it was not until several weeks after their distribution that
anybody wore them ! However, once the ice was broken by one
or two bold spirits at the top of the school most of the others
followed their example, and morning assemblies looked almost as
if the rest of the day was to be spent at a cadet parade. So, at
last, the two desires that have often seemed to be nearest the

schoolboy heart, that is, the wearing of brown shoes and the dis
carding of a necktie, can now be indulged in with perfect legality
and official respectability. But black shoes, school tie, blazer and
so on must reappear from supper-time onwards, and these must
also be donned for the celebration of any official school occasion
outside class-room hours.

President's Visit

On 1st May we were honoured by a visit from the President of
Conference, Rev. S. le Grove Smith. It was a particular pleasure
to us to see him again, for he is far from being a stranger to us: he
was, of course, our School Chaplain for many years. After speaking
reminiscently of his days at Kearsney, the President took as his
message the individualness of our religion. God has a need and
use for each one of us personally, not regarding us in the mass as
a public speaker would regard his audience. He hoped that every
person present would realise that he had his part to play in the
promotion of Christianity on earth.
9S

Routine Sunday evening services have been varied by a service
by Mr. Stuart Duncan, a film of the work done among the cripples
of South Africa, a talk by Mrs. Reece on"The Legends and History
of Glastonbury," and one by Mr. Reece on the Life of John Wesley,
Condolences

We extend our sympathy to the family of Mr. A. E. Ingle, a member
of the Board of Governors, who passed away recently. Mr. Ingle
was a retired schoolmaster, and for years took an affectionate
interest in the fortunes of Kearsney, not only as a Governor but
as a friend of Staff and boys alike.
We also offer our sympathy to the families of Dr. J. C. Adendorff,
an Old Boy (1930-33) who died at Middelburg, Transvaal, and of
Michael Schruer (Form II), who died as a result of a collision between
a bicycle and a motor lorry during the January holidays.
Our prayers and sympathy were also given to Jonathan Hopkins

(Form III) who was seriously Injured In another accident involving
a bicycle and a lorry at Hill Crest in May. For some days his con
dition was critical, but he has since made a good recovery, thanks
largely to his own courageous spirit and determination, and we are
glad to hear that he will be back at school in August.
Entertainments

A pleasing feature of this Half has been the increasing attempts
of the School to provide entertainments for themselves, and for

visitors, on spare Saturday evenings. Two concerts and two evenings
of short plays were given with great success and with financial
benefit to the Chapel and Organ Funds. Three members of the
Staff provided the inspiration for these events, Messrs. Smith and

Tucker looking after the dramatic side, and Mr. Quarmby taking
the choir under his wing. Mr. and Mrs. Best contributed some

splendid efforts in make-up and dress, and Mr. Coliey arranged the
stage settings with his usual skill.

One concert included twenty-two items which were all thoroughly
enjoyed by an audience in typical Saturday night mood. It opened

with Leask and Tyler playing some popular dance numbers arranged
as piano duets, and another item that was particularly well received
was a vocal duet, "The Twins," a study in contrasts ably rendered
by Jackson and Tolken. The community singing produced scenes
alleged to be reminiscent of the old music halls, and the Staff's

rendering of the last verse of" Four Green Bottles"was thoroughly
enjoyed, especially by the Staff themselves. The Junior House

Symphony Orchestra consisting of two members of Form I, Young

and his harmonica and Parkes and his banjo, was enthusiastically
applauded, and the most successful of the non-musical items were

"The Man Who Forgot Nothing" which produced a startling and
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classical display of Prick's lower anatomy, and the Fashion Parade
wherein the mannequins looked so charmingly feminine that even
hardened members of the Staff were seen to be staring unbelievingly
in their direction.

The second of the concerts, given on 5th May, followed more
conventional lines, and produced some really excellent singing of
sea-shanties by the choir under the direction of Mr. Quarmby.
It was pleasant to hear the range of expression which he draw from

them. Another well-rendered item was the part-song"O Peaceful
England." Mr. Tucker made a notable contribution to the pro
gramme in four tenor solos from opera, and Lorge made an un
expected and almost on-the-spur-of-the-moment debut as a treble

soloist in two pleasantly sung ballads. It is a pity that he did not
reveal his talent earlier, for his voice is now near the breaking stage
and might have been developed into one of remarkable quality.
The high-light of the concert was Mr. Quarmby's pianoforte playing
of some of the Scenes from"Carnaval"(Schumann) and Beethoven's
"Moonlight Sonata." The School is fortunate to have an artist

of his calibre at the head of its music department, and we trust
that we shall have regular opportunities of hearing him at the
keyboard in future.
Miscellanea

At the beginning of the year Mr. Oram relinquished control of the Saturday
night cinema shows, and these passed to the direction of Mr. R. Smith.

The new Housemaster's residence at Junior House has made good progress,
and Mr. and Mrs. Best expect to move into it by October. At the beginning of
the year changes were made in the arrangements at Junior House so that all
boys could sleep In the main building.
This year the Athletic Sports were held on the Oval for the first time. Some

further digging away of the banks had to be done to accommodate the 100 yards
tracks, and in order that the finishing-post might be In full view of the spectators
on the pavilion verandah the competitors had to run the quarter-mile course
clock-wise instead of anti-clock-wise as In former years on the top field.
A welcome innovation at the beginning of the year was the appointment of
an Indian groundsman.

His particular duty is to look after the turf wicket, and

he has had a course of instruction at Kingsmead for this purpose. He also
supervises the general outdoor staff and helps with the driving of the School bus.
During the first term a brisk market was done at the Armoury In the sale
of cadet uniforms, instructions having come from Snell Parade that these were
to be disposed of so as to make way for a new issue.

The conversion of the old Tuck-shop above the Oval into music practicerooms and a lecture-room was completed during the first term.

During the Half, visits were made by various groups of boys to the whale
factory-ship "Abraham Larsen," to the H.M.S.A.S. "Transvaal" and to the
Botha's Hill Native Clinic.

EASTER

It Is many years since we had Easter at school. While regretting
that parents and sons were not able to be united in the usual Easter
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fashion, nevertheless we feel that an occasional Easter like this Is

good for the corporate life and spirit of the school.
On Good Friday morning a devotional and instructional service
was held, lasting in ail nearly two hours. The Head addressed

the School on Passion Week up to Gethsemane; Mr. Reece gave an
account and explanation of the Trials; and Mr. Gram spoke on the
Seven Words from the Cross, in addition Mr. Tucker rendered
an appropriate soJo.

In the evening our.Chaplain, Rev. D. W. Timm, organised a film
service, at which we welcomed the Youth Campers, who were

spending Easter for the first time in their ovvn quarters beyond
the school. After two campers had given their personal testimony
on the meaning of the Cross to them, two films were shown. The

first led us in hymn-singing, contained an organ recital, an anthem

by the Westminster Abbey Choir, and a talk on Companionship by

a London minister. The second reel was devoted to an impressive
film entitled "Barabbas," and a further address appropriate to
Good Friday. After the film, prayers were conducted by the
campers.

At the Sunday morning service we had one of the biggest congre
gations ever seen here. The school was augmented by the hundred
campers and about a hundred other visitors and friends; this is

where we shall welcome the new Chapel! Mr. R. H. Matterson

and Rev. J. V. Cantrell shared the service, and the message and hearty
singing were an inspiration to all.

Earlier on Sunday morning many of the boys and Staffattended the

Sunrise Service on the Camp site at 6 a.m.. and others accompanied

Mr. Gram to early communion at St. Agnes Church, Kloof. Sacra
ment here was administered by Rev. D. W. Timm and Rev. Bell,
of Durban.

The Easter services came to a conclusion on Sunday evening when
school and campers again united for a service conducted by Mr. H. W.
Haley. A ladies' choir rendered two songs.
J.F.R.

STAFF NOTES

At the beginning of the year several new members joined the
academic and administrative staffs. We offer them all a cordial

welcome and hope that they will spend many happy years with us.

Mr. H. M. Tucker, M.Sc., B.Ed., A.C.I.S., comes from the Cape

to assist In the teaching of Mathematics, Science and Bookkeeping.
This is his first teaching appointment, but he is far from Inexperienced
in affairs as he has spent a number of years in the service of a Bank.
iOi

In the last War he served with the First Division in East and North

Africa as a member of the South African Medical Corps, and was
also Information Officer attached to the South African Air Force.

Mr. Tucker has taken control of the Tuck-Shop where we hope
his business training will bring forth good results, and he is also
keenly interested in dramatics and choir work.
Mr. R. Quarmby, A.R.M.C.M., Ed.Dip. (Leeds), has joined us
as Music Master, in which capacity his chief concern will be the
teaching of the pianoforte, but he has also taken over part of the
choir work from Mr. Reece. He trained at the Royal Manchester
College of Music, and being a Yorkshireman, is, of course, an excellent
cricketer as well as an expert pianist. We welcome his help on
the cricket field, and are also glad to know that he will lend a hand
with rugger as well. Astronomy is another spare-time interest of
his. Mr. Quarmby served five years during the War as a wireless
operator with the Royal Air Force.
Mr. A. Bradley, B.Sc. (Rhodes, U.E.D.), came from Grahamstown
to accept a temporary appointment and has since returned to help

on the Staff at Kingswood College. We understand that he may
be coming back to Kearsney later on.
Mr. L. C. Tedder took a term's leave at the beginning of the year
and no doubt spent a good deal of it in building and gardening
activities. He did, however, take time off for a trip to Rhodesia,
and we were glad to see him looking very fit and well when he
rejoined us for the second term.

We welcome to the Headmaster's Office Mr. W. J. Lutley, one
of our neighbours, who accepted the appointment as Bursar at the
beginning ofthe year. As a retired Bank Manager of wide experience
his help should be invaluable. His genial personality and his im
mensely keen interest in all that is going on at the School have
rapidly established him not only as an official but also as a friend

who never'fails to give his assistance wherever it may be wanted.
Sister C. Ash came to Finningley in January to take over the post
of Matron in place of Mrs. J. Gamble who left at the end of 1950.
Sister Ash served in the British Army Nursing Services during the
War, and also experienced the blitz on London. She is not a
complete stranger to us as she first came to give temporary help
in nursing influenza cases during an epidemic last year. We are
very glad to have her with us again in a more permanent capacity.
For some part of the Half the Wednesday Art Classes were taken
by Miss van Hall of Durban, and when she found that work in her
pwn studio required her whole attention her successors were

Mrs. W.J. Lutley and her daughter. Miss E. Lutley. We are grateful
for their keen interest in work that has to be done under somewhat

difficult conditions, and are glad to know that they have a good
opinion of the general level of talent in the lower forms.
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In January Mr. R. Best took over the Housemastershtp of Junior
House, and both he and Mrs. Best lost no time In showing their
keen Interest In everything pertaining to the welfare of their young
charges. We feel that congratulations on the appointment are
due to them both.

A former member of the Staff, Mr. C. O. Medworth, who was

our games and sports master for so many years, Is now In England
as one of the official correspondents accompanying the South African
Cricketers on their tour. We heartily congratulate him not only
on the honour done to him In this appointment, but also on the
despatches which he has sent back to the Natal Mercury. In private

letters he reveals that the-work Is very arduous as the travelling
is incessant, but there Is compensation in the Interesting people

he Is meeting, and above all In the chance of seeing the glory of the
English countryside at Its best.
Concerning other past Staff, we learn that Mr. Brown has settled
down satisfactorily to his work at St. Mark's School, Mbabane.
Conditions of life are pleasant and the country very beautiful. His
Interest In Kearsney remains keen as ever, and he hopes to pay us
a visit soon.

Mrs. Mllner carried on heroically with her studies after the passing
of her husband, and at the end of last year gained her M.Sc. In
Chemistry. This year she has had a temporary lectureship for
six months, and Is proceeding with her Ph.D., which she hopes
to obtain at the end of next year. Her lecturing and personal study
have occupied her time pretty fully, as can be imagined.
Mr. van den Berg was commissioned to prepare a painting of
Mr. Pascoe, past Rector of Michaelhouse, to hang In their hall with
other similar paintings. With only a couple of old photos to work
upon, Mr. van den Berg produced an excellent likeness, which the
Governors accepted, and which has now been hung.
THE CHAPEL

The first Half of the year has not exactly seen the Chapel being
rushed to completion, and there have been times when we wondered
whether the work was going to extend beyond Its second year
before the final stages should be reached. As we do not know
what the difficulties are, we offer no explanation, and we content
ourselves with a bare record of the progress made up to now.
The tiling of the roof was finished early In the year, and thereafter
most of the windows made their appearance, although some remained
mysteriously absent for a considerable further time. The plastering
of the vast Interior proved a long and slow job, not very surprisingly,
since an elaborate set of scaffolding had to be moved to get to every
arch. This alone took something like three days on each occasion.
Then came the decorating, or, to use plainer English, the painting
of the walls, arches and celling, and It is this work that Is now
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approaching compfetion. Comment on the cofour scheme had
perhaps better be left until It can be seen in association with the
completely furnished interior, but we may in the meantime be

forgiven the provoking remark that it will probably be a startling
surprise to a good many people.

The Chapel Advisory Committee has attended to the ordering of
the furniture, and has settled the pew versus chair controversy in
favour of the former. Our great hope now is that everything that
has been ordered will be supplied in time for the official opening
of the Chapel by the President of the Conference on 2nd September.
THE ORGAN FUND

f am delighted to report great news about the Organ Fund, for
at the beginning of July I received a further donation of £2,000 from

our generous neighbour Mr. A. H. Smith. Two days before my
wife and I were leaving for a holiday at the Cape I answered the
'phone and found that Mr. Smith was at the other end anxiously
enquiring how much we must have in hand before an organ could
be ordered. This was not the first time he had made this enquiry,
and I gave the same reply as on previous occasions, namely £4,000.
Then followed other questions about the progress of the Fund, the
time it would take to deliver the instrument, where it would come

from, and so on. I must confess that all this earnest questioning
did begin to rouse in me a glimmer of hope of favours to come, but
I was far from prepared for the verdict finally given by the voice at

the other end of the line : "Very well, then," it said, "you will
get a cheque this afternoon for the balance you require." And in
an hour's time I was staring unbelievably at a cheque for £2,000
that had just been delivered at the door. On the envelope was
written in a familiar hand and with familiar precision with regard
to time and date, "2.17 p.m. July 3rd, No Fireworks !"
No Fireworks indeed ! If there had been a shop full of them at
Botha's Hill I would have bought the lot and let them all off at once
as soon as night fell or even before. Such a remark reveals the
modesty that is typical of a man whose good deeds are manifold
but entirely unpublicised. If there are no fireworks in the air,
there is at any rate great gratitude and joy in our hearts for such a

display of generosity and such evident determination that the Chapef
services shall have what is necessary to make them beautiful and
worthy offerings of worship and praise. The sincerest thanks of
Governors and School have, of course, been suitably expressed
to Mr. Smith for his benefaction.

This addition to the Fund at once transformed what had hitherto

been only a possibility into a very certain certainty. Preparations
for the forthcoming journey to the Cape were at once thrust aside
for the greater pleasure of getting down to the preparation of a
detailed specification of an organ suitable both to our needs and our
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means. 1 suppose no one who reads these lines has any knowledge
of the factors to be considered and the alternatives that have to

be weighed against each other and accepted or rejected. And all
the time a strict eye has to be kept on costs, and a compromise
effected between what is artistically desirable and what is economic
ally possible. An exciting and a thrilling task for one who can claim
a life-time's interest in organs. It was midnight before it was
finished and letters were written to two firms of organ builders
enclosing the specification and asking them to submit tenders by
the end of the month.

And now I must come back to the Organ Fund and gratefully
acknowledge the contributions of others who have helped to make
it possible for us to look forward to an instrument that will be really
worthy of the work it has to do.
£

s.

d.

Total already acknowledged
Mr. A. H. Smith (second donation)

1,917 0 0
2,000 0 0

Mr. A. H. Smith, for Mrs. Jeffery

26 5 0
50 0 0
50 0 0
100 0 0

Dr. H. H. Stott
Mr. G. M. Scott
Mr. R. L. Hulett

Messrs. H. Dawson, Sons & Co., Ltd., Durban

(per W. Gersback)

26
25

Mr. J. S. Bertram

Collections at School Concert and Plays (per
R. R. Smith)
Miss O. Balcomb

5 0
0 0

13 17 0
1 0 0

£4,209 7 0

Note.—Contributions that have come in since July will be acknow
ledged in the next issue of the"Chronicle." The Fund is still open,
for we need a total of about £5,500 If the organ Is to be free of debt
when it is installed. An order of the organ was placed in August.
G. M. ORAM.
THE CHAPEL FETE

The Chapel Fete on Saturday, 23rd June, was a great success as
it deserved to be and Indeed as It was bound to be as a result of the

way in which parents and friends and the School worked together
to prepare for It for many weeks beforehand. All their efforts,
however, might have had but a disappointing result if those who
had already done so much for us had not added to their good works
by attending the occasion themselves and opening their purses
most liberally. They were, of course, reinforced by many others
who came up for the morning or the afternoon, or for both, and
who did their part In ensuring the success of the Fete by availing
JOS

themselves freely of the ample opportunities oifered by the various
stalls for the making of many worth-while purchases. We assure
each one of them of our very lively gratitude for the liberal and
willing way in which they rallied round to help make this under
taking the triumph that it undoubtedly was.
A detailed list is given below of the amounts raised by donations,
stalls, side-shows and other activities, the final result (after payment
of expenses) being the magnificent total of £3,101 6s. Id. for the
benefit of the Chapel Building Fund. That this purpose captured

the imagination of our friends is proved by the fact that nearly
£2,000 of this sum was contributed as donations freely and willingly
given by those who know the value of a place set apart for worship,
praise and prayer. But the whole result is really a testimony to
our peoples' appreciation of spiritual values and it is in that light
that we view the material success with the utmost thanksgiving.
Once more we have to acknowledge another remarkably generous
gift from our friend and neighbour, Mr. A. H. Smith, who, unable
to attend the Fete himself, and hearing that its result had exceeded
our expectations, added further to our joy and gratitude by sending
a cheque for one thousand guineas with a request that it be added
to the proceeds. It is impossible to express our thanks to one who
is ever so generous in his help, but the attempt has been made to
tell him what it means to us.

No acknowledgments arising out of the Fete would be complete
without a reference to the part played by the Headmaster and Mrs.
Osier. It was their leadership and enthusiasm that inspired the
efforts which resulted in the stalls being so well equipped with
saleable commodities, and to say that they were untiring in pro
moting organization, unwearying in patience and ever ready with
helpful suggestion is to say no less than the truth. We feel sure
that the great success of the day was the best reward that they could
wish for, and we offer them our heartiest congratulations and
sincerest thanks.

Behind the scenes was another gentleman who should be given
honourable mention for very great labours that, in the nature of
things, were hardly observed. As the date of the Fete approached
and the tempo of the preparations increased, practically every query
and every difficulty had, at some stage or other, to pass through the
hands of the Bursar, Mr. Lutley. The willing and competent way
in which he dealt with every problem was indeed an invaluable
help, and although he was put to a great deal of extra trouble his
services were always readily given. On the day itself he did yeoman
service in acting as Treasurer and collecting and recording the large
quantity of cash that came in, and for days afterwards, when every
body else could return to normal duties, he worked overtime in his
office clearing up the inevitable aftermath of such an occasion.
We offer him our most grateful thanks.
Now a word about the day itself. The first important condition
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for success in any outside affair of this kind, especially at Botha's
Hill, is good weather, and in this respect we could not have been
more fortunate. It was a beautifully sunny day, entirely without
wind and with none of the winter cold that can sometimes bite

very annoyingiy, even in day-time, on the heights of Botha's Hiii,
A large crowd had turned up by 10.30 a.m. when Mrs. D. G.

Shepstone, wife of the Administrator of Natal, graciously performed
the opening ceremony and spoke of the need for a proper spiritual
environment in the education of the young. Then came a pleasant
surprise, when Mrs. Needham, mother of the head-prefect, ap
proached the official party at the top of the hall steps, and presented
the Head with a cheque for considerably over £200 as a present to

the Fete from parents, Old Boys and friends in Johannesburg. This
news was received with enthusiastic acclamation, and did much to

set the tone for the happy and optimistic atmosphere which prevailed
throughout the rest of the day. Well done, Johannesburg! We
are indeed grateful to you for a truly magnificent effort. You have

a way of setting an example that is most enheartening.

The ceremony over, the crowd broke up to set about examining
the possibilities of the numerous stalls and side-shows. What

these were appears from the list given below, and some description
of them by our junior correspondents is added later on.

It was good to see so many Old Boys at the Fete, and A. B.

Theunissen (1929-31), Chairman of the Transvaal Branch, though
holidaying in England, did not forget to send a cable in the following
terms : "Transvaal Branch wish you most successful Fete." It was
a message that we very much appreciated.
We were pleased to have the Administrator, the Honourable
D. G. Shepstone, with us for lunch, and some time afterwards the

School lined the road below the hall to give him and Mrs. Shepstone
a rousing send-off as a token of our appreciation of their interest
in the occasion.

LIST OF STALLS AND F§TE PROCEEDS
_

£

Produce and Groceries (Mrs. G. M. Oram)
Fancy Gdods (Mrs. V. L. Clegg)
Cakes (Mrs. Tedder and Mrs. Matterson)
Sweets (Mrs. R. C. Best)
Books (Mr. J. F. Reece)
Plants and Flowers (Mr. V. L. Clegg)

129
204
59
68
102
26

Teas (Botha's Hiii and Hillcrest Women's Auxiliary)

...

...

Lunches (Mrs. S. G. Osier)

s. d»

0 0
2 0
g |0
4 5
12 10
14 3

18 7 6
41 14 g

Woodwork and Handicrafts (Mr. L. C. Tedder and Boys and
Fish and Chips (Mr. J. Storm)
Minerals and Ice-Cream (Mr. H. M. Tucker)
Shooting (Mr. J. H. Hopkins)

Dr. Gordon-Grant

...

Tombolo and Boys Stalls (Masters Needham, Ireland and others)
Competitions (Mr. G. Nel)
...
...

90 18 4

7 7 6
9 |s 5
16 1 0

134 (8 0
19 (8 8

Carried forward ... £929 2 10

Tb7

Lfst of Stalls and Fete Proceeds—continued.

Brought Forward

..

Cinema Performances
..
Cash and cheque donations at Fete, and misceiianeous receipts
:s
Half proceeds from Concert at Headmaster's House

Jumble Sale (Mrs. Hopewell)
Cake Sale at Durban (Mrs. Hopewell)

13
92
7
54

25

School Concert
School Plays

Crossword Competition (Mrs. Tedder and Miss Johnson)
Sweets sold at School Play

I
£929

..

s.

5 8 9
IB 0 0
45 16 0
17 0

School Boys Box Collection

9

!!

Cash Donations before FSte

d.

2 10
9 8
6 3
11
3
4 0
11 6

17

11

7
6

1,210 8 4
Donations received before F§te

938 14

2,149

Less Expenses paid in cash

46

Cash and Cheques sent to Durban Office ...
Donation received from A. H. Smith, Esq....

2 6
0 II

.. 2,103 1 6
. 1,050 0 0

3,153
It

GRAND TOTAL

1

1

51 15

£3,101

6

6
5
1

Among the Stalls
{From L. S.) Kearsney grounds were transformed into a hive of business and
entertainment when the enthusiastic crowd milled around examining the results
of much hard work on the part of parents and friends. The boys' side-shows
attracted a great deal of attention too. One early centre of interest was the
miniature golf stand. It was here that Miss J. Smith, a champion golfer from
Durban, demonstrated her skill at a cost to the stall of a fair sum in prizes. She
succeeded in chipping seven balls through the clown's mouth one after the
other. The tombolo stall was the most enterprising one,for it was well equipped
with trophies, and nobody left it without gaining some prize or other. This
stall was really a great success.
A cinema show was given at Intervals in the Library during the day and also
did very well. We owe the shops and garages in the vicinity of Botha's Hill
and Pinetown a debt of gratitude for they were advertised on the screen between
shows at the cost of not inconsiderable donation !

Mr. Reece ran a stall of over a thousand second-hand books and this was

also a great attraction. He did not sell them ail but he disposed of a large number.
At the end of the afternoon authors were to be had literally for two-a-penny.
Mr. Oram acted as auctioneer, and managed to persuade the crowd to spend their
money lavishly on a number of both expensive and inexpensive articles. He
caught a few persistent bidders at the stroke of the hammer, and, of course, this
was all to the good as far as the Fete was concerned.

(From A.J.S.). Mr. Hopkins ran the shooting gallery and Mr. Storm the Fish

and Chip shop. The side-shows consisted of darts, archery, driving a toy car,
kicking a soccer ball through a tyre, and many others.
In the afternoon, more people came, and anybody who had heard what a
fashion show was like would have said it was a fashion show instead of a fete.

The following day, which was Sunday, we had to clean up all the papers
that were lying about.
)08

(Lunch—from R.B.). From the waiter's point of vlfew this was a period of
extreme confusion and amusement. By twelve o'clock the hall was still half-full
of tea-drinkers and cake-eaters—twelve o'clock, the hour at which lunch was

scheduled to begin !
After forty minutes of hasty preparation and explanation of our duties,

the door was unbolted. In rush^ the dense, hungry swarms, and within five
minutes everybody was clamouring for service at the same time. Before long
my complete trolley of salads had been devoured. I fetched some more to prepare
for the next onslaught. Soon after that, while serving a customer, my trolley
did the disappearing trick. After several minutes of futile searching I came
across it in the opposite corner of the hall—minus the salads I
Every time I pushed my way down the aisle between my two rows of tables
I discovered, to my dismay, that the way was blocked by someone's chair. Making
my apologies, I had to clear the passage so that I could take food to the hungry
people beyond. It was much the same on the return journey.

When others were coming for the second sitting while we were still busy
with the desserts of the first, panic soon reigned supreme. The pre-arranged
system went haywire and flustered fellow-waiters rushed all over the hall. In
fact three of us brought the same order to one-and-the-same group. Pleasant
encouragement from the customers came much mingled with denunciations of
the whole scheme. It was at this point that more than one scared waiter took
cover in the kitchen.

Finally, after one-and-a-half hours of merciless battle, the crowd thinned,
and at 2,40 we, the much harassed waiters, sat down to an enormous lunch of
our own.

CRICKET

The 1st XI did not develop into as good a team as was expected.
During the first month we had the services of Dyson, Williamson
and Wauchope, but after their departure we found the greatest
difficulty in replacing them.
Ireland was elected Captain of the cricket for the season and we
wish him every success. First XI Colours were awarded to Ireland
and Hanbury-King.
The XI did not play as a team, and batsmen who were expected
to make runs failed, in some cases, to do so. The most stable

batsmen were Hanbury-King, Needham and Ireland, and Dyson
and Williamson before they left. Of the bowlers, Ireland, Rindel
and Dyson were the most successful. Sherrell and Rock also bowled
well.
Matches

February 3rd

vs. STANDARD CRICKET CLUB

At Mirittburg

Lost by 7 wickets

This was the first game of the year, and the team played reasonably well.
Hanbury-King's innings of 56 was very good indeed, and his judgement was
excellent. The best bowling performance was put up by Rindei and he was
well supported by Ireland and Dyson.
(see overleof)
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kEarsney
Williamson, b. Upton
..... —

STANDARD CRICKET CLUB

0

Total 203.

Moon, run out
II
Sherrell, l.b.w., b, Upton .....
3
Dyson, b. Upton
7
Hanbury-King, c. Holman,
b. Douglas 56
Needham, b. Carbis
4
Rindel, b. Douglas
17
Ireland, b. Douglas
0
Pike, not out
I
Rock, b. Carbis
0
Francois, c. Carbis, b. Carbis
0
Extras

(Holman 79, Fletcher 41.)
Bowling
O. M. R. W. Av.;

Dyson
Rock
Francois
Pike

4

_...

9
4
2
44

Rindel

—

—

—,

—

—

—

36
31
50
26
30
26

2 18
2 15.5
1 50 :
—,

—

—

—

4

6.5
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TOTAL

February lOth

7
6

Ireland

vs. MICHAELHOUSE

At MIchaelhouse

Lost by 105 runs

MIchaelhouse, after winning the toss, batted first and declared at 137 for
8 wickets. Elliot batted well for 31. Rock bowled steadily and ended up,
after 12 overs, with 3 wickets for 19 runs.

Kearsney batting collapsed badly due mainly to the excellent bowling of

Hooper, and to a lesser extent of Ridgway. The Kearsney batsmen showed no
enterprise, and only Rock at No. 10 offered any resistance. ,
MICHAELHOUSE

KEARSNEY

Moon, l.b.w., b. Hooper
Williamson, c. Hensman,
b. Hooper
Sherrell, c. Hensman, b. Ridgway
Hanbury-King, c. Bouverie,
b. Ridgway
Dyson, b. Ridgway
Rindel, c. Corin, b. Hooper
Lowe, b. Ridgway
.....
Ireland, c. Bouverie, b. Hooper
Pike, b. Ridgway
Rock, b. Hooper
MacGregor, not out

Total 137 for 8 declared.

(Elliot 31.)
3
3

Bowling
O. M. R. W. Av.

1
2
I
0

9
II

24

2

12

Dyson

3 21

Rock

12

5

19

2
3

10.5
6.3

Ireland

1

5
10

1

Rindel

6

—

34

Pike

6

—

24

MacGregor

2—5 . —

—

1

—

24
—

I

Extras

32

TOTAL

Hooper 5 wkts. for 13
Ridgway 5 wkts. for 18 runs.
February 17th

runs.

vs. GLENWOOD H.S.

At Glenwood

Lost by 95 runs

Once again some of the recognised batsmen failed, and Kearsney were all
out for 1 13. Dyson batted well for 38, and Hanbury-King and Needham added
their contribution very quickly.
Glenwood declared at 209 for 6, due mainly to a very good 90 by Eyre, who

gave only one chance, before he had scored, and Harrison (48).
The Kearsney XI fared better in its second innings, Williamson being 51 not
out at the close.

no

KEARSNEY

■

GLENWOOD

.

Moon, c. Powys, b. Perkins

4

Total 209 for 6 wickets (dec.).

Sherrell, c. Smith, b.. Mansfield
Wiiiiamson, b. Perkins
Hanbury-King, b. Graham

18
4
20

Dyson, c. Smith, b. Speed

38

Rindei, b. Graham
Ireland, b. Graham .....
Needham, b. Smith ....
Pike, b. Graham
-...;
Rock, b. Graham
Francois, not out •
Extras

3
I
14
0
2
0
9

—
.....

TOTAL

(Eyre 90, Harrison 48, Smith
35 not out.)
Bowling
O. M. R. W. Av.
2 — 20 — — ■

Ireland

Dyson

! II — 73

Rock
......
7 —
Francois
I —
Rindei
' 4 —
Pike
...»
2 —

3 24.3

42
18
12
24

—
—
3
—

—
—
4
—
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KEARSNEY

(Second Innings)
99 for 5 wickets

Williamson 51 not out, Ireland
14 not out.

March 3rd

VS. D.H.S.

At D.H.S.

Lost by 99 runs

Kearsney lost the toss and went in to bat on a drying wicket. They were
soon in trouble, and only Moon batted with any confidence. Kearsney batted
until just before lunch, and by lunch D.H.S. had Ipst 2 wickets for 5 runs. The
afternoon's play was on a true wicket and D.H.S. declared at 142 for 5. In the
second innings Kearsney batted very well and stumps were drawn at 122 for 5,
Needham batting very well for 29 not out.

KEARSNEY

KEARSNEY

(First Innings)
Moon, b. Tyzack

13

Sherrell, run out
Wiiiiamson, c. Farmer, b. Miller

0
4

Hanbury-King, l.b.w., b. Purneil
Dyson, b. Miller
Rindei, c. Phillips, b. Tyzack
Ireland, b. Tyzack
Wauchope, run out

3
6
I
0
3

Needham, c. and b. Purneil

8

Mark, b. Tyzack

0

Pike, not out
Extras

0
5

TOTAL

(Second Innings)
Moon, c. Farmer, b. Purneil
7
Sherrell, c. Tyzack, b. Purneil ...... 22
Williamson, b. Miller

Dyson, not out
Rindei, c. Farmer, b. Miller
Needham, not out

I

TOTAL

')M

122

Bowling

Dyson

(First Innings)
Total 142 for 5 wickets (dee.).
(Solomon 50, Williams 33 not
out.)

20
6
29

Extras

43

D.H.S.

26

Hanbury-King, c. and b. Purneil 11

...

Ireland
Sherrell
Rindei

Pike ....»

....

O. M. R. W.

Av.

2

lO.S
19.5

14

2 41

II
5

4
—

29
23

9

2

19

1

7

—

26

— ■

2
....

—

19:
—

March r4th

vs. HILTON
At Hilton
Lost by 5 wickets
Kearsney batted first and the batsmen appeared to be quite comfortable.
Williamson, Hanbury-King and Ireland batted very well, and Hanbury-KIng was
most unfortunately run out when well set for a high score. The tall collapsed
badly, the last four wickets adding only twelve runs.
Hilton were all out for 241, their score being boosted through a hectic
Innings of 60 not out by Gilfillan at No. 8. The Hilton score would probably
have been lower but for one or two unfortunate bowling changes.
HILTON

KEARSNEY

Moon, b, Ulyate

.....

4

Total 241.

Sherrell, b. Mitchell
IS
Williamson, c. Ulyate, b. Cooper 28

Hanbury-King, run out

20

Rindel, st. Gilfillan, b. Mitchell
Needham, b. Hofman

14
8

Ireland, b. Ulyate
Gumming, b. Ulyate
Wauchope, b. Hofman

Bowling
O. M. R. W. Av.
Ireland
Sherrell
Rock
Rindel

23
0
.... — 0

Pike, not out
Rock, c. Brown, b. Hofman
Extras

5
I
5

.....
.....

Pike

12
7
10
6

3

Gumming
I
Hanbury-King I

—
—
2
—

49
42
49
36

3
I
3
I

16.3
42
19
36

—

40

I

40

— 18 —- —
— —
I —

..... 123

TOTAL

March 26tli

vs. KEARSNEY OLD BOYS
Lost by 19 runs

At Kearsney

This game, now an annual fixture, proved to be very entertaining and exciting.
The high lights were the rapid and carefree innings of Walker and Goombe
for the Old Boys and the outstanding Innings by Rock for Kearsney.
In the second Innings the Old Boys went for the runs, did not succeed, and
but for time,the School XI would have won easily. As it was,the game continued
for as long as possible, which was not quite long enough.
KEARSNEY OLD BOYS

KEARSNEY

(First Innings)

(First Innings)
Moon, b. Best

14

Sherrell, c. Waring, b. Walker
Hanbury-King, c. and b. Best

0
6

b. Warm back

Ireland, c. Best, b. WInship
Leisegang, b. Warmback ..... .....

7
2

Pike, b. Warmback

.....

0

Tarr, b. Golepeper
MacGregor, not out
Rock, c. Quarmby, b. Best

14
..... 18
33

Extras

8

Best, b. Pike

0

Hopkins, b. Sherrell

5

Theunlssen, l.b.w., b. Sherrell —

0

Wareing, not out

0

Extras

2

..... 22
TOTAL

TOTAL

0
58

Walker, c. Leisegang, b. Sherrell 59
Golepeper, b. Needham
5
Quarmby, c. Needham, b. Pike
12

10

I

7

WInship, b. Ireland
Warmback, c. Moon, b. Sherrell
Goombe, l.b.w., b. Needham

Needham, c. WInship,
Rindel, b. Warmback

Ghick, c. Rock, b. Ireland

127

112

156

Bowling

Bowling
O. M. R. W. Av.
Walker

4

1

8

1

8

Best
Chick

6
3

I
I

24
6

3
—

Warmback

3

2

6

4

Winship
Colepeper
Hopkins
Quarmby

5
I 23
I 23
3 — 15
I 15
2—16 — —
2 — 8 •— —

8
—

1.5

3

6.5
7.5

3
I

.....

4

..._

(Second Innings)
Winship, not out
Warmback, b. MacGregor

9
4

Coombe, not out

8

Walker, c. Moon, b. MacGregor 23
Colepeper, run out
3
Quarmby, c. Pike, b. Sherrell
3
Best, b. MacGregor
11
Hopkins, b. Sherrell
0

,„... 28

MacGregor, not out

TOTAL

16

KEARSNEY OLD BOYS

'

Extras

4

32
21
31
13
15

"4
3

Pike

KEARSNEY

Needham, not out

9
2

Rock
Needham

(Second Innings)
Moon, c. Quarmby, b. Best
2
Sherrell, b. Winship
10
Hanbury-King, c. Best,
,
b. Winship 30
Ireland, b. Coombe

O. M. R. W. Av.
39
2 19.5
7

Ireland
Sherrell
Rindel

78

Theunissen, b. Ireland

6

Wareing, c. Moon, b. Ireland

0

Extras

0

TOTAL(for 8 wkts. dec.) 67
Bowling

Bowling

O. M. R. W.
Walker

4—9

Best

3—9

Winship

4

—

33

Coombe

2

—

23

Av.

O. M. R. W. Av.
Ireland

1
2
1

9

4

Sherrell

.....

2

8

3—11

2

4

2

16.5

Rock

2

—

10

—

23

MacGregor

3

—

38

3

5.2
—

12.7

BATTING AVERAGES

Highest
Innings

Not Out

Score

Needham

7

2

29*

Williamson

7
9
6
5
9

1

5I»

Hanbury-King
Dyson
Rock
Sherrell

Moon
Ireland
Rindel
Pike

9
8

8
6

—

1
—

—

1
—

3

56
38
33
22
14

23
17
5»

Total
101
117
158
74
46
75
69
49
45
II

Average
20.2
19.5
17.6
14.8

9.2
8.3
7.7
7

5.6

3.7

Qualification—five innings.
Also Batted—
Tarr

MacGregor
Wauchope
Leisegang

1
3

—

3

14

14

I8»

20

14
—

2

—

4

4

2

1

—

2

2

2
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BOWLING ANALYSIS
■■

ri

Overs

.'iji i;

Sherrell ■ ' ''
ireland .I:.;.
1.1)
RIndet

„
'
1..

Dyson
Rock
Pike

Maidens

52
31.4

7

2

42

.....

-

Runs

!

24

5
5

44
23

—

Wickets

Average.

108
205
148

7

15.4

13

15.7

166

9

18.4 '

201
159

7

28.7

16.4 . .

9

■ 53 :v.vf

3

Qualification—twenty overs.
Also Bowled—* '

'

•

MacGregor '

5

43

Francois

5

45

Needham

, , ...

Cumming

" " ....

Hanbury-Klng

3
1

13

.1

3

14.3

2

6.5

18

—

—

—

1

—

Second XI

The majority of the 2nd XI games were unfortunately cancelled
and two matches only were played, against Hilton and against the
Old Boys.
March 14th

At Kearsney

M. HILTON

Lost by 5 wickets

Kearsney batted first and collapsed badly. Francois (47) and Callow (18 not
out) however, became associated In a good partnership and added 56 runs.
Burfnan bowled well for Hilton. Hilton passed the Kearsney score with 5

wickets in hand, due mainly to an excellent Innings by Wickens (43).
KEARSNEY
Total 96.
(Francois 47, Callow 18 not out,

Total 151.

Burman 6 for 38.)

3 for 26, Francois 3 for 49.)

March 26th

HILTON

(Wickens 43, Stent 26, Cordes

vs. KEARSNEY OLD BOYS

At Kearsney

Won by I wicket

The Old Boys batted first and only Ken Theunlssen (38 not out), and Zingll
(2i), showed any signs of confidence. The others must have been too "old."

Cordes and Francois both bowled well. The 2nd XI opened their Innings well
but the middle batting seemed to be over-awed by the occasion. Dukes, Mark
and Francois all batted well, and Chick (4 for 25) was the most successful Old
Boys' bowler.
KEARSNEY

KEARSNEY OLD BOYS

Total III.

Total 98.

(Mark 31, Francois 29, Dukes 18,
Chick 4 for 25, Zingll 2for 5, Robert
son 2 for 2.)

(K. Theunlssen 38, Zingel 21,
Rodda 13, Cordes 3 for 14, Francois
3 for 22.)
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SIXTH FORM vs. THE REST

"The Rest" challenged the Sixth Form to a Test on 24th March, 1951,

This game was played on the Oval and resulted In an easy win for Sixth Form.
Hanbury-King and Ireland batted well, and MacGregor (6 for 14) bowled well-for
"The Rest." "The Rest" were soon in trouble, and only Moon reached doubles
,[■

figures.

Total 108.

SIXTH FORM

THE REST
(First Innings)

(Hanbury-King 34, Ireland 37

'

Total 66,

not out, MacGregor 6 for 14.)

(Moon 29, Pike 3 for 14, Hanbury-^

King 2 for S, Ireland 2 for 12, Rock2 for 20.)
(Second Innings)
Total 32 for 4.

Sherrell 18 not out, Francois 3
for 6.)
Under 15

Although there Is some useful material in this side, the opposition

was for the most part too strong. The other schools are to be

congratulated on having some outstanding players who are in a class

above ours. Individually our players show promise, but they never

came off together. In the batting, Tarr and Bradshaw were the

best, but others came off at Intervals. The bowling shows much

greater variety than last year's. Dykes, Bradshaw (both medium
pace) and Stokoe (spin) showed consistent form and .bowled to a

length. Pigg bowls a fast Douglas-Wright leg flip which Is quite-

deadly, but no-one, least of all the bowler, knows where the ball '
will pitch. Anywhere In the segment from the bowler's own toes

to point and square leg may be termed the danger-zone. With

experience and control, Pigg will make a dangerous bowler. Fielding

throughout was keen, and the spirit of the side excellent.
Matches

February lOth. Vs. MICHAELHOUSE (away).
MICHAELHOUSE 125 (Stokoe 3 for 18, Cumming 2 for 6).
KEARSNEY 54 (Bradshaw 26).

.

MI^CHAELHOUSE (2nd Innings) 56 for 3 wkts. dec. (Pigg 2 for 19)
KEARSNEY (2nd Innings) 66 (Tarr 45)
Lost.

February 17th Vs. GLENWOOD (away).
- ;
GLEN WOOD 215 (Morby-Smith 96, Bradshaw 3 for 50, Pigg 3 for 38,
Stokoe 3 for 37).

KEARSNEY 73 (Tarr 25, Valintine 24) and 74 (Pigg 35)
Lost.

March 3rd. Vs. D.H.S. (away).

,,

. - >

'

p H.S. 84 (Pigg 4 for 26) and 176 for 7 wkts. (Bradshaw 3 for 29).
KEARSNEY 155 (Tarr 52, Dykes 29)
Won.

i St; cr

March Nth. Vs. HILTON (away).
HILTON 149 (Dykes 8 for 44) and 107 for 8 wkts. (Stokoe 5 for 32). '
KEARSNEY 69 (Bradshaw 23).
r .-n,,
Lost.

.

ns

. ..

SWIMMING NOTES

Captain: E. J. Needham.
Comn^ittee Members: J. Ireland, R. Dersley, T. Metcalf.
The Annual Gala.

The Annual Swimming Gala was held on Wednesday, 28th

February. The date of this annual event was a departure from the
normal course and was tried as an experiment. It has been felt

for some years, that boys who participate in the Inter-Schools'
Galas in Durban, which are held during the first term, are at a

disadvantage over their opponents, owing to their lack of training.

By bringing our Annual Gala into line with those held by the Durban
& District District Schools' Swimming Association, our lads are

fitter and display keener enthusiasm. It is regretted that owing to
the fact that the Gala took place on a Wednesday, many Old Boys
and friends were unable to attend. In a School of this size, where

so much is done by so few, congestion on the programme Is un
avoidable—and there are only a limited number of Saturdays in a

School year! It is hoped in the future, however, to set aside one
Saturday on the calendar for the Annual Gala.
The standard of results at the Gala was encouraging and as this

was the last year of Needham's participation he is worthy of special
mention in this report. Apart from being an enthusiastic Swimming

Captain, Needham is the holder of 15 School Records. There are
only two which he does not hold. This in itself must be a record !
The following were the results of the Eighth Annual Gala :—
SO yds Free Style (Open):
1st—Ireland
2nd—Needham
3rd—Dyson
50 yds. Free Style (Under 16^):
1st—Metcalf
2nd—Hall. D. O.
3rd—MacGregor

Time: 27.6 sec.

Time: 29.3 sec.

50 yds. Free Style (Under IS):

1st—Harcourt
2nd—Hall, M. O.
One Length Free Style (Under 14):

1st—Smit

2nd—Kyle

3rd—Fraser

3rd—Beatty

One Length Free Style (Under 13):
1st—Fearnhead
2nd—Dukes, C.
3rd—Foxon
Diving (Under IS):
1st—Hall, M. O.
2nd—Tyler
3rd—Dykes
100 yds. Free Style (Open):
1st—Needham
2nd—Ireland
3rd—Cordes

Time: 30.8 sec.

Time: 20.7 sec.
_
Time: 21,2 sec.

Time: 60.0 sec.

(Record)

One Length Breast Stroke (Under 14):

1st—Smit

2nd—Eddy

3rd—Longhurst

Time: 27.8 sec.

100 yds. Free Style (Under /6^):

1st—Hall, D. O.
2nd—Metcalf
3rd—MacGregor
50 yds. Breast Stroke (Under IS):
1st—Harcourt
2nd—^Fraser
3rd—Haii M. O.
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Time: 66.2 sec.
Time: 41.3 sec.

50 yds. Free Style (under 14);
1st—Smit
2nd—Kyle
3rd—Beatty
50 yds. Free Style (under 13):
1st—Fearnhead

2nd—Gage

3rd—Russell

Time; 35.3 sec.
Time: 35.2 sec.

SO yds. Breast Stroke (Open);
1st—Needham

3rd—Ireland

2nd—Botte

Time; 34.4 sec.

(Record equalled)

SO yds. Breast Stroke (under 16^);
1st—Metcalf

3rd- -Stevenson

2nd—^Tolken

Time: 39.8 sec.

100 yds. Free Style (under IS);
1st—Hall, M. O.

3rd—Drennan

2nd—Fraser

Time; 70.1 sec.

DiV/ng (under 14);
2nd- -Young, I.

1st—Rodda

3rd—Beatty

Di'v/ng (under 13);
2nd—Palmer

1st—van Amstel

3rd—Groom, U.

200 yds. Free Style (Open):
1st—Needham

2nd—Ireland

50 yds. Back Stroke (Open);
1st—Cordes
2nd—Ireland

3rd—Dyson

(Record)
3rd—Sproson

50 yds. Back Stroke (under I6i);
1st—Hall, D. O.
2nd—Metcalf
Diving (under 16^);
1st—Carter

2nd—Shea

Time: 2 min. 24.3 sec.

3rd—MacGregor

Time; 34 sec.
Time; 37.3 set

3rd—Rowe, F.

Diving (Open);
2nd—Needham
1st—Dersley
House Relay Race (under 13);
1st—Finnlngley
House Relay Race (under 14);
1st—Gilllngham
House Relay Race (under IS);
1st—Gilllngham
House Relay Race (under 16^);

3rd—Black
Time; 102.2 set
Time; 90.7 set
Time; 82 sec.
Time; 78 sec.

1st—Gilllngham

House Relay Race (Open);
1st—Finnlngley

Time; 72.5 sec.

One Length Non-Finalists (under 13 & 14):
1st—Ritz

2nd—Goldle

3rd—Daniel

Time; 26,4 set

Old Boys' SO yds.:

1st—MacCarthy

2nd—Blackburn

3rd—Rodda

Polo Match:

Result; Gilllngham 2—Finnlngley I
Plunge (Open):

1st—Ireland (F.) 2nd—Dersley (G.) 3rd—Needham (F.) Distance; 47 ft. 7 in.
Plunge (under l&i);

1st—Hewitt(F.) 2nd—Price-Hughes(G.) 3rd—Jackson (G.) Distance; 48 ft. 4 in.
Total Points: Finnlngley 351—Gilllngham 302
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Congratulations to Finningfey on retaining the Forsyth Rose-Bowl
for the second year in succession and to the boys who were awarded
the following Trophies:—

Open: E, J. Needham
Under I6-^; T. E. Metcalf
Under 15; D. O. Hall
Under 14; M. O. Hall

—

—

Robertson Trophy
Spradbrow Trophy
Matterson Trophy

yan Gorkom Trophy

A special vote ofthanks by Needham was accorded Mrs. Matterson
who distributed the prizes.
Durban & District Combined Gala.

The following boys represented Kearsney at the Beach Baths on
9th March : Needham, Ireland, Dyson, Cordes, Pike, Harcourt,
Fraser, Hall, D. O., MacGregor, Smit.

The general standard of swimming at this Gala was high and our
lads were up against some of the best junior Natal swimmers.
Members of the team were placed in the events indicated :—
100 yds. Free Style, Boys (Open): Second—Needham.
100 yds. Breast Stroke, Boys (Under 16): Second—T. E. Metcalf
200 yds. Breast Stroke, Boys (Open)—Derby Cup: F/rst—Needham.
^

^

200 yds. Free Style, Boys (Open): Second—Needham.

Time: 2 min, 44.5 sec,

3x50 yds. Medley Team Race, Boys (Open): First—D.H.S. Second—Kearsney
Third—Glenwood.

6 X SO yds. Team Race, Boys (Open)—Smith Cup: First—D.H.S. Second—

Gienwood Third—Kearsn^.
4 X SO yds. Team Race, Boys—Assoc. Cup; First—Gienwood Second—
D.H.S. Third—Kearsney.

On 16th March the third Inter-districts Schools' Swimming Gala
was held In Pietermaritzburg. Needham was a well merited inr

elusion in the Durban and District team, which competed against
Pietermaritzburg and Northern Districts. The majority of the
excellent times recorded were by members of the Pietermaritzburg
team who deservedly won the competition. It was pleasing to note
that Needham won his event—the 100 yds. Breast Stroke, boys over
14, in the time of 75.9 sees.

Life Saving.

Once again the Swimming Committee has been solely responsible
for the training of lads in this branch of Swimming. Mention must
be m^de of Metcalf and Needham who did some really hard work
In preparation for the Annual Life Saving Competition, which was

held at the Beach Baths, Durban, on the evening of 26th March.

The following were the outstanding results :—
Payne Shield Competition—Seniors.

First—D.H.S.

660^ pts. (Total 760).

Second—Kearsney
Third—Gienwood

647 pts.
640 pts.

Members of"A" Team; Needham, Ireland, Metcalf, Tolken. "B"Team :
Walker, MacGregor, Hall, D.O., Carter.

Milner Smyth Shield^uniort. /■

'

First—Kearsney " A "

511 pts. {Total 640).

''

Second—D.H.S.
501^ pts.
>
^i
Third—Kearsney " B " 4865 pts.
Members of "A" Team r Smit, Tyler, Hall, M.O., Gorton. "B" Team;
Fraser, Bull, Stewart, Hopewell.
This Is the second year In succession that Kearsney has won this competition
The committee wishes again to record a special vote of thanks to Mr. Godfrey
Logan (Chairman D. & D. S.S.A.) who so willingly gave of his services in the
" pollshing-up" stages, just prior to the competition. Congratulations to
A. Gorton and T. Metcalf In obtaining the highest individual scores from all
Schools in their respective divisions.
It is hoped that when the new season opens In September, a large group of

lads will work for and win the awards Issued by the Royal Life Saving Society,
Polo.

Polo fixtures are difficult to arrange owing to lack of interest
in other Schools. It is hoped, however, that we shall soon be abia
to offer GlenWood, D.H.S. and Hilton a similar inter-school com

petition on the lines of the most successful one held last year.

Visit of Jeppe High Schooi, Johannesburg, to Kearsney.
It Is with great pleasure that we announce the acceptance of an
Invitation to Jeppe High, to visit Kearsney on Saturday, 27th October.
An interesting 20-event programme has been drawn up for the
Gala to be held during the afternoon. We extend a hearty welcome
to you Jeppe and we hope that you will spend a happy week-end
with us.

Coaching.

Mr. Ian Tirrell has been responsible for the coaching of swimming
during the first half of the season and has done much In raising the
standard. We hope that as many boys as possible will avail them
selves of this tuition.
V.L.C.

SPORTS DAY

This year the Sports were held on the A. H. Smith Oval for the
first time—an Innovation which made it possible for the Memorial

Pavilion to be used by both spectators and competitors. Thus
despite uncertain weather the usual large number of guests were
able to watch the sports in greater comfort than has been the case
on similar occasions in the past.
Heavy rain on the previous night and during the morning made

the track very heavy and had an adverse effect on the times of the
track events.

Three records were broken, however, and the times

for the Under 16^ Mile and Half-mile came very near the existing
records.
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We should like to thank Mrs. Goldman and her staff for once

again catering so efficiently for the large number of visitors and .
our thanks go also to the ladies who kindly assisted with the teas.
Our appreciation is due once more to Mr. Colley and his staff
for their work in preparing the new track and to Mr. Mitchell who
so kindly supplied the public address system.
After a day of keen competition Finningley won the Oliver Pearce
Trophy by 879 points to 821.
At the close of the sports Mrs. J. N. Hulett kindly did us the honour
of presenting the trophies.
75 yds. (under 13):

1st—du Tolt (F.) 2nd—^Steyn (G.) 3rd—Maxwell (F.)

Time: 9.4 sec.

75 yds. (under 14):

1st—Moffitt (G.) 2nd—Groom (G.) 3rd—Barker (F.)

Time: 9.5 sec.

100 yds. (under IS):

1st—Pigg (G.) 2nd—Careise (F.) 3rd—Leask (F.)
Time: 11.7 sec.
(I. McLeod, 1941, 11.2 sec. M. Eastwood, 1947, 1 1.2 sec.)
100 yds. (under 16^):

1st—More (F.) 2nd—-Tolken (G.) 3rd—Meumann (F.)
Time: 11 sec.
(J. Atkinson, 1949/1950, 10.8 sec.)
100 yds. (Open):

1st—Rock (G.) 2nd—Sherrell (G.) 3rd—Ireland (F.)

Time: 10.9 sec,

(J. Barratt, 1932, 10.2 sec.)
High Jump (under 13):

1st—Murdoch (G.) 2nd—Todd (G.) 3rd—Van Amstel (G.) Height: 4 ft. I I in.
(B. Vowles & P. Jonsson, 1940, 4 ft. 5 in. S. Leask, 1949, 4 ft. 5 in.)
High Jump (under 14):

1st—Hoo-Foster (F.) 2nd—Moffitt (G.) 3rd—Colley (F.)

Height: 4 ft. 4 in.

(D. Rishworth, 1948, 4 ft. 8 in.)
880 yds. (under I6i):

1st—Newiands (F.) 2nd—Randall (G.) 3rd—Beckett (G.) Time: 2 min. 14 sec.
(L. Johnson, 1948, 2 min. 8 sec.)
220 yds. (Open):
1st—Rock (G.) 2nd—Sherreli (G.) 3rd—Ireland (F.)
Time: 25.3 sec.
(N. McLuckie, 1948, 23 sec.)
Long Jump (under 13):

ist—du Toit (F.) 2nd—Steyn (G.) 3rd—Gage (F.)

Distance; 16 ft.
(Record)
(R. Moffit, 1950, 15 ft.)

Long Jump (under 14);

Ist—Moffitt(G.) 2nd—Barker (F.) 3rd—Ford (G.)

Distance: 15 ft. 10 in.

(I. McLeod, 1940, 16 ft. 7 in.)
Long Jump (under IS):

1st—Pigg (G.) 2nd—Moon (F.) 3rd—Careise (F.)

Distance: 17 ft. 10 in.

(D. Morrison, 1947, 19 ft. 1^ in.)
Long Jump (under I6i):
Ist—Newiands (F.) 2nd—Winder (F.) 3rd—Mannion (G.) Distance: 19 ft. 4 in.
(R. McLeod, 1943, 20 ft. 2 in.)
Long Jump (Open);
Ist—Ireland (F.) 2nd—Sherrell (G.) 3rd—Hanbury-King Distance: 18ft. I li in.

(D. Morrison, 1948, 20 ft. lOi in.)
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Discus (under IS):
1st—Moon (F;) 2nd—Drennan (G.) 3rd—Frick (F.)
Distance; 10 ft. 1.7S in,
(T. Dyson. 1948, 1 14 ft.)
100 yds (under 13):
fst—du Tolt (F.) 2nd—Steyn (G.) 3rd—Groom (G.)
Time: 12,8 sec.
(D. Olufsen, 1949, 12.2 sec.)
100 yds, (under 14):
1st—Moffitt (G.) 2nd—Groom (G.) 3rd—Barker (F.)
Time: I2.S sec,
(D. Olufsen, 1950, 11.7 sec.)
680 yds. (under IS):
1st—Scott (G.) 2nd—Lee (G.) 3rd—Drennan (G.)
Time: 20.5 sec,
(I. McLeod, 1941, 2 min. 10.2 sec.)
High Jump (Open):
1st—Ireland (F.) 2nd—Cordes (F.) 3rd—Hanbury-King
Height: 5 ft. 2 in.
(P. Davidson, 1942, 5 ft. Hi: in.)
220 yds. (under 13):
ist—du Toit (F.) 2nd—Steyn (G.) 3rd—Gage (F.)
Time: 28.8 sec,
(D. Olufsen, 1949, 27.8 sec.)
220 yds. (under 14):
Ist—Ford (G.) 2nd—Moffitt(G.) 3rd—Hoo-Foster (F.)
Time: 29.5 sec.
(D. Olufsen, 1950, 26.7 sec.)
440 yds. (under I6{);
,1st—More (F.) 2nd—Meumann (F.) Randall (G.)
Time: 55.4 sec.
(C. Meinzer, 1947, 55 sec.)
880 yds. (Open);
Ist—Jackson (G.) 2nd—Hanbury-King (G.) 3rd—Dersley (G.)
Time: 2 min. 20.5 sec.

(O. Knaggs, 1942, 2 min. 4.8 sec.)
High Jump (under IS):
Ist—Lee (G.) 2nd—Carelse (F.) 3rd—Leask (F.)
Height: 4 ft. 8.5 in.
(D. Nathan, 1940, 5 ft. I in.)
Discus (under 16^);
Ist—Winder (F.) 2nd—Newlands (F.) MacGregor (G.)
Distance: 144 ft. I If In, (Record)
(R. Kitchin, 1947, 128 ft. 8 in.)
Discus (Open):
Ist—Ireland (F.) 2nd—Hanbury-King (G.) 3rd—Needham (F.)
Distance: 134 ft. 5 in.

(N. Walker, 1945, 160 ft. 10 in.)
Shot (under 16^):
ist—Winder (F.) 2nd—Doiton (G.) 3rd—Tolken (G.)
Distance: 39 ft. 8 in. (Record)
(E. Hansen, 1949, 39 ft. 4 in.)
Shot (Open):
Ist—Ireland (F.) 2nd—Needham (F.) 3rd—Pike (G.)
Distance: 37 ft. 9 in.
(N. Walker, 1945, 42 ft. 10 in. P. ie Roux, 1947, 42 ft. iO in.)
440 yds. (Open):
Ist—Sproson (F.) 2nd—Ireland (F.) 3rd—Sherreii (G.)
Time: 57.75 sec.
(R. McLeod, 1944, 52 sec.)
High Jump (under 16^):
Ist—Newlands (F.) 2nd—Mark (F.) 3rd—MacGregor (G.) Height: 4 ft. I l^in.
(P. Warmback, 1945, 5 ft. 6 in.)
880 yds. (under 13):
Ist—du Toit (F.) 2nd—Coetzee (G.) 3rd—Foxon (G.) Time: 2 min. 40.7 sec
(D. Olufsen, 1949, 2 min. 30.6 sec.)
830 yds. (under 14):
1st—Ford (G.) 2nd—Simpson (F.) 3rd—Court (G.)
Time: 2 min. 33.4 sec.
(I. McLeod, 1940, 2 min. 25.9 sec.)
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220 yds. (under 15):
1st—Pigg (G.) 2na—Moon (F.) 3rd—Carefse (F.)

Time; 27.S sec,
(I. McLeod, 1941, 25 sec.)

220 yds. (under 16^):
1st—Moon (F.) 2nd—Tolken (G.) 3rd—Meumann (F.)
Time: 25,1 seci
(M, Eastwood, 1948, 24.3 sec, J, Atkinson, 1959, 24.3 sec.)
Parents Walk;

ist^Mrs, Meumann 2nd—Mr. Benporath,
Mile (under IS):
1st—Scott (G.) 2nd—Stokoe (F.) 3rd—Drennan (G.)
Time: 5 min. 19 sec.
(van Aardt, 1943, 5 min. 16.4 sec.)
Mile (under I6i):
ist—^Bandall (G.) 2nd—Newlands (F,) Rowe (G.)
Time: 5 min. 7 sec.
(M. Crookes, 1942, 5 min. 4.6 sec.)
Mile (Open):
,
,

Ist—Needham (F.) 2nd—Jackson (G.) Dersley (G.)

Time: 5 min. 27 sec,

(1. Ives, 1944, 4 min. 48.4 sec.)

680 yds. Non-Finalists:
Ist—Shekieton (F.) 2nd—'Smtt (G.) 3rd—^Tarr (G.)
Time;2 min, 26 sec;
Old Boys' 100 yds.:
1st—Taylor 2nd—Stewart 3rd—Warmback
Time: 9.6 sec.
Relay (under 13):
Ist—Finningley 2nd—Gillingham.
Time: 57.9 sec.
(Gillingham, 1942, 57.8 sec.)
Relay (under 14):

Ist—Gillingham 2nd—Finningley

Time: 56 sec,
(Finningley, 1950, 54.4 sec.)

Relay (under IS):
1st—Finningley 2nd—Gillingham
Time: 52.8 sec,
(Finningley, 1944, 52,+sec. Gillingham, 1947, 52.4 sec.)
Relay (under 16^):

Ist—Finningley 2nd—Gillingham

Time: 49.5 sec,

.

(Gillingham, 1950, 47.6 sec.)

Relay (Open);
Ist—Finningley 2nd—Gillingham
Tug o' War:
Ist—Gillingham

Time: 49.4 sec,
(Gillingham, 1944, 47.4 sec.)

2nd—Finningley
(Previous records in parentheses)
EVENTS PREVIOUSLY DECIDED

Cricket Ball:

Under IS: Ist—Pigg 2nd—^Harcourt 3rd—^Moon
76 yds. 2 ft. 6 In,
Under 16^: Ist—MacGregor 2nd—Mark 3rd—Winder 88 yds. I ft. 0 in.
Open:
Ist—Dyson 2nd—Hanbury-King 3rd—^Williamson
103 yds. Oft. 7 in,
TROPHIES

Inter-House—Oliver Pearce

Finningley

Best Individual Event:

Under 13—Hopkins
Under 14—Pennefather
Under IS—Grant Weston
Under 16i—tes France ,...
Open—Hulett
Flat Race—Trewhella
Field Event-^pliffe ;
™

....
.i™
..L

P. du Toit (Long Jump)
R. Ford (880 yds.)
D. Scott (Mile)
:
H. Winder (Discus)
.....
W. Rock (220 yds.)
..... ' N. More (under 16^ 440 yds.)
.....
H. Winder (under 16^ Discus)
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RUGBY

The First XV has performed quite creditably this quarter and it
Is encouraging to see the younger players making a useful contribu
tion to the success of the team, for it is upon their shoulders that
the responsibility will fall next year.
The forwards have had some good games, especially those in
which they have played as a pack rather than as individuals. On
several occasions they have done well against heavier opposition

simply by virtue of superior team-work.
The three-quarters have not had many opportunities but even
so they have lacked thrust in attack. When they learn to run
harder and straighter, they will find that they will achieve far more
than at present. Their defence, however, has generally been very
sound.

E. Needham has proved an excellent captain and his example

has always been an inspiration to the rest of the team. Since his
injury in the Natal Schools' trials, the XV has felt his loss
considerably.
Congratulations to E. Needham and G. Sherrell on being selected
to represent the Coastal Schools.
May Sth

TECHNICAL M.S.

Home

Won 9—0

For the most part this game was played in a drizzle and by the second half
the mist was so heavy that It was difficult to follow the game at the far end of
the field.

It was mainly a forward game, interspersed with occasional three-quarter
movements. We missed several opportunities through careless handling of
the wet ball.

From a scrum near Tech, 2S, Ireland punted ahead, gathered and went
over to score but the kick failed (3—0). Sherrell was just short with a penalty
kick. Half time (3—0).
Shortly after the resumption, Ireland kicked well ahead Into Tech. half.
Following up, Botte gathered and scored an unconverted try (6—0). Our pack
began gradually to wear down their opponents so that we attacked strongly In
the last 15 minutes. In the last few minutes Sproson rounded off a good threequarter movement to score. The kick was wide. Final score (9—0).

May 12th

vs. D.H.S.

Home

Lost 0—6

We were early on the attack and carried play Into D.H.S. half and within
the first three minutes were awarded a penalty In front of their posts, but an
easy kick was missed.
For the rest of the half exchanges were more or less even with determined
tackling a feature of the play on both sides. There were several good threequarter movements but sound defence prevented any score by either side.
Half time (0—0).
In the second half D.H.S. gradually established their superiority in the
forwards with the result that our line saw little of the ball.

D.H.S. scored two

unconverted tries and It was only desperate defence by our forwards and backs

which prevented the margin from being far greater. Final score (0—6).
U3

May 19th

vs. MrCHAELHOUSE

Home

Won 10—0

Kicking off against the wind, Kearsney were soon on the attack and remained
^o for most of the half. The pack played their best game to date, their play
•n the loose being particularly good. Although they were given good service

from the scrums and line-outs, our backs were unable to penetrate Michaelhouse
defence.

Half time (0—0).

For the first ten minutes of the second half Michaelhouse rallied and their

left wing put in several good runs, but our pack began gradually to dominate the
game and spent most of the rest of the half in Michaelhouse territory.
From a S-yard scrum Sherrell broke to score under the posts for Ireland
to convert(S—0). About ten minutes from the end, our forwards heeled quickly
for Sproson to go over to score. Sherrell converted (10—0). There was no
further addition to the score.

May 26tb

vs. TECHNICAL H.S.

Away

Won 17—3

Playing with the wind, we were soon in Tech. 25 and in the first few minutes
were awarded a penalty which Sherrell put over (3—0). Not to be outdone
Tech. replied with a good drop goal against the wind by Robertson (3—3).
Tech. forwards were playing well and gained valuable ground by means of forward
rushes. Receiving the ball from a loose scrum Mark broke and gave to Sproson
who went through to score under the posts, for Sherrell to convert (8—3).
Tech. had the advantage in the set scrum but we saw more of the ball from the
loose and line-outs. Shortly before half time Sherrell goaled another penalty
(1 1-3).
In the second half Tech. made use of the wind but their three-quarters did
not make the most of their opportunities. About ten minutes from the end
Meumann ran half the length of the field to score under the posts but the con

version was touched by a Tech. player and disallowed (14—3). In the closing
stages Ireland broke and scored an unconverted try in the corner (17—3).
June 2nd

vs. P.M.B. COLLEGE

Home

Lost 0—5

Exchanges were fairly even at the start and we were able to get our fair
share of the bail from the set-scrums, the loose and the line-outs. About midway
through the first haif Sherrell had to leave the field for a time owing to an injury.
During this period College left wing scored in the corner after a determined
run. Castle converted with an excellent kick. We fought back with deter
mination and were unlucky to miss a penalty from an easy position just before
half time. Half time (0^—5).
in the second haif the game developed into a forward tussle with neither
side giving anything away. Neither three-quarter line was given many chances
and sound tackling was a feature of the play. We missed two more penalties
from possible scoring positions but further than that there were no movements
which might have resulted in a change in the score. Final score (0—5).

June 9th

vs. GLENWOOD

Away

Drew 3—3

This game was played for the most part in a downpour which turned the
field into a quagmire. Only in the second haif did the rain ease off to any extent.
We started sluggishly and seemed heavy and listless. It was left to Glenwood
to take the initiative and their three-quarters handled the sodden ball remarkably
well. Following a quick heel near our line, a Glenwood centre scored fairly
far out but the kick failed (0—3).
Despite forward rushes by both sides there was no addition to the scooe
at haif time (0—3).
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In the second half our forwards rallied and penned Glenwood in their 25
for the rest of the game. Poor handling and selfishness prevented any possibility
of our scoring. We were awarded several penalties but the heavy ball made
kicking difficult. Following a kick by Ireland our forwards were up quickly and
gave out to Neumann to score an unconverted try in the corner (3—3).

June 16th

vs. VOORTR.EKKER

Away

Won 6—3

A scrappy game in which neither our forwards nor backs gave of their best.

Heat and the hard ground may have accounted to some extent for the poor
display but it was not one of our better games. Our forwards did not play
together and the handling of the backs left much to be desired.

In the first few minutes Rowe goaled a penalty in front of the posts to give
us the lead (3—0). We missed another penalty and a little later Voortrekker
scored but failed to convert(3—3). For the rest of the half exchanges were even.
In the second half Voortrekker forwards were gaining more of the ball

and we were forced to defend. Poor handling by our backs whittled away
several opportunities. Eventually Rock managed to run round his opponent
to score an unconverted try in the corner (6—3). The game ended up as a
forward struggle with no change in the score.
June 27th

vs. HILTON

Home

Lost 0— 16

The XV was without Needham and Ireland for this game owing to injuries
and also had the misfortune to lose Mark for the greater part of the game. The
team is to be congratulated on their clean, low tackling throughout, which on
many occasions smothered the strong Hilton line.
Hilton opened the score when Ulyate engineered a break round the blind

side to send Gold away down the left wing and to score under the posts. The
kick hit the cross-bar (0—3). Our pack was playing well and frequently gained
useful ground. Our backs, however, were badly disorganised. Shortly before
half time Hilton got the overlap and one of their centres scored under the posts.
The kick went over. Half time (0—8).
For some time after the resumption our depleted pack forced Hilton on
to the defensive and kept them in their half for some time. A forward rush

which resulted from bad handling on our part gave Hilton another try which
was converted (0—13). In the last ten minutes Uiyate received the ball from
a scrum near our 25 and put over a drop goal to put Hilton further ahead. Final
score (0—16).
Second XV

May 24th

vs. OLD CROCKS

Home

Lost 8—^12

Unfortunately Old Crocks were unable to field their original side yet despite
this disadvantage, they provided a large crowd of spectators with some enjoyable
rugby. It was gratifying to see Alf Walker in action again after his temporary
absence last year. At the age of 56 he showed remarkable stamina and was
always up with the game.

Jack Gage and Bawden Coombe, at centre and fly-half respectively, made full
use of their speed and caused the boys considerable trouble. Stanley Osier
at full-back gave a polished display of anticipation and positional play. Among
the forwards Alf VValker, Bob Gouldie, Fred Herbert, Bird and Hotchkiss all

showed that they had not forgotten the tricks of the game.
The boys stood up to their heavier and faster opponents very well and in
the second half especially had a good share of the game. It was a pity that they
lost many chances by the too frequent use of the boot, when passing the ball
would have brought better results,
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Old Crocks were earl/ on the attack andi following a quick heel in Kearsney
25, Hopkins scored far out after about three minutes play. The kick failed
(0—3). Kearsney now settled down to some good tackling which kept the
visitors in check. A good forward rush carried them into Old Crocks' half
where they were awarded a penalty which Rowe H. goaled (3—3). Old Crocks
took the lead later in the half when they also kicked a penalty. Half time (3—6),
Realising that they would have to make the most of their wind while it
lasted, Old Crocks started the second half at a cracking pace. Bawden Coombe
showed a fine turn of speed when he ran through the opposition for an un
converted try (3—9). Using a deceptive change of direction and his pace Jack
Gage went through to put the Oid Crocks further ahead but the kick fa'led
(3-12).
The boys now began to come into their own and the Old Crocks were
forced to defend. Newlands J. broke and after a good run scored under the
posts for Rowe H. to convert (8—12). The final whistle blew shortly afterwards.
Old Crocks' Team: S. Osier, R. Fenhalls, J. Gage, S. Sherrell, J. Hopkins,
B, Coombe, N. Reeves, G. Thompson, R. Gouidie, F. Herbert, L. Bird, H, Groom,
Hotchkiss, P. Jacobs and A. P. Walker.
Other Second XV Matches:

May
May
May
May

5th vs. TECHNICAL H,S. 2nd XV. Won 8—5.
12th vs. MANSFIELD 1st XV. Lost 8—11.
19th vs. MiCHAELHOUSE 3rd XV. Won 11—8.
26th vs. KOKSTAD 1st XV. Lost 5—13.

June 2nd vs. P.M.B. COLLEGE 2nd XV. Lost 0—23.
June 16th vs. TECHNICAL H.S. 2nd XV. Won 33—3.
J.H.H.

UNDER 13

Results of Matches played:—
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

ST. HENRY'S
Lost IS—3
VOORTREKKER Lost 23—6.
HIGHBURY
Lost 13—3.
CORDWALLES
Won 9—6,

UNDER 15

vs.
vs.

DURBAN TECHNICAL COLLEGE
DURBAN HIGH SCHOOL
...

Lost 3—0.
Lost 30—0.

vs.
vs.

MICHAELHOUSE
DURBAN TECHNICAL COLLEGE

Lost 28—6.
Won 6—0.

Lost 19—5.

vs.

MARITZBURG COLLEGE

...

vs.

GLENWOOD HIGH SCHOOL

...

vs.

VOORTREKKER HIGH SCHOOL

Lost 6—0.

vs.

HILTON COLLEGE

Lost 61—0.

vs.
vs.

HIGHBURY
TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL

vs.

MANSFIELD ROAD HIGH SCHOOL

Lost 20—0.

UNDER 14

...

vs. DURBAN PREPARATORY H.S. ...
vs. TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL ...
vs. HILTON, COLLEGE
...
...
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Lost 0—6.
Won 18—0.
Lost 0—33.

Drew 3—3.
Won 27—0.
Lost 3—60.

TENNIS

Committee 1951 : W. Rock (Capt.), J. Ireland and D. Lowe.
Our decision this year to play matches against other schools
only during the two winter terms, has proved to be the right policy
and has resulted In far less disappointment and disorganisation
through matches having to be postponed or cancelled on account
of the weather or other activities.

The first half of the season has been a most successful one.

Not

only did the school team do well, but even more gratifying is the
interest and enthusiasm shown in tennis throughout the whole
school; a factor that promises well for our tennis in the future.
In this respect we wish to mention the name of B. Woodroffe
and extend to him our sincere thanks for giving up a good many of
his Monday afternoons to coach at the school. We appreciate
very much the keen interest he has taken in tennis at Kearsney and
hope that the achievement of some of his pupils will justly reward
his keenness.

, We all say thank you very much to all the masters who so willingly
put their cars at our disposal whenever transport was required
for away matches.
As in previous years we entered competitors in the Annual Durban
and Distria L.T.A. Junior Singles Championships held at the Beach
Courts on 24th May. These were ; W. Rock, D. Lowe, D. Dukes,
L. Tarr, B. Dykes, C. Dukes and B. von Sorgenfrei.
Most successful of these players were D. Lowe, winner Section 2
and C. Dukes, winner Section 4. Play-off results were: D. Lowe
beat C. Dukes 6—2; E. Koenig beat D. Lowe 6—4, 6—2.
Kearsney was also well represented in the Inter-district (Maritzburg—Southern Counties) Junior Tournament played in Maritzburg
during Easter week-end. Those taking part were: A. Bulman (Old
Boy), School Champion 1950, D. Lowe and L. Tarr.

Results were: Singles: D. Lowe beat A. Stott 6—3,6—2; A. Bulman
lost to G. Morrison I—6, 6—4, 3—6; L. Tarr lost to D. Stewart
4—6, 2—6. Doubles: Lowe and Bulman beat Stott and Morrison
0—6, 6—4, 6—4.
Results of School Matches:—

vs. GIRLS' HIGH SCHOOL, Durban
vs. GLENWOOD HIGH SCHOOL

Won 59—40 games,
Lost 39—78 games,

vs. EPWORTH HIGH SCHOOL

Won 69—30 games,

vs. GIRLS* HIGH SCHOOL, P'm'burg

Won 57-—42 games.
G.E.B.

CHOIR

With the advent of Mr. Quarmby from England to take over the
school music, the management of the Choir has now been split,
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Mr. Reece taking the sacred work and Mr. Quarmby the secular.
Up to date the arrangement appears to be working satisfactorily.
A pleasing feature has been the enthusiasm of the new tenors and
basses: usually the choirmaster has to go on bended knees to persuade
sufficient boys to join. With the departure of so many stalwarts
last year, it was expected that the going would be a bit heavy at
first, but this has not proved to be the case at all, and all are to be
commended for the readiness they have shown to get down to busi
ness. Quite a well-balanced choir is the result. Trebles are, as

usual, rather raw and inexperienced, and to knock all the corners

off would require far more time than can be spared. It is hoped,
however, that they will be sufficiently good to give a decent lead
to church singing, and will provide the occasional item for concerts,

and then, finally, of course, produce the goods for the Carol Service.
Attention has been given to an anthem or two, notably"Come,
let us join our cheerful songs," by Farmer, and there has been the
usual time devoted to hymn preparation. In the secular department
a few items were prepared for concerts, both as a choir, and with
individual performances. Past choralists will be relieved (even if
surprised) to hear that the school's musical reputation is being
well maintained.
J.F.R.

LITERARY AND DEBATING SOCIETY

President: the Headmaster. Vice-President: Mr. J. F. Reece. Secretary: R.
Dersley. Executive Committee: R. J. Ireland, E. J. Needham, L. Callovr, A. C. M.
Mackenzie, R. Doldge.
Programme:

February 11 th: Election of Officers.
2Sth: Lecture:"English Folk-lore," by Mr, Reece.
March llth:
Debate: "That the most important things in school life are
learned outside the classroom."—Lost.

April 29th:
May 13th:
27th:
June lOth:

Debate; "That the S. African native has benefited by the
coming of the white man."—Lost.
Sharp Practice.
Debate: "That Euthanasia should be permitted."—Lost.
Debate (Fourth Form): "That the Navy is of more value in
war-time than the Air Force."—Lost.

There has been an almost hundred per cent, attendance at the
meetings, which is a most encouraging sign. Once the meetings
have warmed up, members have shown a readiness to add their
contributions to the debates, even though they be sometimes short
and sweet. Personalities have been avoided. An unusually small
sixth form has left us with few experienced leaders and there are
fewer really fluent speakers than last year; but there is greater
kpenness, and that is good. Can we hope soon to get back to the
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standard oThalF a dozen years back ? If we are to debate successfully

against Epworth or the Old Boys, we must practice persistently.
Old Boys continue to tell us of the value of the Society to them
after they have left school. Some of them are hoping soon to come
up and put us through our paces.

AFRIKAANSE VERENIGING
Ampsdraers vir 1951:—
President: S. G, Osier, M.A, (Prlnsipaai),
Vise-Presidente: Mnre, J, W, Storm en G. E. Burger.
Voorsitter: H. H. Rowe.
Sekretaris: C Rindel.

Addisionele Lede: B. Stokoe en E. Frick,
PROGRAM

18 Februarie: Verkiesing *an nuwe bestuur. Die vereniging het ook op hierdie
vergadering besluit om voor te stel dat daar op Woensdae deur die hele
skool net Afrikaans gepraat sal word,
4 Maart: Debat: „ Dat die naturel 'n gelukkiger persoon is as die miijoengr."
Mosie aangeneem,

IS Aloart; Debat;„ Dat die perd vir die boer van groter nut is as die os."

Mosie

aangeneem.

20 Mei: Debat; „ Dat dit beter is om wewenaar te biy as om te trou." Mosie
verwerp.

3 Junie: Onvoorbereide Toesprake.

17 Junie: Grappige vertelllnge opgeluister deur gesamentlike sang.

Grotendeels te danke aan die geesdrif waarmee die ampsdraers
hul taak aanvaar, en die wyse waarop hulle sover daarmee volgehou
het, het die Afrlkaanse Vereniging vanjaar uitstekende en ver-

blydende vooruitgang getoon. Bywoning van die vergaderings
was bo verwagting goed en aan geesdrif tydens besprekings was
daar nie die minste gebrek nie.
Veral bemoedlgend was, nie alleen die groot mate van vlotheid
waarmee Engelssprekende leerlinge die tweede taal besig nie, maar
ook die vrymoedigheid om aan besprekings deel te neem al kom
die taal soms 'n bietjie skeef en krom uit.
Vir diegene wat deur hul ywerige deelname bale daartoe bygedra
het om ons vergaderings *n sukses te maak, sS ons: ,, Mooi so, en
bale dankie."

Vir die ongelowige Thomasse wat miskien begin twyfel aan die
nut van die vereniging of wat stadigaan begin wonder of dit wel die
moeite werd is om saans na No. 7 te gaan wanneer die ander seuns
die vere gaan opsoek—veral as dit so koud is—hier Is ons antwoord:
„ Ja, dit is beslis die moeite werd. Moenie tou opgooi nie want onthou net Aanhouer Wen I"
G.E.B.
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THE PLAYS

On Saturday, 16th June, the Schdol entertained themselves and
a large crowd of visitors with a programme of two short sketches
and two plays.
The "Bed-time Story," produced by a Fourth-Former, David
Lowe, was an amusing scene, where a benevolent Uncle does his

best to coax a batch of sophisticated and contradictory small boys
into a mood for sleep—an experiment not likely to be repeated by
Uncle, for it ended by putting the youngsters In train for nightmares
and the distracted Uncle on the road to suicide !

Then came"Fat King Melon," coached by Mr. Rutherford Smith,
with a cast of Junior boys. This was a very pleasing production.
The voices were so clear that not a word was missed. King Melon
and his little Princess were excellent; the Fairies looked most
attractive and acted well, and the chorus of soldiers in the one

scene and sailors in the other made up in clearness what they lacked
in volume—" HonI soit qui mal y pense" came over well !
The stage effects were wonderful, especially the sailing vessel in
the middle scene. It was altogether a delightful production, wherein
the voice of the prompter was not heard.
This was followed by a Staff effort, which literally beggars descrip
tion. Mr. Tucker was responsible for this item, and his players
did him credit. Each one, as he appeared, was greeted by a storm
of applause, and was easily recognised, in spite of his exotic garb.
Mr. Best as Lady DItchwatah, Mr. Tedder her husband, and Mr.
Quarmby as Algernon their son, were lovely. Mr. Clegg was coy
Miss Daisy Dimple, and acted with suitable abandon, while Mr,
Rutherford Smith as the female villain of the piece, Evelyn Tench,
was most amusingly sinister, even when hampered by his efforts
to keep his evening dress where It should be !
The Show ended with a Pirate Play by the older boys, under
Mr. Tucker's direction. This was both jolly and colourful. The
stage effects were again good, and like those in the Fairy play,
reflected great credit on Mr. Colley's skill and ingenuity. The
singing was hearty and evidently enjoyed as much by the pirates
themselves as by the audience. The contrast between these and
their two small captives was very effective, and the duel between the
Pirate Captain (Dolton) and Bert (Hopewell), In which they were
coached by Mr. Clive Lentin, was excellent. The removal of a

treasure chest full of bullion on the shoulders of one stalwart pirate
is a striking tribute to the stamina of Kearsney College !
We hope that this effort, as part of the drive for Chapel Fete
Funds, was well rewarded, but in any case the whole show, like
Virtue, was Its own reward in the shape of a thoroughly enjoyable
evening's entertainment.
G.J.
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CADET NOTES

Strength: 193.
Promotion: 2nd Lieut. J. W. v. z. Storm to rank of Lieutenant.

Appointments: Cadet Officer: Lieutenant J. H. Hopkins, whose help we are
very glad to have. Student Officers: R. J. Ireland, E. J. Needham, T. E. Metcalf,
O. W. K. Jackson, I. D. MacGregor and N. Mark. Sergeant-Majors: R. A. M.
Biebuyck (" A"Coy.), G. Price-Hughes(" B"Coy.). Sergeonts: J. R. B. Dersley,
J. P. Newlands, B. N. Hanbury-King, W. N. Rock and C. W. Mundell. Corporals:
H. M. Winder, G. E. Sherrell, R. N. Cordes, C. E. Leisegang, F. L. Farquharson,
D. O. Hall, D. G. Whitaker, M. S. Mannion, G. S. Pike.

Band Appointments: Drum-Major: J. A. Sproson; Sergeant-Bugler: R. S.
Wooiliams; Sergeant-Drummer: S. R. M. Leask; Corporal-Bugler: B. P. Dingley;
Corporal-Drummers: C. Rindel, P. C. Marshall.

Course. The following attended a Student Officers' and senior
N.C.Q.s' Course at Snell Parade in January : Metcalf, Jackson.
Unfortunately the accommodation available would not permit of
further nominations.

Training in this Half was confined entirely to parade ground
work. A Student Officers' and N.C.O.s' squad was put through its
paces in the first term by Captain Oram, and made very satisfactory
progress. Meantime Lieutenant Storm was busy with "A" Com
pany, while Lieutenant Hopkins had the harassing job of breaking-in
the recruits and others of"B" Company. I am grateful to him
for the efficient way in which he tackled a very trying duty.
Band. The Band were left a good deal on their own during the
first term, and with most of the seniors from the previous year
departed from the School, the progress in training the new-comers
was somewhat slow. An additional difficulty was that the piece
set for the Durban Competition in September bristled with technical
difficulties. However, both enthusiasm and efficiency developed as
time went on, and by the end of the Half the Band was fairly well
up to standard.
Uniforms. On instructions from Natal Command all uniforms

were soid early in the year to make way for a new issue. Needless
to say this issue did not arrive until some time after the others had
been disposed of, and In the meantime the Detachment presented
a rather rag-tag and bobtail-ish appearance on parade.

Shooting. I am grateful to Messrs. Storm, Clegg and R. Smith
for assistance in taking the shooting practices. The chief difficulty
has been the large number of small boys in the Third Forms who
find the rifles over-heavy to hold steadily. This will handicap us
somewhat severely in this year's Imperial Challenge Shield Com
petition, for we have to return to the old basis of 70 per cent, of
our strength to count.

Only two boys scored a possible 50 in deliberate practices this
Half, namely, Price-Hughes and Moon.
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The foffowing teams took part in the Petfet Cap Competrtfoti
held in Durban In May :—
Senior Team
S/M Price-Hughe
Cpl. Cordes ...
Cadet Hindson

Cadet Shepstone
Handicap
Total

Delib, Rapid
42
48
47

48

46
46

46
48

Total

Junior Team

94
93
96
Nil

Delib. Rapid

Sgt. Leask

88

Cadet Stokoe...
Cadet Moon ...
Cadet More ...

Handicap
Total

371

45
47
44

49
...

Total

43
45

88
92

43 . 87
92
43
3S
...

...

362.59

Possible for each team: 400.
Team positions: Senior 9th, Junior 13th.
Number of teams competing: 18.

1950 I.C.S, Competition. The officlaj results show that the
School came second in Natal, third in the Union and hfteenth In the
Commonwealth. In the first two cases we remain In the same

position as in 1949, but in the third we have to admit a drop from
ninth place. The official scoring increases our average from our
own mark of 89J56 to that of 89.491, and the number of first-class

shots goes up one, from 39 to 40. The number of marksmen
remains at 23.
G.M.O.

JUNIOR HOUSE NOTES

Housemaster: R. C. Best, B.Com.
Assistant Housemaster: R. Rutherford-Smith, M.A.

Prefects: H. M. Winder and C. Leisegang.
A rearrangement in Junior House this year has made It possible
for all boys to sleep under one roof. What was the outside dor
mitory last year has been converted into the Common Room, and
the Cottage has not been used except as the House Library. All
these factors have made for improvement in organisation, and the

routine life of the House has been of the smoothest and happiest
nature.

A new Housemaster's residence is being built in the grounds of
Junior House, and it Is hoped that before the end of the year Mr. and
Mrs. Best will be able to take up their abode there.
A new wireless set has been installed In the Common Room, and
some of the Irksomeness of House assemblies has been removed

by the ministrations of"Springbok Radio."
The brief water shortage taxed the House's ingenuity and also
gave the lie to popular ideas of juniors' cleanliness when several

boys were found bathing in a wheelbarrow in the grounds.
Various other part-time activities included the rearing of one
baby dove to adulthood, three or four members of the House
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devoting much loving care to the feeding of the bird, and behaving
also as true foster-parents in teaching it to fly. The creature v/as
bedded down carefully every night in the Assistant Housemaster's
room, that being selected as the most suitable place by the loving
parents, without it may be noted, the rightful inhabitant of the room
having any say in the matter.
During the first term the House entertained itself with a very impromptu
concert. The initial items were rather slow in forthcoming, but very soon all
the boys caught the spirit, and whoie sections of the audience would be seen

leaving one act in the middle to rehearse another somewhere else in the building.
The costume box was quickly put to use and crinolines and morning suits were
paraded as brides and ciergymen succeeded waiters and tea-shop girls in a series
of enterprising and hilarious sketches. Junior House's acknowledged musical
talent was also not hidden as mouth organ and banjo strove to accompany
vociferous singing.
The half-year was brought to a successful conclusion when Mr. and Mrs. Best
took the whoie House for a picnic on the last Sunday of term. We all went down
to the banks of a stream on a farm at Emberton, far from the haunts of man, and

spent a carefree day lounging in the grass or larking on the hillside, as the fancy
moved. The route taken gave many members of the House a first-hand know
ledge of the sensations of dice when rattled vigorously In a box as the gallant
Chev. shivered and staggered from one ant-heap to another. The luxurious
Buick proved unequal to the road conditions and was substituted by a farm truck.
Part of the day was happily spent in an endeavour to extract from the mire a
cow whose legs were claimed to have been frozen stiff, while future engineers
experimented with various methods of damming the river. In the afternoon
the House reverted to savagery and pursued each other with shouts and yells
over the countryside. One fine warrior looked the part very well when clad
rather precariously in a small towel after a heroic rescue of a drowning CocaCola bottle. Victors and vanquished alike made short work of the hot water
on their return to Junior House and civilisation.

R.R.S.

FRANK E. BERESFORD, R.A.

Three years ago. In June, 1948, Mr. Frank E. Beresford, R.A., the
well-known English painter, visited the School, and, as recorded
In the "Chronicle" at the time, showed us an exhibition of the

paintings he had made while touring South Africa and following the
route taken by the Royal Family during their visit of the
previous year.

Mr. Beresford spent four days at Botha's Hill as the guest of our
friend and neighbour, Mr. A. H. Smith, at his home,"Edgehill,"
and painted two pictures of the Valley of a Thousand Hills as seen
from the "Edgehill" garden, and also a portrait of his host.
From the time of his departure from England to the time of his
return, Mr. Beresford travelled 28,000 miles by land, sea and air
and completed over 100 paintings—one for every 280 miles of
journeying, it was his intention to stage an exhibition of them in
London, but whether this has been done we do not know.
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Though Mr. Beresford has won fame as a portrait painter, he did
only two portraits while he was in South Africa, one of Mr. A. H.
Smith, and the other of the late Field-Marshal Smuts which he painted
while staying at the Field-Marshal's home at Irene.
The original of the photograph of Mr. Smith, reproduced as a
frontispiece to this issue, was taken at"Edgehill" by Mr. Beresford
while A. H. S. was taking one of him. Our friend had no idea that
he was himself being "snapped" by his distinguished visitor.

A VISIT TO Dr. STOTT'S NATIVE CLINIC

On Sunday, 3rd June, a party of Fifth and Sixth-Formers spent a
most enjoyable afternoon inspecting the Native Clinic on the
boundaries of the Native Reserve in the Valley of a Thousand Hills.
This clinic, which is run by Dr. H. Stott, deals with numerous native
patients from the Reserve. Its aim is more one of prevention than
of cure, and in years to come we hope to see an improved type of
native doing better cultivation, and looking after himself more
sensibly.
Dr. Stott gave us a very interesting description of the work
which goes on at the Clinic, and his colleague. Dr. Lander, gave us
some most valuable information concerning the soil of the valley
and its deficiencies.

SOME PROBLEMS IN THE STUDY OF BIRDS

On Friday, llth May, Lieut-Colonel J. Vincent, Director of Natal Parks and
Game, gave the School a most interesting talk on the above subject.
He began by stating that Natural History study Is a pure science, and that
It is most beneficial to us in many ways. He then went Into the study of the
Cuckoo In great detail. There are eleven species in South Africa and seven of
them are In Natal. He gave a full account of the life-cycle of the cuckoo and also
told us of the extensive study made of the bird In Great Britain, where only
one species is known. He described Interesting experiments concerning the
cuckoo, and said that very little was known of the seven species In Natal.
Next he considered the Hornbill, which originated in South America. There
are four species In Natal. He also told us of some amazing experiments that
these birds had carried out while under observation.

The Lecturer then drew our attention to the bills of birds and their adaptions
to their everyday life. Some are designed to eat fruit, others grass, and others
insects.

Following that. Colonel Vincent told us of the Indian Mynah and the House
Sparrow. When these two types of birds are living static in a certain area they
completely dominate it and soon there are no other species of birds in that vicinity.
The Lecturer declared that South Africa has passed the stage when new
birds may be found. The Interesting discovery of this century, up to date, was
the finding of the Congo Peacock in the Belgium Congo In 1934.
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Colonel Vincent then showed us an extremely Interesting colour film of
the Hluhluwe Game Reserve. After this he told us that keeping birds In aviaries

and cages was not a very good thing. He went on to describe the Humming
Bird and how they were brought to live and acclimatise themselves from a torrid
zone to the British Isles.

Finally he Informed us of the life-history and many experiments that have been
carried out on the Falcon group, and also of their high rate of Intelligence.

Needham ended off the evening by thanking Lt.-Colonel Vincent for coming
to give us this most interesting talk.
N. MARK.

A VISIT TO A WHALE FACTORY-SHIP

Twenty-seven boys were privileged to visit the"Abraham Larsen"on the

21st March. The boat, a 37,000 ton factory-ship is the property of The Union
Whaling Company. Mr. Cook,the Secretary, was very kind In arranging the tour.
When we arrived at the ship she was drawing thirty-eight feet of water.
Her overal measurements are 658 feet In length and 80 feet in breadth. It is
a South African ship, although It Is registered In London.
We started at the stern and worked our way to the bows. Mr. Cook acted
as guide and we were shown everything there was to see.

The crew's quarters are at the stern of the main deck. The slip-way ends
here and It is here the whales are quartered. They are brought to the"mother"

ship by small "catchers." These are 200-700 ton ships which actually hunt and
harpoon the whales.

Having been brought to the slip-way, the whale Is drawn up on to the main

deck by two winches. All along each side of the deck are trap-doors which
open up Into huge tanks on the deck below. The blubber Is thrown into these

where It Is boiled to an extremely high temperature and the oil Is extracted.

It now has to pass into settling tanks and then through a large centrifugal
system. The purpose of this Is to extract the steam which Is derived from the
boiling.
When the ship sets out from port her vast tanks are full of fuel. These are

situated on the floor of the ship. All the "catchers" refuel from this supply
until the tanks are empty. They are then washed out and the sperm oil obtained
from the whale Is stored In them. One voyage to the Antarctic brings In about
25,000 tons of oil.

There is also a certain amount of oil in the whale bones. These are therefore
crushed and the oil extracted from them. The flesh Is made Into meal which
Is used In the manufacture of dog-blscults, horse-foods and so on.

After all this had been explained to us we went up Into the Officers' Dining
Room. This was very cosily furnished and we had afternoon tea there. The

Managing Director of the Union Whaling Company then made his appearance.
The ship Is named after him—"Abraham Larsen." After expressing a very
warm welcome towards us, he gave us a short talk on whale-hunting.
Captain Chrlstoffersen, captain of the largest Company-owned "catcher,"
also made us welcome, and told us how different kinds of whales are distinguished
by their spout of water.

At this point, the Headmaster took the opportunity of thanking all those
who were responsible for the arranging of the expedition. We were then taken
to Maydon Wharf to see over Captain Chrlstoffersen's"catcher." He showed
us how a harpoon Is fired and what happens once It hits Its target.
It was very Interesting looking over the small-scale ship and one wondered
how it could face the mighty ocean to hunt and harpoon the largest of the
inhabitants of the sea.
L. SLATER.
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OLD BOYS' NEWS

Births: L Vermaak (daughter): A. O. R. Askew (daughter); N. Baker (son);
A. H. Doidge (daughter); L. Good (son); P. Hind (son); A. E. Raw (son);
J. D. Raw (daughter); W. L. S. Robinson (daughter).
Engagements: B. Chaplin, E. O. Hughes, P. R. Jonsson, N. NIsbet, A. Pyott.
Marriages: J. L. Doveton, E. Perry, H. Ritz.
Death: Dr. J. C. Adendorff.

J. H. S. Ayres (41-46) ran for the first time In the Marltzburg-Durban
Comrades Marathon, and did very well to come lOth, in just over 8 hours.
Personally we consider that anyone who can run 56 miles in blazing heat Is worthy
of the Victoria Cross.

K. Balcomb (24-31), who has taught at the IndalenI Mission, Richmond,
for 15 years, and has for some years been Head of the High School, has made the
bold plunge of entering the Rhodeslan Service, and his address Is now c/o Director
of African Education, Lusaka. From popular report he confidently anticipates
being dead within the year, either from alcoholic poisoning, or else eaten by
a lion.

D. M.C, Bramhall (47-48) was seen at the Fete arrayed in a sailor's uniform.
More than that, we cannot say.

C. J. Barber (46-50) is with the South African Permanent Building Society,
Johannesburg.

We offer our most sincere sympathies to N. I. Baker (40-42) who lost both
his parents in the tragic air-crash at Ixopo. Their decision to travel by plane

was made only at the last moment, owing to Mr. Baker's illness, and Noel was
there to see them off. He is now sports master at St. Mark's School, Mbabane,
where Mr. R. W. Brown, late of our Staff, is also teaching.
G. F. Balcomb (30-40) is farming at Mtunzini. No bed of roses, but a
very enjoyable life.
M. H. Beckett(25-28) writes at some length from Piet Retief. He has moved
there from Verulam, and is with Barclays Bank. An anticipated trip to England
had to be cancelled owing to his daughter's illness. He takes keen interest
in the Methodist cause, and has taken a personal part in the building of a new
church. He gives a graphic description of an air flight with his brother, T. W.,
(24-26), in the letter's private plane, to the Cape, and back over the Vaal Dam.
One gathers that he is happier when his feet are upon terra firma.
D. L. Blake (36-42) is with Baldwins Engineering Works, and was transferred
to Bulawayo at the end of last year. His wife and family joined him later. He
finds Rhodesia an attractive country and hopes to explore it as time permits.
M. J. Collins (47-50) is taking his articles for Accountancy with a firm in
Durban, and studying part-time for his B.Com., at the University.
R. A. Coventry (43-47) has completed his course at Cedara, where K.
Miles-Cadman (39-45) was taking the same course, and is now at Cradock with
a breeder of stud Friesland cattle, and stud sheep. He Is gaining a good insight
into the breeding and management of pedigree stock.
E. G. Cole (40-44) has a responsible post as Natal agent for Keeting's
Pharmacy. He covers most of Natal, his main line being to try to persuade
the medical profession to buy the latest preparations.
J. G. A. Coutts (31-35) was promoted to Senior Clerk in February, and was
put in charge of the Head Office Section, where all receivers' and magistrates'
accounts are examined. He was hoping, however, for a transfer to Railway
Audit, Johannesburg, failing which, he would prefer to go "on the roads"
and so get that behind his back.
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D. N. Crowder (37-40), after a long silence, -writes happily rrom Cape
Town,where he has lived since 1947, with wife and famiiy. As a railway employee
he gets a free pass annually which allows him to visit his home town, Witbank.

He Is keen to make contact with other Cape Old Boys. Note that his address
is: Sol-y-Sombra, Main Road, Retreat.

G. L. Coggin (48-50) Is with the South African Permanent Building Society,

Johannesburg, and iikes the work. He has continued his choral work, and repre
sents just half the basses in the choir.

I. E. Coutts (35-42) is Secretary's Assistant to a Building Society In Johan
nesburg, and is studying for his A.C.I.I. He also helps In the set-up and
composition of the trade journal"The South African Builder."
D. Cowie (45-49) Is with Lever Bros., Durban.

V* Davy (38-46) was Natal second-string for the half-mile In the National
Championships at Easter. He has brought his time down to well under the
two minutes, we understand.

After some years with the Reserve Bank, D. E. Damp (41-44) Is now with
imperial Chemicals, where he finds prospects better.
D. C. Dykes (46-50) has gone to Rhodes to study Commerce. He has been
through the usual chastening experiences—Prefect and Big Noise at school.
New Boy at Varsity, at the beck and cail of all and sundry.

T- E- Dyson (47-50) hopes to follow the family tradition as a Chemist, serving
his apprenticeship In Durban. He was selected as fly-half for East Griqualand
against Southern Natal.

P. R. Davidson (41-42) regrets the close of the cricket season, when he

maintained his Currie Cup form for Northern Transvaal, but Is trying to keep
down his weight by piaying golf.

P. E. Ellis (45) has completed his five years under Articles, but sees a long
vista ahead before he Is fuiiy qualified. To celebrate the end of his "time"

he made an exciting tour to the Falls, Zimbabwe Ruins, and Kruger National
Park, In a baby Renault.

R. J, Evans (41-46), looking rather Pickwickian, and liable to take a pinch
of snuff at any moment, has concluded his B.A., LI.B., and is with the underpaid
legal profession. He challenges the truth of John Wesley's remark:"Today
I dined with a black swan—an honest lawyer."
S. T. Fish (47-50), who Is with South African Mutual, Cape Town, lost no

time^^in linking up with the Metropolitan Choir. In February he took part In
the

Creation," and at Easter In "Stabat Mater," Dvorak's version.

• R. G. Foss (39-47) writes a letter full of unexpected Interest. Within a

period of seven weeks he and a friend had flown to England (two days), travelled
by car to Edinburgh, Loch Lomond, and down to Glasgow; had crossed to Ireland

for four days; spent a week In London, doing the shows and a trip to Lords;
to Portsmouth and then Wales; crossed to the Continent; went from Paris to
the Riviera, Nice, Cannes, up to Lake Como, and on to Lucerne; from there to
Brussels and Amsterdam; back to London, and so home to Zululand. All In

seven weeks. And now, to cap all, he has bought his own sugar farm and hopes
within a few years to have paid for it.

Efic Groom (37-40) has not forgotten how to swing a lusty cricket bat.
In Kokstad cricket we read that he hit up 120 In 40 minutes. Including 13 sixes;
he hit the iast five balls consecutively for six, before retiring. He evidently
stiii holds small regard for the"nervous nineties."

Harold Groom (44-47) finds much delight In his part-time flying. He is up
In the air at 5 a.m. three mornings a week taking meteorological readings for
the weather forecasters. He reports that other Old Boys, the younger
Woodhead, L. Dixon and M, Eastwood are either"winged"or about to be.
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D. G. Gardner (39-48) is with the S.A.B.C., Johannesburg, and takes an
active interest in the Old Boys' Branch there,
G. J. Goodwin (45-50) is with Crittall-Hope Metal Windows, Durban, and
attends evening classes at the Tech. once a week.

W. H. Groves (36-39) is teaching at Forest Hill High School, Johannesburg.
E. T. E. Hansen (47-50) is studying at Glen Agricultural College, O.F.S.
He joined Bloemfontein Ramblers for cricket, and was pleased with his only
two matches. In the one he bowled Lloyd Koch, prospective Springbok, for 7,
with an "Iverson " special which went the other way, and took four wickets in
the innings. In the other game he made 24 not-out on a wet wicket against
Tuckett, the Springbok bowler.
G. C. Harrison (41-44) took his B.A. last year and Is with Joffe Engineering
Works, Durban. In enterprising fashion he worked his way to England and
back twice as a saloon steward, earning some money, and having a month in
England for his pains.

Wing Commander H. E. Hopkins(24-27) has completed his term of service
in Athens and has made for England again. In the interim, however, he and his
wife made a flying trip back to the Union—the first for IS years—and there was

a great re-union in July with his brothers, W. C. and J. H., and with the other
ramifications of the Clayton and Hulett families.
L. M. Johnson (45-48) is with McCarthy Rodway, Durban.

T. D.(33-44) and W. M. Jacobs (39-44) are separated for the first time for
thirteen years. The former is with the sugar mill at Umfolozi, and the latter
has moved to the gasworks, Ballengeich.

A. R. King (45-48) and N. H. Walker (38-45) were both in the Natal scrum
for the matches against Border and on the Rhodeslan tour. Both have made their

positions secure, clearly, and the latter was amongst those chosen for the
Springbok trials at Cape Town. Our congratulations to both.
After remaining a stranger to us for 20 years, C. O. Kirk (27-29) turned up
on the day of the FSte, looking very fit, and little changed in appearance.
D. J. Livingstone (47-49) is a Metallurgist In the Governmertt Laboratories
in Salisbury.

W. H. Lowes (28-51) is at Mooi River Agricultural College.
T. J. Lloyd (43-44) is with the Shell Company of South Africa, at Ladysmith.
He captained the Ladysmith cricket XI which won the Northern Districts Intertown cup last season.

R. I. Leisegang (42-47) passed his B.A. last year and is now taking his
Intermediate LI.B.

L. A. H. Lewis (42-43) maintains a keen interest in political, debating, and
legal matters in Durban, and hopes to bring up an Old Boys' Debating Team
to Kearsney some time.

I. H. Lund (45-49) is taking his B.Sc. with a view to the teaching profession.
He is actively interested in Church work and in play-production.
P. E. Metcalf (44-47) appears to have been largely instrumental in the
formation of a Natal University Choral Society, on music borrowed from the
Kearsney Choir Library.
M. M. Mundell (45-48) returned in February from several months overseas.
With the help of a small car he toured widely in England, Scotland, and the
Continent.

G. R. NIven (45-47) has returned from Rhodesia to Johannesburg, and is
Credit Manager with Baldwins Ltd., with an office, two telephones and a steno
grapher. He has actively taken up the Secretaryship of the Johannesburg Branch
of the Old Boys' Club again and hopes to stir up a real revival of interest. Like
Mark Twain, he wishes it to be stated that the report in an earlier Magazine that

he is married, is "grossly exaggerated."
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W. R. D. Putterill (27-28) has left the Police Force and is trading in
Rhodesia.

R. Putterill (37-39) is now working in a store in Pietermaritzburg, He was,
at Easter, when he paid us a visit, eagerly looking forward to the visit of the
British hockey side, for he has represented Natal at hockey for many years and
stiii remains as fit and keen as ever.

L. N. D. Putterill (38-40) writes from the Free State Gold Fields, where he
is with John Laing and Son, Engineers. The pioneering days at Botha's Hill,

he says, are as nothing compared with the pioneering days at Welkom. He can
appreciate the hardships of the gold rush of the I890's. Roads are bad and
conditions very rough, but he sees progress daily, and wonders whether
Odendaalsrus will become another Johannesburg.

D. K. Piper (32-37), who maintains a keen interest in Ciub activities, is
accountant with Autolec, Johannesburg.

A. W. Paul (38-41), still sporting whiskers which would have made Paul
Kruger envious, is field manager on Huiett's sugar estates. Compensation.
J. Russell-Boulton (44-49) is working for Cowin and Eliis, architects and
town planners, and finds the work most helpful and interesting. In betweenwhiles he gets around in a £25 Morris Minor of ancient vintage.
W. L. S. Robinson (31-37) has moved nearer to his Kloof home, and is

doing secretarial work with D. and M. Hoidsworth, Ltd., Pinetown.
P. M. le Roux (46-47) is with C.N.A., Johannesburg.

J. D. Raw (28-37) is now Secretary of the United Party, Empangeni Branch.
M. J. Rodda (46-50) has joined the school secretaries. Messrs. Roberts,
Haley and Murray.
J. O. N. Schofield (31-34) whose hobby is bronze-work, has given a bronze

lamp for the outside of the Chapel, and offers any more bronze work we may
require.

J. B. Trentham (39-43) is with Colman and Reckitts, Johannesburg.
A. V. Trentham (39-45) is taking a chemistry refresher course in Durban,
and is a regular attender at School and Old Boy functions.

A. N. Tytherleigh (41-47) hopes to make a trip to England in the near
future.

A. B. Theunissen (29-31) is now a Director of Spargos Ltd., and is at present
on a business holiday in England. He remains the enthusiastic President of the
Transvaal Branch of the Old Boys' Ciub.
P. C. Taylor (41-46) is with Hillman Bros., Timber Merchants, Durban.
O. J. Wilkinson (35-38) writes a long letter from Cape Town. He is

taking his final year medicine, interfered with by his war service. As the father
of three children, he finds that his patients tend to "open up" more readily,

on realising that he is married: so the" blissful state" at least has the advantage
of helping him with his work. If he qualifies, he is hoping to be accepted for
his Housemanship at Grey's in Pietermaritzburg.
D. H. Williamson (44-45) is apprenticed to H. W. Godwin, engineers,
Johannesburg.

P. D. Warmback (48-49) played for Natal Under 19 at Rugger.
W.Wilker (41-44) has had some difficulty in finding the job he really likes,
but seems settled at last.

When he lost interest in the biological sciences at

the University, he became wages clerk and then costing clerk to a firm of civil
engineers. He was also put in charge of a construction contract, so gaining
experience with drainage, kerbing, excavation and the like. He then moved
to Umbogintwini where he supervised a contract for African Explosives. There
followed a job in the Fertiliser Factory. Finally he was appointed Assistant
Biochemist to the Corporation of Pietermaritzburg, and there he has stuck for
two years, enjoying the work.
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Durban Branch

The Durban Branch has its first Branch Dinner on Saturday,

16th June, and a very enjoyable evening was spent. Mr. Matterson
was the guest of the evening, and was accompanied by Mr. Oram
and Mr. Reece. Kingswood College was also represented. There
were about 45 present, to enjoy a most sumptuous dinner, listen
with interest to toasts and speeches, and then chat away the evening
in true reminiscent style. Those present represented a very fair
cross-sertion of Old Boys, from foundation members to the most
recent Leavltes, but all, young and old, had the one common theme
of conversation—the School. Congratulations to Bobby Foss and
his Committee on the excellence of the arrangements.

Transvaaf Branch

We quote from a recent Contact Letter:

"We have pleasure in announcing that several Old Boys' Clubs
have formed an Association—the Old Collegians—In order to secure

Club facilities, both sporting and social, for their Members. The
schools concerned are: Kearsney, Kingswood, Hilton, Michaelhouse,

Bishops, St. Andrews, and (possibly) St. Aldans. Through the fine
co-operation of the Old Johannian Club, associate membership of
that Club is being made available to us on the most generous terms.

This membership includes full use of Club House amenities, cricket,

hockey, tennis, squash, bowls, swimming and rugger (with Old Jeds)
and the right to Introduce guests."
At the Annual General Meeting held on 16th May, 1951, the
following Office Bearers were elected :—
Chairman: A. B. Theunlssen.

Vice-Chairman: T. H. Collins.

Secretary: G. R. Niven.

Treasurer: D. G. Gardner.

Committee: The above, together with D. K. Piper, I. Coutts
and I. H. D. Lund.

The Secretary's address is: P.O. Box 1189, Johannesburg.
Telephone 35-1002.
Your Chairman left on 2nd June, by air, on a business trip to

England, Scotland, France, Belgium, Western Germany and Holland.
While In Germany he will spend four days with General Poole.

"Get Togethers" are held regularly on the first Tuesday of
every month, in the First Floor Lounge of the Victoria Hotel,
from 5-6 p.m.
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KEARSNEY COLLEGE OLD BOYS' CLUB

MINUTES

OF

AN

EXECUTIVE

MEETING

HELD

AT

Mr. C. HOPKINS' RESIDENCE, DURBAN NORTH,
ON THURSDAY, 26th APRIL, I9SI, AT 8 P.M.

Present: Mr. J. Hulett in the Chair; Messrs. C. Hopkins, M.Foss, H. Howarth,
M. Pool, P. Hind, A. Doidge, A. Chick and the Secretary.

Apologies; Apologies were received from the Head, and Messrs. G. Oram
and W. Robinson.

Minutes: Minutes of previous Executive Meeting were read and confirmed.
Pavilion: Mr. Poole reported that the original plaque was again in position.
The new plaque was not yet available owing to the fact that sheet bronze was
unobtainable at the present time.
Endowment Fund: Mr. M. Foss stated that the fund stood at the same

figures indicated to the Annual General Meeting, namely £1,973. Policies were
still coming in, although the initial rush had eased, as was to be expected.
Memorial to the late Mr. P. Milner: The President pointed out that in

order not to establish a precedent, the initial move in this matter should come
from outside the Executive. He felt that each member of the Committee was

sympathetic towards the suggestion in his private capacity and would no doubt
support a fund aimed at providing some memorial to Mr. Milner. The organisers
could appeal to the Executive for support later If necessary.
Founder's Day: The question of the evening programme was raised by the

Secretary and the Durban Executive was requested to go into ways and means of
provide some sort of entertainment for the evening and to report back to the
next Executive Meeting.

Durban Proposals:(I)" That the Central Executive meet more frequently."
Speaking on behalf of the Durban Branch, Mr. M. Foss said that his Branch
felt that, as the Central Executive did not meet at least once a quarter, the

progress of that branch was being hampered. In reply to a question from
Mr. Poole, however, little evidence in support of this allegation was forthcoming.

The general feeling of the Executive was that it was not necessary for the
Committee to meet specifically once a quarter unless there was business to
warrant such a meeting. On the other hand it might be necessary for the
Executive to be called together several times a quarter if the volume of business
so demanded, as was the case in 1950, when the project of the Memorial Pavilion
was being launched.

The President pointed out that branches had the right to request a meeting
of the Executive if there was business which required attention. Under this

system it was possible for a branch to request a meeting of the Executive more

frequently than once a quarter, provided the business for consideration was of
sufficient moment. On this occasion the Committee had met as soon as practic
able after the Durban proposals had been received.

It was felt by the Executive that this provision was adequate to ensure the

expeditious and harmonious conduct of the affairs of the Club. Results in the
past would indicate that this system had met with a fair measure of success.
It was decided to request branches to submit copies of minutes of their
Executive Meetings to enable the Central Executive to maintain a closer liaison
with them and to be sufficiently well informed to render assistance if and when

it was required. In so doing the Central Executive has neither the desire not
the intention of dictating internal policy to the branches, but its duty is essentially
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to maintain a "watching brief" and to undertake such co-ordination as may be

calculated to benefit the Club as a whole and the College to which the Ciub
owes its origin.

After considerable discussion, it was finally decided to maintain the present
system.

(2)"That all appeals, addressed to Old Boys by the College, should have
the prior approval of the Central Executive."
In supporting this proposal Mr. M. Foss stated that the object of the Durban
Branch was essentially social and he expressed the fear that if too frequent appeais
were addressed to its members, these would antagonise them and adversely
affect attendance at meetings.

The President pointed out that it probabiy iay beyond the field of the
Executive to dictate to the College on this matter. Also an appeal that did not

necessarily have the prior approvai of the Executive might still gain substantial
support from the ranks of the Old Boys and be productive of a considerable sum
to the College. The question of whether a man responded to an appeal was
essentially a personal matter and it was entirely the responsibility of the Individual,
and not the Executive, whether he subscribed or not.

Mr. P. Hind reminded the Meeting that after all one of the chief objects of
the Old Boys' Club was to assist the College in any way possible, financial or
otherwise.

Mr. C. Hopkins also mentioned the fact that, if the Executive approved
an appeal, such a decision might be considered as tantamount to a pledge of
support by the whole Old Boys' Club, and as such, binding on all its members,
irrespective of the feelings of the individual, who might not be sympathetic.
The Secretary expressed the opinion that the ability to assess accurately
which appeals would be popular with Old Boys generally and which not, was
beyond the scope of the Executive, especially as it was the expressed intention
that the Committee would be taken to task if too frequent and unpopular appeais
were sponsored.
Mt. Foss was asked to convey to the Durban Branch that appeals were
addressed to all "friends of the College," whether Old Boys or not, and the

receipt of an appeal by an Old Boy need not prejudice his support of the Ciub
which after all was a separate entity.
In conclusion Mr. J. Howarth thanked the President for the frank and im

personal manner in which he had conducted the discussions and expressed the
belief that the several opinions expressed would be of inestimable value to the
Durban Branch, who had been prompted by over-enthusiasm, rather than by any
personal motives.

General: (I) Mr. Foss stated that a Branch Dinner would be held In June
and that notices would be sent out in due course.

(2) Mr. J. Howarth asked whether any steps had been taken to provide a
memorial for the late Alan Taylor. The Secretary replied that a suggestion had
been made that his name should be included on the existing plaque, but that
this had been found to be impracticable.

The general feeling was that a separate tablet should be placed in the Pavilion
but no final decision as to its form or position was reached.

(3) The President stated that the next Executive Meeting would be held
in June and that one Item on the Agenda would be Founder's Day.
The President declared the Meeting closed at 9.30 p.m.

Kearsney College,

J. H. HOPKINS,

Botha's Hill.
30th April, 1951.

Hon. Secretary.
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EDITORIAL

The lot of the Editor of a school magazine Is not usually a very

happy one If the general tenor of editorials in the majority of such
periodicals is to be believed. The present writer has read a good
many of them since he took over the editing of the "Chronicle"
two years ago, and in the main he shares the complaints that are
voiced by them. The chasing of reluctant contributors can be very
wearing, and so too can the apparent obligation to please everybody

by seeing that no branch of the school's activities goes unrecorded
in each and every issue. This should really be the task of the boys
who take the lead in such activities themselves, but it is seldom

that reports of this kind are received without a great deal of per
sistent pleading from above. Very few boys at Kearsney at any
rate seem to have a natural interest in writing, and it is a great pity.

Is it too much to hope that the New Year will bring a new outlook
in this respect and that the School itself will take an increasing share
in providing the reading-matter for its own magazine ?
Another cause of furrows on the editorial brow is the writing

of Editorial page. That however is really a minor matter since the
wise Editor knows that no one reads it but himself. Yet, being as

he is human, he cannot altogether refrain from being wise even
in his own conceits, and he likes to think that he has developed a

page that would be well thought of were it read by anybody at all.
So he scans the universe of the school or of the world at large for
a suitable theme and writes upon it with heavy ponderousness or

with caustic wit, though the only gain is the satisfaction of his own
conscience and sense of duty.
Such are the trials and tribulations which we now abandon as a

period of overseas leave causes us to give up the editorial chair to
one who sat in it before we took over and who gave devoted service

to the School and to the Old Boys during his period of office. We
feel that the change-over provides a fitting opportunity to pay

tribute to the great work that Mr. J. F. Reece has done for the
"Chronicle"and so for the School as Editor for the ten years from
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1939 to 1949, and we know that he will resume his task with the

same devotion and painstaking care that he gave to It in the past.
It is fortunate for the School that he is willing to take it up again.
We trust he will receive the support he deserves from the boys
themselves.
G.M.O.

While appreciating the kindness of Mr. Gram's above remarks, I
feel I ought to point out that a great deal of the copy of this present
Magazine was prepared by Mr. Gram during the hectic few days
before he sailed away for England. He says nothing of his own
Editorship, but those who read the Magazine can best judge of the
amount of loving labour he has put into its compilation over the
past three years.
J.F.R.

PRIZE GIVING

The Term and the Year ended on Wednesday, 12th December, and

the Prize-Giving was held in the Hall on that afternoon. The weather
conditions were not very propitious, for rain had fallen during the
week and was still skirmishing lightly around on the day itself.

Nevertheless, a good crowd filled the Hall for the final ceremony
and listened to the proceedings with close attention.
The Chairman of the Board of Governors, Mr. L. F. Forsyth,

presided over the gathering, and after welcoming our guests and
our distinguished visitors, the Honourable Charles te Water and
Mrs. te Water, gave a brief outline of the building developments
that had taken place at the School in the past two years.

HEADMASTER'S REPORT

The Head prefaced his Report by adding further words of welcome
to Mr. and Mrs. te Water and paid an eloquent tribute to the services
that Mr. te Water had given to South Africa in the various important

public posts that he had held. He expressed the sense of honour
that the School felt was done to it when Mr. te Water's acceptance

of the invitation to present the prizes was made known, and he
thanked him for having made the sacrifices of time and trouble
which a special visit to the School involved.
Proceeding then with his Report, the Headmaster declared that

the past year had probably been the most successful of the five
that he had now spent at Kearsney, judging by the standards
achieved in work, in sport, and in the general tone of the School.
The 1950 public examination results had been satisfactory, and the
following details were given;
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Matriculation: 1st class, six; 2nd class, ten; 3rd class, two.
School-Leaving: 2nd class, three; 3rd class, two.

Junior Certifcate: 1st class, eight; 2nd class, twenty; 3rd class,
thirteen.

Provincial Bursaries: I. D. MacGregor, R. N. Dolton, A. C. Mackenzie

and C. Rindel. Rindel was also awarded the College Bursary
given to the Kearsney candidate achieving the best symbols in
the Junior Certificate Examination.

Staff. The Head offered a cordial welcome to those who had

joined the Staff during the year either in a whole-time or a parttime capacity, namely Messrs. Tucker, Quarmby, Lutley (as Bursar),

Sister Ash and Mrs. and Miss Lutley. He then referred with regret
to the impending departure of Miss G. Johnson who has done good
work for us as a part-timer in the junior forms, and went on to
pay a tribute to Mr. J. F. Reece who is about to give up the Housemastership of Finningley. "The burden that a Housemaster carries

in a School such as this is a very heavy one," said the Head, "and
I am glad to have this opportunity to pay tribute to the faithful

devotion which Mr. Reece has shown over many years in the running
of his House. He has served it with an unfailing energy and with
a deep affection. Many Old Boys will I know be glad to be associated
with these remarks to-day as we express to Mr. and Mrs. Reece
the thanks of all for having given so unstintingly of their time and
themselves to their House, and thereby rendering splendid service
to the School."

In speaking of cultural activities the Head said that the appointment of a
full-time Music Master had resulted in more emphasis being placed on the appre
ciation of music, and groups of boys had paid visits to Durban to hear special
programmes by the Civic Orchestra. The Choir under Mr. Reece had continued

to give a fine lead to the Chapel Services, and the Debating Societies had provided
many opportunities to boys for increasing self-confidence and self-awareness.

It is part of our scheme of things to help boys to develop special interests

and latent talents, * continued the Headmaster. "In this we have been greatly
helped by the work done in the Hobbies Room and in the Art Department.
I should like to say how much we are indebted to Dr. Gordon Grant for the

generous and interested help he gives to Mr. Tedder in the Hobbies Room, and

how much we appreciate the value of the work done in the Art Department
by Mrs. and Miss Lutley. In addition to the classroom instruction they have
run special afternoon classes for those who are interested and talented, and these

have been so popular that a special group had to be established to study archi
tectural drawing under Miss Craib." The Head then invited visitors to inspect
the art work on display in the Library at the end of the prize-giving.
Congratulatory reference was then made to cadet work and sporting
activities. Mr. Ian Tirrell had greatly assisted the swimming by his expert help.
The aim here had been to raise the average standard rather than to seek for

unusual distinction. The wholesomeness of the sporting life of the boys and
the sporting spirit in which they participate in their games, were the things for
which we really look.

The Head then referred to the opening of the Chapel as the highlight of
the year and expressed appreciation of the time and money which parents,
friends and Old Boys had given in such generous measure to bring the scheme to
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fulfilment. The building and furnishing had cost £19,000 and of this sum only
£2,000 remained as debt. In addition, over £5,000 had been raised for an organ,
thanks in large measure to the "great, warm-hearted generosity of our friend
Mr. A. H. Smith, O.B.E." and to the efforts of Mr. Oram in organising the Fund.

Approximately another £1,000 still remained to be found for this purpose, but
an order for the organ had already been placed.

"The opening of the Chapel gives me an opportunity to say something on
the balance in education," went on the Headmaster, for it focuses attention
on the absolutes rather than on the methods. The last fifty years has seen a

splendid widening of the scope of education, and vocational education in particular
has contributed greatly to the personality development of those to whom formal
academic education was unsatisfying and stultifying. But this development has

dazzled us by its achievements, and has made us lose slightly the perspective of

true education.

"We know that the old Greek ideal of virtue and the highest good for the
individual and the state, of the emphasis on right and clear thinking, of moral

development going hand in hand with intellectual development are the eternal

values In education. It is good that we have this Chapel to keep the absolutes

always before us. Recently our aims have been to equate man to the average,
and we speak superficially as if * adjustment to work,''adjustment to society,'
and'adjustment to the industrial age'were the true ends of education. This
leads us to legislate in terms of the present mediocrity instead of in terms of the
excellence of the eternal.

"Our constant aim should rather be to stress the absolutes, the universal

virtues: the unity of mankind.Truth, Justice, Greatness, Charity,the brotherhood
of Man. We should educate for the City of God and not for the tribal society.

We already have an uncomfortable feeling that the promises of the brave nevv
world of the machine age have somehow tricked us. We know that our belief

that a higher civilisation would follow in the wake of a higher standard of living
has been an illusion, and the armed armistice which we believed was peace has
made us sceptical. We need to match our day with a greater moral develop
ment. We must let the oneness and the essential wholeness of humanity continue
to abide in the inner citadel of education. Our Chapel reminds us of these

things, and I trust that we shall hold the pass."

Mr. C. TE WATER'S ADDRESS

After distributing the prizes, Mr. Te Water, who is Chairman
of the National Veld Trust, spoke to the School on Soil Conservation
and held the interest of his listeners from start to finish. It was

a stimulating talk, concerned mostly with arousing an Interest in

the importance of the subject rather than with technical schemes
and methods for carrying it out. It was, he said, a subject for all,
and not only for a few who were farmers and actual users of the land.
He skilfully allied it with the spirit of patriotism, love of one's

country, but he would not associate it with political patriotism,
which often meant dying for one's country. He believed that

living for one's country was more important than dying for it,
and to him the man who loved his mother earth was the best patriot.
Only a healthy land could produce a healthy people, and knowledge of
mother earth was fundamental and should be taught in our schools,

challenge

of our country Is tremendous, he said, for it is a hard country of drought and
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flood and hail. Educational Authorities had responded splendidly to his appeal
that soil conservation should be included in the school curriculum. It would

not be taught as a separate subject however, but would be included in the nature

study syllabus in primary schools and in geography in the High Schools. Geography
would become a compulsory subject In all four Provinces.

Also fundamental was a knowledge of the native people among whom we
live and who so vastly outnumber us. These people are becoming a weaker
people as their soil becomes weaker. "How can we make them realise the

problem after the bad example we have set them ?"asked Mr. te Water. "Let
it be our finest sons who go on to the land in the future, so that we deserve our
heritage" was the answer he suggested. We have relied too much on native
labour, and we have forgotten our affection and veneration for the earth.

To abuse Nature is to abuse God, and to injure Nature is to injure God.
If we abused the heritage of our country we were playing with our very lives.
"Give us this day our daily bread, is a significant phrase," concluded Mr. te Water,
"We shall not be able to earn our bread if the earth is ruined." That was a
great truth for the townsman as well as for the farmer.
PRIZE LIST—1951
Form I.

First on year
Second on year
Afrikaans

P. Russell.
H. Timm.
A. R. Schruer.

Form II.

First on year
Second on year

W. Whitward.
U. G. Groom.

Afrikaans

G. Green.

Industry
First on year
Second on year
Third on year
Fourth on year

L. C. Hoo-Foster.
M. E. Mealin.

Form III.

R. Rindel.
C. Ellison.
P. Hewitt.

Afrikaans

M. E. Mealin, R. Rindel, R. Hewitt.

Industry
Form lllb. First on year
Form lllc. First on year
Industry
Form IV.
First on year
Second on year
Third on year
Industry

D. Barker.
J. Bull.

D. J. Valentine.
R. Cole, P. Houston.

A. Doidge.
R. Ramseyer. .
T. Downard.
F. Porrill.

J. Milne, A. Doidge, R. Ramseyer.
I. McGregor.

Afrikaans

Form Va.

Form Vb.
Form VI.

First on year
Second on year
Third on year
First on year

A. McKenzle.
D. O. Hall.
C. Lee.

Afrikaans

A. McKenzie, C. Meumann.

First on year
Second on year

H. M. Winder.
L. Callow.
H. M. Winder.

Afrikaans

Industry
Hindson Memorial Essay Prize
Music Prizes (Junior)

R. K. Kassier, C. Mundell.

Special Service Prize

E. Needham.

P. R. Randall.

H. Timm, L. Hagemann.

Presentation of Trophies

Robbins Inter-House Shooting Trophy
Payne Inter-House Tennis Trophy

Finningley
Gillingham

Polkinghorne Tennis Trophy (Senior)
D. H. Lowe
George Hulett Tennis Trophy (Junior)
C. J. Dukes
Special Swimming Trophy
E. Needham
First Class Swimming Certificates to: E. Needham, R. J. Ireland, T. E, Metcalf,
I, D. McGregor, D. O. and M, O. Hall,
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SCHOOL NOTES

We extend to Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Gram our hearty good wishes
on their well-deserved leave overseas. They sailed away on the
City of Canterbury soon after term broke up. We understand that
Mr. Gram intends spending some time in the city of Canterbury
studying, or, shall we say, having a refresher course in, the organ.
We wish them both a happy holiday and a safe return. Their
address in England will be: c/o Royal Empire Society, Northumber
land Avenue, London, W.C.2, and they invite any GId Boys overseas
to get in touch with them. ,
As we go to press we have received Mr. Gram's first letter,

written on arrival in England. They had a pleasant trip, on which
he was elected Chairman of the Sports Committee, and made others
do all the work. England welcomed them with a watery and heatless
sun, but the great thing was that it was England ! Some good
times lie ahead.

At the close of the year Mr. and Mrs. Reece terminated their
Housemastership of Finningley. Reference to this is made elsewhere.
They have built themselves a solid-looking double-storeyed house
just below Milner House, with a remarkable view, and moved in
early in the new year. Mr. and Mrs. Tedder succeed into Finningley,
and we wish them happy days and noiseless nights in their new
environment.

We offer our sincere sympathies to: Mrs. Reece, on the sudden
death of a devoted Mother in July; Sister Ash, on the passing of
her Father after a long illness; C. A. Munnich, on the death of his
Father, again after long illness; N. H. Harcourt, whose sister was
killed in the Kokstad air-crash.

We are glad to record that Mrs. Matterson, who had a serious
operation to her leg, is now back home and mending safely, though
she will be lame for some months yet.
We congratulate Mr. Matterson who, among his many other
offices, has been elected Grand Vice-President of the Sons of England
Society. For those who are not in the know, this means that next
year he will hold the highest office in the country in this Society,
and one which, incidentally, will entail his travelling to all parts of
the Union during his term of office.
Congratulations also to Mr. J. Storm, who was married to Miss
Bertha Nel in the Greytown Dutch Reformed Church on Saturday,
29th September. We congratulate them both and wish them every
happiness. Between two and three hundred guests attended the
wedding, and among them were several members of the Staff and
a number of GId Boys.
Confirmation services were held for the Anglican boys at St. Agnes,
Kloof, on 22nd Gctober, and for the Methodist boys in the Kearsney

Chapel on 2nd September. In the former instance the Bishop of
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Natal officiated, and in the latter the President of the Methodist
Conference.

We are sorry to say farewell to Miss G. Johnson, who has helped
so keenly in the work of the school, notably in Latin. Although
her heart is with us, she feels that duty calls her to look after a
bereaved home in Rhodesia. Meanwhile her house is to be used

as a residence for a few extra boys, and we look forward to the day
when she will return to it.

During the year a new Housemaster's residence for Junior House
has been built, under the skilled direction of Mr. Colley, and Mr. and
Mrs. Best are now in residence. As the year ended we also saw

arising a spacious Junior Common Room cum Art Room, also in
Junior House grounds. We believe it is to be ready for the new year.
DEDICATION OF THE CHAPEL

The dedication and opening of the Chapel took place on Sunday
afternoon, 2nd September, and a great day it proved to be. Every
member of the School, masters and boys alike, will count it a

privilege to have made part of the occasion, and its memory will
be a precious thing for the years to come. And the great crowd
of parents, friends and Old Boys who came from far and near to
join us in the ceremony, and who, by their presence in such numbers
added so much to its significance will also look back to this day as
one of the most memorable and inspiring of their lives.
There was indeed a blessing upon all that was done that day.

Everything conspired together for good. A great deal of care and
thought had been given to its organization for weeks beforehand,
but that alone, although certainly essential, would not ensure the

spirit of fellowship and sincerity that spread through the multitude
and found an echo in every individual heart. The weather, too,
is another important factor that can make or mar state occasions
at Botha's Hill, but this was on our side from the moment that the
sun rose, and we could not have wished for a more perfect day.

A good deal of rain the previous week had caused us some anxious
speculation, so the sunny sky and the clear air of this Sabbath morning
were indeed hailed with delight and our cup of thankfulness and
joy was near the brim.
Soon after dinner, an unending stream of cars began to turn down

the College road, and under the direction of squads appointed for
the purpose were efficiently and methodically parked above the
lower field and in other parts of the School grounds. As their

former occupants converged upon the Chapel during the hour
before the Service began, and every moment made it more apparent

that a great cloud of witnesses beyond all expectation was come to
see us through this happy occasion, the sense of thanksgiving
deepened and our hearts were possessed with a desire to give
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worship and praise to the Providence that had established this day
upon us. It was as if the glory of the Lord was to be revealed, and
all flesh should see it together.
Meanwhile, under the guidance of some of the Masters and Prefects
acting as stewards, our visitors were seated in the Chapel without

fuss and confusion. As only half the number of pews ordered had
arrived, the Hall and Pavilion were raided for benches and chairs.

And during the week the School bus had made trips to Pinetown
and Durban for the same purpose. We are grateful to Wesley
Hall for allowing us the use of their chairs for this memorable
week-end. In the grounds at the west end of the Chapel, benches
from the playing fields had been set out, and their uninviting rough
ness hidden by blankets and rugs borrowed from the dormitories.
It is fitting that we acknowledge here Mr. Clegg's efficient preparation
of all the seating during the morning, for it was a labour of great
magnitude.

The Choir occupied the south transept, and the front block of
seats in the nave was properly allotted to the School, while our
visitors filled up the much greater space that remained behind
and also the north transept. It was indeed a packed congregation,
and it must have numbered something like 900, counting in this
figure the two hundred boys of the School. Later comers had to

be content with the benches outside, and the service was relayed
to them from within the building by loud-speakers set up over the
porch. It is estimated that the overflow congregation outside
numbered at least five or six hundred.

While this vast congregation was assembling, the President of
the Conference, the Rev. S. le Grove Smith, visiting Ministers, the
Chairman and members of the Board of Governors and the Head

master and Staff gathered on the lawns in front of the Headmaster's
house. A minute or two before three o'clock, they moved down
to the main door of the Chapel—firmly shut it was, for entrance
to the Chapel had been only by the vestry doors—and then the
Congregation, within and without, rose and sang the Doxology.
When this had been done, the Chairman of the Board of Governors,

Mr. L. F. Forsyth, spoke briefly in welcome to the President, and
the latter then received the key ofthe main doors from the Architect,
Mr. W. S. Payne. After the President had given the Three Tradi
tional Knocks on the door with a gavel, and dramatic indeed did
they sound, he turned to our former Headmaster, Mr. R. H.
Matterson, handed him the Key and asked him to open the door.
Those who know the history of the School will know also how
fitting it was that this invitation should be given to the man who
had originated the Chapel scheme, and who had worked and waited
so long and patiently for it to come to fulfilment. Mr. Matterson
unlocked and opened the door, and made the following declaration:
"In the Name of Christ Who said:'Him that cometh to Me I will

In no wise cast out' I open this Chapel as a House of Praise and Prayer."
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A Procession was then formed of Staff, Governors, Ministers and

the President, and as they filed into the Chapel and walked slowly
up the central aisle between the closely-packed rows of the crowded
congregation standing in tense silence, one felt that a great moment
was upon us and that there was being kindled here a flame of sacred

love, a source of prophetic fire that would remain a vital and living
force in the corporate life of the School, not for this day only but
for countless generations yet to come.
When the hymn "Praise, my soul, the King of heaven," was
announced, everybody welcomed the opportunity to give vent to

his feelings of elation and triumph, and seldom can any Chapel have
contained such a mighty volume of melody and harmony as was
uttered by over a thousand men, women and children on this

splendid occasion, all united by an intense desire to acknowledge
the grace and favour, the glorious faithfulness that had made this
day come to pass.
The hymn was followed by a Prayer of Thanksgiving, composed
for the occasion and uttered by our first Chaplain, the Rev. W. H.
Irving. We were indeed glad to have him with us in this Service,

and we are grateful to him for the beautiful prayer which so fittingly
expressed what was in every heart and mind of that great
congregation.

"Eternal Lord God, whose Holy Church Is not confined to temples
made with hands, yet who delightest to meet with Thy people In a
house to be dedicated to Thy worship; we come to Thee in this hour
to give Thee thanks for the joy of Thy courts, and to offer unto Thee
a sanctuary, as meet as our love can make it, that here Thy Word may
be proclaimed and Thy glorious Name adored.
"Accept our thanksgiving for Thy grace and guidance given to the
Founder, the Governors, the Masters and the Chaplains of this School,

to establish and to maintain within its corporate life a fellowship of Thy
Church, the privileges of Divine Worship and guidance to Christian
living and service.
"in humble gratitude we give thanks that Thou has shown this

new favour unto Thy people, giving unto them enlargement of heart

that in the offering of this new house for the worship of youth they may
themselves be enriched in the furthering of Thy holy will for Thy
universal Church.

"Lift up our hearts as we offer unto Thee our thanksgiving. May
our praise in the dedication of this house be accompanied with the
offering of ourselves anew for the fulfilling of Thy perfect will. Here
may Thy Spirit dwell; Thy Love, O Christ, be exalted; Thy call be heard
in all youtig hearts; and Thy beauty be seen upon Thy children, to the
glory of Thy holy Name.—Amen."

Then came the Anthem,"Ye gates, lift up your heads on high,"
sung by the Choir under the direction of Mr. Reece. This act of

worship too was effectively done and was very much appreciated.
It was good to know that from now on the Choir would sing under
the lofty arches of our own Chapel instead of amid the rather un

lovely surroundings of a disarranged dining-hall.
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After the Chairman of the District, the Rev. J. Wesley Hunt had

read the Lessons (Isaiah 55, 6-13, and 1st Corinthians 3, 10-17),
and the hymn "We love the place, O God," had been sung, the
Congregation remained standing while the President gave the
Prayer of Dedication.
THE PRAYER OF DEDICATION

(The President)

Inasmuch as Almighty God has been pleased to Inspire His servants to build
this House for His worship, let us now fulfil the holy purpose for which we are
assembled of dedicating this Church to the glory of God.
In the Name of Jesus Christ, Incarnate, Crucified,
Risen, and Exalted we do this:

To the glory of God the Father, who has called us by His grace;
To the glory of God the Son, who lovest us and all mankind,
and gave Himself for us;

To the glory of God the Holy Spirit, who illumines and
sanctifies us;
R.

We dedicate this House.

For the worship of God in praise and prayer;

For the preaching of the Gospel of Jesus Christ;
For the celebration of the Holy Sacraments;
R.

We dedicate this House.

For the teaching and guiding of young lives;
For the advancement of learning and for the hallowing of
daily life;
For the raising up of an exceeding great army for the deliverance
of the oppressed and for the triumph of Thy Kingdom;
R.

We dedicate this House.

In gratitude for the labours of all who have served this College
in times past;

In loving remembrance of those Old Boys who have finished
their course;

In the hope of blessed immortality through Jesus Christ our
Lord:

R.

We dedicate this House.

SILENT PRAYER

In the Name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, I do now
declare this House to be forever set apart from profane and common use, and
and consecrated to the worship and service of Almighty God; to Whom be glory
and majesty, dominion and power, for ever and ever.—Amen.
Then shall the President and People together say:—
We now. the people of this Congregation and College, compassed about
with a great cloud of witnesses, grateful for our heritage, sensible of the sacrifices
of our fathers in the faith, confessing that apart from us their work cannot be

made perfect, do dedicate ourselves anew to the worship and service of Almighty
God.—Amen.
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Here indeed was the climax of the Service, the act of consecration

of a new temple of worship and the re-dedicatlon of a mighty throng,
all with close associations with the School to the "worship and

service of Almighty God." Again a well-loved hymn provided
release for the expression of pent-up feeling, and the words and
music of "The Church's one foundation" were sung with steadfast
sincerity and conviction.

The Dedicatory Sermon, preached by the President of Conference,
then followed. Taking as his text St. Luke 2, verse 49,"And He
said unto them, how Is It that ye sought me ? Wist ye not that

I must be In my Father's house ?" Mr. le Grove Smith reminded
us that what had been done that day was neither a beginning nor

an ending, but was part of a continuing purpose "chosen of God
to ends already known but not yet seen." The Chapel had existed
In the minds of the founders before ever the School was built, and

It would always be the heart of the School, giving the strength of
the vision glorious, purpose in living, and fortitude In temptations
and conflicts. "For the time being the Initiative seems to have

passed from the hands of Christian men," said the President. "We
live In a rationalistic and mechanistic age. Personal religion and

purpose must return to men If our civilisation Is to survive." The
preacher went on to say that It would be wrong to teach young
people that life would be without suffering and strife. We must
expect tribulation for the Gospel Is proclaimed In terms of the
Cross and the Resurrection. "When man within himself accepts

the personal ministry of God In Christ, he will face the world with
courage, and will fight alongside the angels, knowing there Is only
one Victory, the Victory of his faith."

The singing of the hymn " Now thank we all our God"and the
pronouncement of the Benediction brought the memorable Service
to a close.

In the evening, the President, assisted by several of his colleagues,
conducted the Service for the recognition of new members. As
the afternoon ceremony had been Impressive, so this evening service,
the first in the Chapel, will remain an abiding memory with all
who attended. The mellow glow of the lighting upon the beautiful
memorial furnishings of the chancel, bedecked with flowers, set

an atmosphere of devotion and worship which we hope will ever
be found In the Chapel. Nineteen boys were admitted Into full
membership, and most of their parents were present to share In
the service. At the close over a hundred, communicants knelt at
the Lord's Table.

CHAPEL NOTES

The Influence of a Chapel on the life of the School Is ultimately a

profound one. It is the focal point around which the School's life
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should pivot. These are early days yet, but already we are appre
ciating the value of worship (especially in the evening) in an
atmosphere other than that of the Dining Hall. Our morning
services have been shared by Revs. D. W. Timm, J. V. Cantrell, and
G. Oakley (Anglican Service). In the evenings we have, so far,
called upon the Headmaster, Mr. R. H. Matterson, Mr. G. M. Oram,
Mr. J. F. Reece, Dr. A. B. Taylor, and Mr. H. S. Duncan.
Towards the end of the year morning prayers were transferred

to the Chapel: the non-arrival of the full complement of pews had
prevented this earlier. With each boy having his own pew, and
being able to sit in silence until the entrance of Headmaster and
Staff, we feel that the day opens in a more dignified fashion than
was hitherto the case; we begin the day in the presence of God.
Many of the articles of furniture in the Chapel have been presented
on behalf of Old Boys who fell in the War and in Korea. It would
be invidious to mention names, but all the furnishings of the Chancel
come under this category; so do some of the pews, and the main
doors. A small silver plate is unobtrusively placed upon each
memorial.

The following boys were appointed Chapel Stewards for the
closing months of 1951: R. J. Ireland, T. E. Metcalf, N. Mark, I. D.
McGregor, J. P. Newlands, M. S. Mannion. Their duties have
included the supervision of Service arrangements, distribution of
hymnbooks to visitors, preparation of pulpit and lectern, and a

general check-up on the condition of the interior of the Chapel.

Their services have been greatly appreciated.
The Choir have occupied permanent seats in the South Transept,
and have given a most useful lead to weekly prayers and Sunday
services.

CHOIR

Important as the Choir has been in the School's life in the past,
it now assumes a greater importance still. With daily prayers
being held in the Chapel, as well as the two Sunday services, it is
giving a useful musical lead.
Its first Big Day was the Chapel Opening when, besides leading
the congregational singing, it gave an impressive rendering of:
"Ye Gates, lift up your Heads on high." The third term of the
year was devoted partly to preparation for the Opening Ceremony,
and partly to"The Viking Song,""Pilgrim's Chorus"and"Cradle
Song."
The fourth term, as usual, was spent on Carols. The standard of
singing did not reach great heights, but there was no lack of en
thusiasm.

For the Carol Service we are accustomed to rain or

misty drizzle, but never before have the elements been quite so
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unkind. An exhausting day with the temperature still 100° at

6 p.m. left the singers very limp. As they rested in the Chapel
prior to the service, there broke one of our most violent storms
ever. According to ancient custom, all the lights went out and
at 7.30 had not returned. Meanwhile crowds of visitors, most of

whom had left Durban before the storm, began to arrive. Lit

by the lightning and a few hurricane lamps, they took their seats,
and the service began, in the dark—a good test for the singers.
Mr. Matterson had a lamp in the pulpit and Mr. Oram read the

lesson by torchlight. Florence Nightingales flitted around giving
light where they could. Half way through, the lights came on
again, but between one thing and another we lost most of the
Christmas atmosphere.
PROGRAMME

Oh Come, All Ye Faithful.
Prayer.

M:
Choir:

Carols—God Rest You Merry, Gentlemen ....
The Holly and the Ivy

Traditional
Tune

by King Henry VIII

Lection: Luke I, 26-33.
Choir:

Carols—Gabriel's Message
Good Christian Men, Rejoice

Basque
Traditional

Lection; Luke II, 1-7.
Choir:

Carols-

Christ was born on Christmas Day
Sing Lullaby

Traditional
Bosqu®

Lection: Luke II, 8-14.

Congregation only: While Shepherds Watched.
Choir:

Carols— Shepherds, Shake Off Your Drowsy Sleep
It Came Upon the Midnight Clear

Besancon

Sim

Address.

Lection: Matthew II, 1-2, 7-11.
Choir:

Carols— We Three Kings of Orient Are
I saw Three Kings a-Riding

Traditional
Rathbone

Lection- Isaiah Llll, I, 3-6.
Choir:
All:

Gruber

Carol— Still the Night
Lord, Dismiss Us.

J.F.R.

Benediction.

PRAYER MEETING

The Prayer Meeting was revived at the beginning of this year,
and until 2nd September it was held every Friday night in the
Library. With the opening of the new Chapel, however, we were
able to hold it there; the whole atmosphere of the meeting was

thereby changed and we have all drawn great inspiration from it.
The singing of a hymn is followed by the lesson, and then some theme
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illustrating a point of moral or spiritual conduct. With the lights
out, boys then say their own particular prayers in the quiet darkness, ■
remembering Christ's words,"Where two or three are gathered
together in My Name, there am I in the midst."
K.E.

THE ORGAN FUND

As was indicated in a footnote to the article on the Organ Fund
in the last "Chronicle" an order for the Organ was placed last

August, the Fund then standing at a figure that seemed to justify
this important step being taken. The desire to "get in" before a
further rise in the price of materials took place was also a factor
that supported such a decision. Since then amounts have come in,
as will be seen from the additional list given below, and the total of
contributions and promises is now over £5,100.
I do want to express my deep sense of thankfulness and joy to all
those who have given such generous support to this venture. I am
immensely grateful to them, and I believe that they are building
better than they know, for it is my sincere conviction that an organ
such as we shall have will enrich the spiritual value of the Chapel
Services beyond measure.
"There let the pealing Organ blow.
To the full voic'd Quire below,
In Service high, and Anthems deer.

As may with sweetness, through mine ear.
Dissolve me into extasles.

And bring all Heav'n before mine eyes."

The Puritan John Milton thus described the organ in the seven

teenth century,and since then the organ builder's art has so increased
its tonal resources as to justify its modern title of" king of instru
ments." But though it has majesty and glory of its own, it still

remains primarily the servant of the Lord, to accompany the
devotions of His faithful people and to inspire them to His more

worthy worship and praise. If I did not know that, I would not
have undertaken a task that has occasionally seemed beyond the
possibility of fulfilment.
Much as I value each and every contribution sent in in response

to my making known the need, I am sure that all who have helped
the Fund will be glad to acknowledge with me the fact that the organ
has been made possible mainly through the generous assistance of
our neighbour, Mr. A. H. Smith. He has recently given a third
donation of 500 guineas in order that two more stops may be added
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to the organ to bring It into the first class. Only an organist, I
suppose, will understand what this means to the effectiveness of
the instrument—others will perhaps tend to regard it as an
extravagance ! I assure them that this is far from being the case.
The stops will add two essential tone-colours whose lack would be
noticed at once by a player of experience. We are not aiming at
a concert instrument, but we do want one that is artistically complete

and satisfying. Only such a one is really worthy for the corporate
worship of more than two hundred boys and adults.
We expect the organ to be installed in the Chapel in the latter
half of 1952. The Fund as it stands to-day will just about meet the

Organ Builder's account, but in addition to that there will be the
cost of certain alterations to the choir-vestry roof, and also the
cost of the case and the grille that will fill the arch behind which
the instrument will stand. These items are expected to amount
to something like another £800. So we still need the generous
support of more of our friends if the organ is to be opened free of
debt. I hope that this will become more generally known than it
appears to be at present, and I shall indeed be grateful for further
help towards making the organ a free and perfect gift for the glory
of God and the praising of His most holy Name.
Third List of Contributions.

£

s. d.

4,209 7 0
Total already acknowledged
Mr. E. J. Clayton (in memoriam late Mrs. K.
2
Clayton)
Master F. Porrill
Mr. J. Palmer
Mr. W. N. Cornelius ...
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Osier

Botha's Hill Women's Auxiliary
Mr. A. H. Smith (third donation, making a
total of £3,601 5s. Od.)
Jumble Sale, per Mrs. Osier
Interest
Mrs. C. H. Stott
Mr. W. H. Gersback ...

Promise: Mr. G. C. Hulett (second donation)
Present Total

...

...

2
I
50
50
100
525
15
63
50
25
40

0
0
18
0
0
0

0
0
8
0
0
0

... £5,133 6 8

The above amounts are most gratefully acknowledged. I hope
it is not churlish to repeat that a further £800 is required if the
organ is to be free of debt. Will YOU help with the"last lap"?
G. M. ORAM.
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Bock Row—C. E. LEISEGANG, T. E. METCALF, C. W. MUNDELL, G. S. PIKE. W. N. ROCK, G. PRICE-HUGHES, B. HANBURY-KING
Front Row—H. M. WINDER ,R. J. IRELAND E. J. NEEDHAM, J. R. B. DERSLEY R. A. M. BIEBUYCK.

FOUNDER'S DAY

Founder's Day was celebrated at the School on Saturday, 4th
August, and the programme that has been customary in the years
since the War was again repeated. Two rugger matches were
played in the afternoon and both were won by the Old Boys, the
School 1st XV losing 12—16, and the 2nd XV going down 6—12.
At dinner in Hall the Guest of Honour was Mr. Lester Hall,
M.P.C. for the Pinetown District.

His known interest in education

made him a welcome visitor, and it was fitting that he should be
asked to propose the Toast to the School. He said that he was a
great believer in the private schools as they had a great part to

play in pioneering new ways of education and in teaching the
individual to lead a satisfactory life. He paid a tribute to the Head
master for his keen interest in this aspect of educational work,

and then suggested that a most important duty of the private schools
was to foster and protect the freedom of the individual since this
was being increasingly threatened by the trends of governments
to-day.

In his reply, the Headmaster associated himself fully with the
ideas expressed by Mr. Lester Hall and acknowledged the duty of
preserving the freedom which we enjoy. He then outlined the
building developments that were taking place at the School, and
declared that the next step must be to emphasise the development
of personalities.

Mr. G. M. Oram proposed the Toast to the Old Boys Club and
congratulated its members on the interest they were showing in
the School and the valuable help they had given and were still
prepared to give. He said that Information was far from being the
whole part of Education, and he believed that Kearsney Old Boys
were well equipped with those other qualities that were even
more essential to successful living such as personal integrity, loyalty
and trustworthiness, a sense of justice, self-reliance, balanced judg
ment and initiative.

The President of the Club, Mr. Jack Hulett, replied with charac

teristic modesty and equally characteristic brevity, and affirmed his
belief that Kearsney had indeed become a power among the schools
of South Africa.

It was a great pleasure to have with us on this occasion WingCommander Paddy Hopkins (24-27) who had flown out to the Union
with his wife on a brief spell of leave from duty in Greece. Although
decorated for distinguished service with the Royal Air Force during
the War it was only under relentless pressure that he yielded to
an invitation to get up and "say a few words." Apparently ack-ack
fire held fewer terrors for him than speech-making ! He declared
he brought greetings and best wishes from all Old Boys abroad, and
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described attempts he had made to form an Old Boys' Dinner Club
while he was in London. He promised to renew his efforts when
he returned to England, as he expected to do shortly, and invited
Old Boys coming to London to get in touch with him.
(Editor's Note. Paddy Hopkins' up-to-the-minute address is:
Wing-Commander H. E. Hopkins,
Ermine House, Fulbeck, near Grantham,
Lincolnshire.

Get in touch with him. Old Boys in England, even if you don't
know him yet. You'll like him a lot when you meet him !)
Dinner over, those who could stay on longer, moved over to
the Finningley common-rooms for coffee and the interchange of
reminiscences and more recent personal news that is the delight
and joy of such occasions.

FINNtNGLEY FAREWELL

The boys and Staff of Finningley House sat down to a rare Christmas
feast on the last Monday of term, the spread of eats and drinks
being given an even more festive appearance by the display of
Christmas crackers.

After a half hour of comparative silence—for who can do justice
to a good meal, and talk at the same time ?—Mr. Reece proposed
the usual loyal toasts, and then paid tribute to the very fine work
put in by the prefects, E. J. Needham, R. J. Ireland, T. E. Metcalf,
and C. W. Mundell, during the past year. He had never had a
more co-operatjve and united quartette in charge of the House,
he said. He hoped that future prefects would use them as their
standard.

He also thanked the other House monitors who had

contributed to a successful year.
Considerably later, after the tables had been cleared, presentations
were made to Mr. and Mrs. Reece, from the House, as a mark of

respect for the long service they had rendered Finningley. These
consisted of a sitting-rocking chair, a desk chair, an oval mirror for
the mantelpiece, and a set of gramophone records, and were offered

with the good wishes of all present. Speeches were made by all
the above-mentioned prefects, and by H. M. Winder and R. A. M.
Biebuyck, and all spoke with sincerity.
In thanking the House for such generosity, Mr. Reece spoke
reminiscently of his days at Kearsney: how he had first been offered
the post while at London University: of the "romance" of his
first few months in South Africa, sugar-cane, mambas, and Zulu
servants contrasting strongly with London Underground Railways
and Piccadilly Circus; of the lean years at Kearsney, during the
depression, when more than once it was proposed to close the
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School down; of the transfer to Botha's Hill In all Its bleakness; and

of the development of the School's buildings and grounds up to Its
present stage. He said that after 25 years more or less at the heart
of the School, it would be a novel experience to live a more inde

pendent life in a home of his own, but he hoped that all the boys
would find their way to his new house before long.

After further jollification, and three cheers, all retired well
satiated to bed !

ORCHESTRAL CONCERTS

Parties from the School made two visits to Durban during

September, for the purpose of hearing Concerts by the Durban
Civic Orchestra.

In a Concert of Programme Music on Monday, the 28th, the Junior

Boys heard how effectively a story could be told through the medium
of music. They were taken in flights of fancy from a graveyard—'
where skeletons dance until Chanticleer summons the dawn—to

the sea and sea-sounds of the Hebrides, in a programme which
included "Danse Macabre"of Saint-Saens," Nut-cracker Suite"of

Tchaikovsky and the "Hebrides Overture" of Mendelssohn.
The Concert for the Senior Boys on Monday,the 24th, was devoted
to Ballet Music. Excerpts were played from the works of the two
most outstanding contributors to The Ballet—Delibes and
Tchaikovsky—and also some IBth century Ballet music by Gliick.
R.Q.

THE HAPPIEST DAYS OF YOUR LIFE"

When father says to young Johnnie "Now remember, my boy,
that schooldays are the happiest days of your life"that young man
is apt to utter a scornful protest and put on a look of injured surprise.
The harassed parent, oppressed by business cares and the everrising cost of living iooks, back to his days of pupilage as a time of
innocence and bliss when all he had to do was to do as he was told,

and his greatest glory was a colour-cap that brought him the heroworship of admiring contemporaries. But those who are actually

experiencing the routine of school-life find little romance in the
continual exhortations to work harder or be whacked and to play

up and play the game or be deemed an unworthy citizen of their
society. To them the title of this play is a piece of sheer makebelieve; it belongs to the category of popular superstitions and
polite fiction.
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John Dighton's farce does not pretend to give a philosophic
Interpretation of this oft-heard saying. It merely sets out to be
amusing, and it succeeds. Its actual incidents are completely
incredible, but not so incredible is the underlying idea that a muddleheaded Civil Service in war-time England can evacuate a girls'
school to buildings already occupied by a boys' school without either
of the two having a hint of the impending presence of the other.
The Musgrave Road Dramatic Society presented this play to us
in the school hall on a Saturday evening of the fourth term. Their
visit was made at the request of the Botha's Hill Women's Auxiliary
as part ofHhe latter's effort to assist the Chapel Organ Fund, and
we are indeed grateful to both groups, to the Players for the trouble
they undertook on our behalf, and to the Auxiliary for the helpful
interest which caused them to sponsor the evening. A double
purpose was most successfully achieved: the School was rocked
with mirth and laughter, and the gratifying sum of over £27 was
added to the Organ Fund.
The production was in the capable hands of Mrs. Dorothy Evans,
so it need hardly be said that the Players gave a very good account
of themselves. Perhaps the most meritorious performance was
that given by Byron Nichols as Rainbow, the School Porter, for he
took over the part at almost a moment's notice and presented a
very effective characterisation indeed. There was certainly no need
for the kindly apology that was made on his behalf before the
play began I

AFRIKAANSE VERENIGING

Ampsdraers:

President: S. G. Osier, M.A. (Prinsipaal).
Vise-Presldente: Mnre. J. W.Storm en G. E. Burger.
Voorsitter: H. H. Rowe.
Sekretaris: C. Rindel.
Addisionele Lede: B. Stokoe en E. Frick.

Program.
28 Oktober. Debat:,, Dat sport vandag oordryf word in ons
skole." Mosie verwerp.
1 1 November. Gesamentlike Sang.
Die Afrikaanse Vereniging kan met trots en tevredenheid terugkyk
op die jaar wat agter die rug is. Alhoewel ons gedurende die
tweede helfte van die jaar, en veral gedurende die laaste kwartaal
nie so bedrywig was as gedurende die eerste ses maande nie;
grotendeels te wyte aan die eksamenkoors wat 'n hele aantal van
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ons lede beetgepak het, moet ons 1951 beskou as die mees bloelende
jaar In die bestaan van die Afrikaanse Vereniging.

Hierdie prestasle het ons te danke aan die ywer van elke lid
afsonderlik maar in besonder aan die fluksheid wat vanjaar se

ampsdraers aan die dag gele het. Daarom wil ons in alle erns die
hoop uitspreek dat hulle opvolgers volgend jaar nie die standaard
sal laat daal nie maar die uitdaging sal aanneem en die goeie werk
teen dieselfde pas sal voortsit.

Ongelukkig kon ons die jaar nie afsluit soos ons graag wou nie.
Ons laaste byeenkoms sou plaasvind op die 25ste November en ons
het sommer 'n uithaler program vir die geleentheid opgestel.
Hoogtepunt van die verrigtinge sou wees 'n een-bedryf waaraan
die betrokke lede bale hard voorberei het.

Tot ons spyt egter is die hele skool die aand omstreeks aguur in
duisternis gedompel as gevolg van 'n geweldige donderstorm wat

hier losgebars het en moes ons maar afsien van ons planne vir die
aand. Dit sal ons egter nie ontmoedig en weerhou van volgende

jaar planne van 'n nog meet ambisieuse aard aan te pak nie.
G.E.B.

CADET NOTES

Annual inspection. The Annual Inspection of the Detachment
took place on Friday afternoon, 21st September, and the Inspecting
Officer was Brigadier H. C. Daniel, Officer Commanding Natal
Command. He expressed himself as well pleased with what he saw,

and congratulated the cadets on their smart bearing and efficient
drill. He gave the Band a special word of praise for the valuable
assistance that they lent to the Parade. A most commendable
steadiness was shown by all ranks throughout the ceremony, and
Student Officer Ireland is to be congratulated on his excellent
handling of the parade from start to finish.

No specialist work was shown this year as none had been under
taken because of the complete absence of instructors. It is a pity

that the Department of Defence is not in a position to do something
to add to the interest and variety of cadet training. A Commission

has recently been enquiring into the subject of cadet work, but
whether anything or nothing will come of it is just anybody's guess.
Band Competition. The Durban and District Cadet Band

Competition took place at Albert Park on Saturday, 8th September,
and another spectacular show resulted. The public attended in
even greater numbers than before and it was estimated that there

must have been something like seven or eight thousand people
standing or sitting round the ground. The Competition was
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evidently a greater attraction than the inter-Provincial rugger
match that was taking place at Kingsmead at the same time !

The Kearsney Band did very well and made a good impression
but nevertheless gained only third place, being seven marks behind

the winners. Congratulations to Durban High School on taking
the silver bugle Trophy for the second year in succession.
Remembrance Sunday. The Detachment turned out to Church

Parade on Remembrance Sunday, Nth November, and pleased the
spectators with an impressive showing. The Service in the Chapel
reached a high level of inspiration and gained immensely from its
surroundings after the dining-hall of previous years.

Shooting. The firing off of the Imperial Challenge Shield Com
petition was carried out under rather scrambling conditions this

year as the practices were somewhat severely curtailed by wet
weather. The Examination Forms managed to complete their
programme at the end of the third term, but the remainder had to

stand down until after the Michaelmas holidays.
It was with some dismay that we learned that the conditions o

the Competition required a reversion to the firing of the whole
strength of the Detachment, for smaller boys are in the majority
and do not yet handle a rifle effectively. However hope of con
tinuing mass efficiency was restored when it was found that only
50 per cent, of strength was to count. And another favourable
factor was that the two practices laid down were both deliberate

instead of one deliberate and one rapid as in the past. The final
result was a very commendable average standard.

The following summary of results is subject to confirmation by
higher authority elsewhere.
Number entered

|8I

Strength to count (50 per cent.)
Totai scores to count

90
7,596

Average score
Handicap allowance

84.4
Nil

Number of marksmen (90 and over)
Number of first-class shots (85-89)
Scores discarded

24
20
74 and under

The following are the marksmen's scores: 96 Neumann i, 95 Callow, Shepstone; 94 H. H. Rowe, Hindson, Mannion, Evennett; 93 Price-Hughes, Francois.
W. N. Rock, Lowe; 92 Hanbury-King, Lorge, Rindel i; 91 Dersley, Needham,
Botte, Woolliams, Frick, More; 90 Porrill, Woods, Dolton, Jackson.

Inter House Robbins Cup. Finningiey won the Trophy by
21 points and as they had only a one-point lead when the Open and
Under 16^ teams had fired, credit for the extent of their victory
must go to their juniors. The two highest scorers for each House

were: Finningiey, Botte 145, Rindel i 135; Gillingham, Price-Hughes
145, Shepstone 139. Neumann i captained the Finningiey teams
and Shepstone captained those from Gillingham.
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Course. The following will attend a special Course at Snell
Parade in January to prepare a Band and Drill Platoon for the
van Riebeeck Festival at Capetown in April:
Band: Drum-Major Sproson, Corporal Marshall and Cadet
Gorton.

Drill Platoon: Student Officer Jackson

and

Sergeant

Mannion.

G.M.O.

RUGBY

The second half of the season was disappointing in that the 1st
XV did not fulfil its earlier promise. The forwards, who had been
our mainstay in previous matches, lacked the dash and determination
which had characterised their earlier play. Many opportunities
were lost through failure to follow up and exploit. A notable
exception was the closing minutes of the match vs. P.M.B. Tech.
The three-quarters showed little enterprise when they received
the ball, and frequently promising movements would fade out with
no territorial gain. However, those members of the XV who will
be back next year should have gained valuable experience and
should form a useful nucleus for next season's team.

It would not be fitting to allow the close of the season to pass
without the expression of our appreciation to the Durban Referees
Association for their kind co-operation in supplying referees for
our 1st XV home matches.

Heartiest congratulations to E. Needham on his being selected
to play for Natal Schools vs. Transvaal Schools.
Congratulations to the following on the award of their 1st XV
Colours for 1951: R. Biebuyck, B. Dingley, R. Dolton, B. HanburyKind, J. Ireland, N. Mark, C. Meumann, E. Needham, J. Newlands,

G. Pike, C. Rindel, W. Rock, G. Sherrel and J. Sproson.
4th August.

PAST vs. PRESENT

Home

Lost 12—16

For the first ten minutes exchanges were comparatively even and then
Present went ahead when Ireland dropped a good goal from the 25 (3—0). Past
soon retaliated when Dyson kicked ahead for Gjestland, following up fast, to
collect and score a try which Ken Dyer converted (3—5). A few minutes later
Present were awarded a penalty In a fairly easy position but the kick was wide.
McLuckle broke In mid-field and scored far out after a great burst of speed but
the kick was short (3—8). Soon before half-time J. Smith scored In the corner
for Ken Dyer to goal with a magnificent kick (3—13).
In the second half College rallied and playing with the wind, had their fair
share of the game. The pack was doing quite well but the backs were unable to
penetrate the strong Old Boys' line. Ireland goaled a penalty after the resump
tion (6—-13), but McLuckle cancelled this out when he scored a runaway try
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from midfield but the kick under the posts was missed (6—16). Sherrel reduced
the deficit when he dropped a goal (9—16). Hanbury-KIng scored a good try
from full-back, when the Old Boys' defence was caught napping but the kick

failed (12—^16). An enjoyable game ended with no addition to the score.
Past team: K. Dyer, N. McLuckle, P. Warmbaek, J. Atkinson, D. Anger,
T. Dyson, N. Reeves, P. Hopkins, R. Dale, D. Rich, T. Gjestland, A. Doldge,
M. Collins, J. Smith, D. Speed.

Ilth August

vs. ST. HENRY'S

Home

Lost 3—9

Using hustling tactics, St. Henry's forwards were quick to profit from our
mistakes and time and again good forward rushes carried them well Into our
half. We were without Needham and Mark but In any case St. Henry's had

the superiority In the loose. Our backs gave a poor display and though well
served from the set scrums and llne-outs, they seldom made any ground.

Although we were playing with the wind In the first half, at half-time St.
Henry's had a lead of three points, which came from a try scored near the corner
(0-3).

Early In the second half St. Henry's goaled a penalty to put them further
ahead (0—6). We rallied and for some time kept play In St. Henry's 25, when
RIndel put over an opportunist drop goal from an awkward angle (3—6). We
continued to attack and several chances went astray. St. Henry's finally settled

the Issue by dropping a goal from In front of the posts (3—9). After a scrappy
last ten minutes the final whistle blew without any change to the score.

18th August

vs. MARITZBURG T.H.S.

Home

Won 1 1—6

For the most part this game was disappointing as there was far too much
use of the touch-line for the play to rise to any great heights. The last eight

minutes proved exceptional for In this time our forwards played Inspired rugby
and eleven points were scored. It Is aplty that the team didn't display the same
determination In their other matches this quarter. Had they done so their
record would probably have been vastly better.
At half-time Tech. had goaled a penalty to give them the lead (0—3). In

the second half they went further ahead by scoring an unconverted try In the
corner (0—6). In the closing stages, by dint of superb play In the tight and loose
our forwards completely ran Tech. off their feet. In quick succession H. Rowe,
Dolton and Ireland scored tries, one of which was converted by Rowe. Price-

Hughes played an outstanding game In the last ten minutes. Final score (I I—6).
26th August

vs. ST. CHARLES

Away

Lost 0—3

A game that was remarkable only for the number of set scrums. Most
llne-outs and many penalty kicks resolved Into set scrums and even here the ball
had to be put In again and again.
As was the case In the two previous games, we were too slow In following

up and exploiting our advantages while the forwards were not binding In the
loose. Our backs did slightly better despite the fact that they were given few

opportunities. Several promising movements broke down just short of the line.
There was no score at half time and the stalemate continued well Into the

second half. Terrltorally we had the better of the game but were unable to
cross St. Charles' line. About ten minutes before the close they were awarded

a penalty in an easy position which they put over (0—3).
Despite a late rally we were unable to reduce the deficit and the final whistle
brought a poor game of rugby to a close.
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1st September

vs. PORT NATAL

Away

Lost 3—8

The conditions for this game were ideal—the ground was soft underfoot
and the air cooi and crisp. Although we practically dominated the set scrums
our backs could do little with the bail when they got it, partly due to their own
ineptitude in running across the field and partly due to the Port Natal defence
that never let up. Our forwards were disappointing, making no attempt to
hustle their opponents.

Port Natal were first to go ahead when, from a scrum near our line, our
defence was caught napping. After we had hooked the ball, one of their flank
forwards went over to score an opportunist try which was converted (0—5).
Before half-time Rock opened our account when he went over in the corner
following a quick heel but the kick was short (3—5).
In the second half we attacked repeatedly but our opponents' defence was
always sound, with the result that although we could get the ball, we could do
little with it.

Shortly before the end of the game. Port Natal engineered the overlap in
our 25 and went over to score far out, but the kick failed (3—8).

Second XV Matches:

4th August
1 Ith August
18th August
25th August
1st Sept.

vs.

Old Boys
St. Henry's

vs.
vs.

vs.

vs.

Lost 6—12

Home

Won I I—0

Away

St. Charles

Lost 3—6

Home

P.M.B. Tech.
Mansfield Road

Won 27—0

Home

Lost 3—6

Home

J.H.H.

Under 14 Rugby
This year's Under 14 side has In Its ranks some promising players.
Although the team was small and very light they played attractive
rugby even if the scores in some of the matches may suggest just
the opposite. They were beaten by weight—sometimes an over
whelming superiority—and by the size of some of their opponents
and on very few occasions because the rugby they played was inferior
to that played by the opposing side.
Results of Matches played:
vs. St. Henry's. Lost 0—17.
vs. Mansfield Road High School. Lost 6—14.
vs. St. Charles.

Lost 0—12.

vs. Highbury Preparatory School. Won 12—8.
G.E.B.
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CRICKET

After a start rather lacking In spirit and determination the ist XI

has made a steady and pleasing improvement; an improvement
which—apart from the occasional breakdowns of a rather fragile
run-getting apparatus—was still continuing as the term ended.
The team can be complimented as a whole because it has had no

outstanding cricketer as a reliable pillar of strength, although one
boy from each department might be mentioned as playing a con
sistent part in the team's accomplishments: Leisegang for some
valuable runs as opening bat, Hanbury-King for his exceptional
fielding, Moon as a reliable wicket-keeper-batsman, and the captain,
Ireland, for some inspired and remarkably consistent bowling during
the Offord Schools' Week.

Our bowling has been neither consistently good nor ever
dangerous, but by reasonable accuracy and determination backed
by good fielding, it has done more than was expected of it and after
the first two matches our batsmen have never had to face insur
mountable totals.

The repeated failures of one or two of our batsmen were not
solely due to lack of ability, but also to flaws in temperament.
Temperament is made up of confidence, concentration and patience,
and without a combination of these three no batsman will ever be

repeatedly successful, no matter how high his degree of skill.
20th October

R.Q.
Away

vs. HILTON COLLEGE

Lost by 134 runs
Kearsney made a most unpromising start to the season. On a wicket that
was a paradise for run-getting,the crudest of cross-bat shots, played with complete
abandon, gave one the impression that some of the middle batsmen, in particular,
were spending a carefree afternoon at the beach. Ireland alone batted patiently
and well.

When Hilton went in we witnessed some agressive batsmanship of the
right kind, particularly from Throssel. He dealt severely with the many loose
balls and half-volleys and, although he was dropped several times, it was a fine
innings.
KEARSNEY

(Ist Innings)
Moon, c. Gilfillan, b. Ulyate
Sherrel, c. Gilfillan, b. Bernstein

Rindel, b. Ulyate
Hanbury-King, c. Ulyate,
b. Bernstein

Tarr, c. Ulyate, b. Bernstein
Needham, c. Pike, b. Bernstein
Ireland, not out

Pike, c. Throssel, b. Cooper
MacGregor, b. Ulyate
Rock, c. and b. Cooper
Cumming, st. Gilfillan,
b, Bernstein
Extras
TOTAL

KEARSNEY

(2nd Innings)
4

Moon, not out
Sherrel, not out

12

5

Rindel, b. Ulyate
Tarr, b. Thorpe

7

Extras

....

26

...
...

20
4

I

9

0
2
18

TOTAL (for 2 wkts.)

8
I
4
2
4
67

168

60

Bowling

HILTON COLLEGE

O.

M.

R.

Ireland

R

1

40

Sherrel

5

2

18

Rindel

8
7

Rock

—

4
4
3

Pike

MacGregor
Gumming

—

1
—

Total 201 (for 2 wkts.).
(Pike 65, Throssel 70 not out)

24
39
15
27
29

3rd November

vs.

Away

MICHAELHOUSE
Drawn

Again our bowling paid a heavy price for its few victims and it does credit
to our wicket-keeper that out of this big total there were no byes.
Burger, especially, scored with ease and was seldom troubled throughout
a grand century innings.
After two early set-backs, our batsmen faced up to the task admirably and
were still there, with half the wickets intact, when stumps were drawn. Moon,
Hanbury-King and Ireland made valuable contributions.
KEARSNEY

MICHAELHOUSE

Lowe, b. Ridgway

7

Sherrel, l.b.w., b. Morkel
Rindel, c. Hensman, b. Ridgway
Moon, c. Meiviiie, b. Bouverie

Total 215 for 3.

13
I
33

(Burger 101 not out. Hooper 50 not
out)

Hanbury-King, i.b.w., b. Ridgway 23
Ireland, not out
Need ham, not out
Extras

Total (for 5 wkts.)
(MacGregor, Leisegang,

Bowling

20
3
6

O. M. R. W.

106

Pike

6

Ireland

2.—

Rock

Rindel
Sherrel

and

MacGregor

Rock did not bat.)

7th November

Leisegang

- - 32

14

14
10

—
—

84
39

4

—

31

2

1
2
—

14

vs. Mr. YOUNG's XI

—

—

—

Oval

In the short time available for this match it was a matter of quick scoring
and this was not easy on a wicket which was very rough and unpredictable.
Kearsney lost too many wickets, which accounted for a lot of their allotted
time, and in consequence Young's XI were left to get 77 to win. Quick scoring

by Young, Quarmby and Murdock resulted in the Kearsney total being passed
with four wickets down.

KEARSNEY

Lowe, c. Quarmby, b. Best
Sherrel, b. Daniel

Rindei, c. Quarmby, b. Daniel
Moon, c. Tarr, b. Best

Mr. YOUNG'S XI

7
16
16
I I

Hanbury-King, c. Daniel, b. Best
Ireland, l.b.w., b. Best
Needham, not out

Total 95 for 6.

(Murdock 32 not out, Quarmby
Young 25)

1

Bowling

1

O.

10

MacGregor, c. Young, b. Best

2

Leisegang

Pike, not out

9
3

Ireland
Rock

Extras

Rindel

—■

TOTAL (for 7 wkts.)

76

MacGregor Pike

—

(Leisegang and Rock did not bat.)
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6
5
6
3
3
1

M. R. W.
1
1
1
—
—
—

33
10
15
20
13
4

I

lOth November

Away

vs. MARITZBURG COLLEGE

Lost by 1 15 runs

At lunch-time, with Maritzburg's score at 147 for 4, Kearsney looked like
having to face another insurmountable total. However, the interval brought
a change of fortune and some good bowling by Ireland and brilliant fielding by
Hanbury-King accounted for five quick wiqkets.

The Kearsney batsmen were all at sea with the accurate leg-spinners of
Bense, and few feet—except those of the fieldsmen—went within a yard of the
ball. Rindel was the most correct of our batsmen until he was bowled by a
beautiful googly.
KEARSNEY

MARITZBURG COLLEGE

Lowe, b. Kruger
Sherrel, c. Fisher, b. Kruger

Total 175 for 9 (dec.)
(Castle 76)

6

Rindel, b. Bense .
Moon, St. Jones, b. Bense

Hanbury-King, l.b.w., b. Halse
Ireland, l.b.w., b. Gower
Needham, b. Bense
Pike, St. Jones, b. Bense

MacGregor,c. Robinson, b. Bense
Leisegang, not out
Rock, b. Halse

16
3
16
OC
o0

Bowling

1
0
12

Leisegang

0
1
5

Extras
TOTAL

O.

M.

4
12

1

R. W.
16

Rock
Ireland

10

3

17

Rindel

II

1

36

MacGregor

4

—

—

70

26

—

—

5
1
1

60

13th November

vs. Mr. YOUNG'S XI

Ova

Drawn

The Kearsney batsmen were on top in this match. Together with a trouble

free fifty from Leisegang and good contributions from Rindel and Moon they
were able to declare with 3 wickets down, leaving Young's XI about 75 minutes
to score 108 runs.

In an attempt to set a lively pace three wickets fell quickly but a YoungQuarmby stand of 50 and a good knock by Cummings almost brought victory.
KEARSNEY

Leisegang, st. Dukes,
b. Cummings
Sherrel, b. Bradshaw
Rindel, run out
Moon, not out

Hanbury-King, not out
Extras

Mr. YOUNG'S XI

Total 95 for 6.
50

(Young 38, Quarmby 22)

I
21
19
5
12

Bowling
Ireland
Francois

Leisegang

TOTAL (for 3 wkts. dec.)

Rock

Rindel

—

17th November

vs. TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL

O. M. R. W.
6 — 20
3
5 — 26
1
1
—
7
1
3 — 20
2 —
16
—

—

Home

Won by 4 wickets
Our bowlers were on top for the first time this term and at one period
T.H.S. were 34 for 7. A rather disastrous bowling change and some good hitting
by van Huysteen brought the final total to 96.
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Good contributions from Leisegang, Moon and MacGregor helped us to a
comfortabie victory.
TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL

KEARSNEY

0

Total (1st Innings) 96.
(Van Huysteen 44 not out)
Total (2nd Innings) 16 for 5.
Bowling
(1st innings)

5
19
4
I

Ireland
Francois
Rock

Leisegang, b. Henfrey

22

Sherrel, run out
Rindel, run out

0
13

Moon, b. Henfrey
Hanbury-King, c. Valentine,

28

b. Robertson

ireiand, b. Kipps
MacGregor, b. Henfrey
Tarr, l.b.w., b. Henfrey
Gumming, not out
Extras

O. M. R. W.

8
II
7

MacGregor

31

4 22
I 30
I 23

3 —

16

3
3
3

I

Bowling
(2nd Innings)

TOTAL (for 8 wkts. dec.) 123

O. M. R. W.

(Rock and Francois did not bat.)

24th November

Leisegang

3

2

1

—

Francois
Rindel

2
2

i
1

S
1

I
2

Gumming

I

—-

6

2

Home

vs. ST. CHARLES
Drawn

Kearsney took first knock and ail was going well until Leisegang, who was
batting beautifully, was called for an impossible run. The tide of battle turned
and man after man was quickly dismounted, till Lowe—who was riding majestically
on hitting four on four and four on four—was joined by Rock. And what a
Rock he proved to be ! Not a fixed supporting Rock but a meteorite, flashing
shots and streaks at all angles to the outer circle, and afterwards ably assisted
by Francois who came on between him and the roller. The roller had to wait
because the tide had turned once more.

St. Charles nine wickets down, one over left for play and excitement

running wild. Now silence as bowl followed bowl against a batsman who was
defending his wicket with everything he had got. Then a yell for leg before !—
but he was not out.

ST. CHARLES

KEARSNEY

Sherrel, l.b.w., b. Adams

Leisegang, run out
Rindel, l.b.w., b. Mezher
Moon, c. Stewart, b. Roberts

Hanbury-King,l.b.w., b. Antelme
Lowe, b. Antelme
Ireland, l.b.w., b. Antelme

MacGregor, b. Antelme
Tarr, c. Mezher, b. Roberts
Rock, not out
Francois, b. Adams
Extras
TOTAL

4
36

Total 129 for 9.

(Antelme 22, Adams 27)

2

18

3

Bowling

36
I

O.

Ireland

9

I
42
14

Francois

9

Leisegang

6

Rock

9

12

Rindel

3

0

R. W.
14
26
28
37
II

—
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1st December

vs. GLENWOOD HIGH SCHOOL
Away
Lost by 94 runs
Glenwood went in first and although wickets fell steadily throughout at

one end, Morby-Smith held the other and scored with ease. He appeared
troubled for a time by Colley, but went on to score a fine and almost chanceless
century.

(see overleaf)
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The Kearsney batting collapsed, chiefly owing to the habitual tendency of
the early batsmen to follow the swinging ball. A good ninth.wicket stand by
Mark and Francois helped the total to approach the respectable.
GLENWOOD

KEARSNEY

Leisegang, c. NIelson,

Total 178.

b. Williamson

Lowe, b. L. Morby-Smlth

4

(G. Morby-Smlth 1 12)

8

Rindel, c. Butler,

b. L. Morby-Smlth

8

Moon, b. Williamson

8

Hanbury-KIng, c. and b.
L. Morby-Smlth

4

Bowling
O.

Ireland, c. Perkins,

b. L. Morby-Smlth
MacGregor,c. Perkins, b. Graham

0
2

Mark, not out
Rock, b. Graham
Francois, c. G. Morby-Smlth,

IS
5

Ireland
Francois

Rock

Colley
Rindel

b. Graham

Colley, b. Mansfield

MacGregor

19

7
12
8
8
6
S

M. R. W.
2

2
—.

1
.—

2

24
40
2628
2/

26

3
1
1
1
2
2

0

Extras

11

TOTAL

84

OFFORD SCHOOLS' WEEK

The weather Interfered with the first day's play but for the rest of the week
It was fine and warm.

The XI came up to expectations, winning two matches and losing two.
A win would have been fairly certain In the first match had the weather been
kinder.

Congratulations are due to Ireland for a fine week's bowling and to Leisegang
and Moon on the award of their 1951 Colours.
14th December

vs. SOUTHERN DISTRICTS

Track

Drawn

Good bowling by Francois and Ireland soon had the Southern Districts'
batsmen In difficulties. Nobody was able to hold the fort, with a result that

the Innings closed for 44. A rather unusual feature was that nine of the wickets
fell to catches—3 by Rock—and the other to a run-out.

Kearsney lost two quick wickets and were just making a recovery when
rain stopped play for the day.
SOUTHERN DISTRICTS

KEARSNEY

Leisegang, b. Scott

5

Sherrel, c. Crouch, b. Scott
Mark, not out
Moon, not out

Total 44.

0
0
12

Extras

Bowling

5
W.

O. M.

TOTAL (for 2 wkts.)

(Rindel,

Hanbury-KIng,

22

Ireland ...
Francois

Ireland,

Lowe, MacGregor, Rock and
Francois did not bat.)
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7
6

—

20

4
5

Hoy Park

vs. ST. HENRY'S

15th December

Lost by 74 runs

St. Henry's proved to be far stronger opposition than was expected and
well deserved their win.

The bowling was not used as well as it might have been, and the consequence
was that we had to face a total of 136, made chiefly from good knocks by Dinnington
and Rock-Perrin.

Only Leisegang showed any confidence or initiative in dealing with the
bowling of Basel and Ediey and—apart from brief flashes by Moon and HanburyKing—the other batsmen found their way back to the pavilion very much in the
manner of Johnny Jingo's sheep.

St. Henry's were well on the way to an innings victory when stumps were
drawn.
KEARSNEY

KEARSNEY

(1st Innings)
Leisegang, c. Parfitt, b. Basel
Lowe, b. EdIey
Mark, l.b.w., b. EdIey

(2nd Innings)
Leisegang, l.b.w., b. Hoskins
Lowe, b. EdIey
Rindel, b. EdIey
Moon, b. Basel
Hanbury-King, not out
MacGregor, l.b.w., b. Basel

20
3
0

Rindel, b. Basel
Moon, c. Parfitt, b. Basel
Hanbury-King, l.b.w.,

3
13

b. McWhinnie

I

MacGregor, l.b.w., b. Basel

0

Rock, l.b.w., b. McWhinnie
Francois, not out

I
0

Colley, b. Basel

0

Extras

12

22

I
0

Extras

9

Ireland, l.b.w., b. Basel

I
0
0

9

TOTAL (for 5 wkts.)

33

62

TOTAL

ST. HENRY'S

ST. HENRY'S

Total (2nd Innings) 30 for 2 (dec.).

Total (1st Innings) 136.

(Dinnington 36, Rock-Perrin 40)
Bowling

Bowling
(1st Innings)

(2nd Innings)

O. M. R. W.
Francois

.

Leisegang
Ireland

Colley
Rock

Rindel

17th December

.

12
3
6
3

II
5
vs.

3
—

1
—■

—

1

37

3

10

1

17

2

21
30

—
3

13

1

Francois
Ireland
Rock

TECHNICAL

O.

M.

R. W.

3
4
I

—
I
—

12
9
9

^
2
—

Tech.

Won by 2 runs
Tech. batted on a wicket which wasfarfrom good and were soon in difficulties,

particularly from the end of Ireland. The only resistance came from an eighthwicket stand which accounted for half the total of runs.

Kearsney fared even worse against the bowling of Kipps and Henfrey.
Nobody reached double figures with the notable exception of the twelfth man,
Mr. Extras. This worthy gentleman battled gamely throughout and it was
fitting that he should be credited with the winning runs.
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KEARSNEY

KEARSNEY

Lcisegang, b. Kipps
Sherrel, c. Roberts, b. Kipps
Rindel, c. Valentine, b. Henfrey
Moon, l.b.w., b. Kipps
Hanbury-King, c. Duniop,
b. Henfrey
Ireland, l.b.w., b. Henfrey
Lowe, c. Duniop, b. Kipps
MacGregor, c. and b. Henfrey

7
7
9
0

(2nd Innings)
Leisegang, not out

S

Sherrel, not out

7

Extras

I

0
3
8
3

Rock, run out
Francois, not out

TOTAL (for 0 wkt.)

13

3
0
0

Colley, b. Kipps ..
Extras

II

TOTAL

51

TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL

TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL

Total (1st Innings) 49.

Total (2nd Innings) 74 for 6.
. (Topp 23)

Bowling
(1st Innings)

Bowling
(2nd Innings)

O.

M.

3

Ireland
Rock

7
1?
7

Colley

1

Francois

Rindel

—

4

3
—

—■

R. W.
IS —

14
13

8
2

6

—

—

O.
5
6
7

1
1

15
14

1
1

1

13

—

Colley

3
4

1

9

3

1

14

1

Rindel

—

M. R. W.

Francois
Ireland
Rock

Hoy Park
Lost by 7 wickets
Kearsney started slowly but well and good early efforts by Leisegang, Moon
and Hanbury-KIng led us to expect a big total. It was not to be, for when these
18th December

vs. MICHAELHOUSE

had gone It was left to the roller to make the next Impression.
Our score was passed with seven wickets remaining, but afterwards they

fell quickly and one could not help feeling that with more effort from some of

the Kearsney batsmen the end would have been more interesting.

Ireland had another successful day with the ball and he was ably assisted
behind the wicket by Moon.
KEARSNEY

Leisegang, b. Elliot

Sherrel, c. Hensman, b. Elliot
Moon, l.b.w., b. Morkel

Hanbury-KIng, l.b.w., b. Elliot
Lowe, b. Bouverle
Ireland, l.b.w., b. Elliot
Rindel, b. Elliot
Mark, l.b.w., b. Elliot
Francois, b. Elliot
Rock, St. Hensman, b. Bouverle

Colley, not out
Extras

TOTAL

MICHAELHOUSE

Total 149 for 9.

22

2

(Corin 47)

18

17

6
6
4
0
8
7

Bowling
Francois
Ireland ...
Rock

I

Colley ....

11

Rindel ....

102

174

O.

M.

8

2

R. W.

18
6

3

26

6

—

31

—

7
10

—
—

16
34

—
2

37

—

19th December

vs. MANSFIELD HIGH SCHOOL
Won by 52 runs

KIngsmead

Kearsney took first knock and It was soon obvious that the ball would have
to be hit very hard to penetrate the slow outfield, although this could not be
held solely responsible for the adaglo-IIke rate of scoring.
Runs were distributed more uniformly than of late—six players making
double figures—but batsmen often failed to punish, or even score off, the loose
ball and the half-volley, with a result that only 70 or so runs were on the board
in two hours' play.

Two wickets fell quickly in Mansfield's reply and although firm resistance
came from the middle batsmen it was not sustained.
MANSFIELD

KEARSNEY

Leisegang, b. Worthington

Total 77.

II
9

Sherrel, l.b.w., b. Thomson
Moon, c. Erasmus,

Hanbury-King, b. Worthington
Lowe, l.b.w., b. Tennant
Ireland, b. Erasmus
Rindel, c. Smith, b. Erasmus

MacGregor, c. Erasmus,
b. Tennant

Francois, b. Worthington
Rock, not out
Extras

TOTAL (for 9 wkts. dec.)

(Worthington 18)

26
16
23
10
2
19
1
6
6

Bowling
O.

M.

8
7

1
—

1

—

4
3

—
—

MacGregor ..
Ireland
Francois

Rindel
Rock

R. W.
16

1

29
9

3
—

10

3

8

3
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(Colley did not bat.)
•

Batting Averages for the Season
Total
Not Out Highest Score

Innings

Averoge
20.0

Moon

IS

3

33

241

Leisegang
Rock

11
8

1

50
42*

183

18.3

69

19

42

11.5
10.5

Francois

4

2
-

Bowling Analysis
Overs

Ireland
Rindel

1 15
68

Francois

81

Maidens

Runs

Wickets

Average

24
4
14

293

41
16
16

15.3

245

272

7.1
17.0

Second XI

The 2nd XI has had a fairly successful season, and all the jalayers
have shown a keen interest. The batting was very uncertain and

only Mark showed any consistency. The bowling, on the other
hand was good. Colley bowled well in all games, and he was well
supported by Rowe, Needham and Pike.
RESULTS

lOth November

vs. MANSFIELD HIGH SCHOOL

Lost by I wicket
KEARSNEY.

MANSFIELD

Total 78.

Total 123.

(Mark 18, Callow 17)

(Colley 5 for 30)
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Home

17th November

vs. ST. HENRY'S

Away

Won by innings and 14 runs
KEARSNEY

ST. HENRY'S

Total 109.

Total (1st Innings) 57.

(Needham 33. Mark 19)

(Colley 3 for 7, Rowe 3 for 11)
ST. HENRY'S

Total (2nd Innings) 38.
(Rowe 4 for 20, Colley 3 for 2,
Pike 3 for 6)

24th November

vs. ST. CHARLES

Away

Won by 24 runs
KEARSNEY

ST. CHARLES

Total 120.

Total 96.

(Mark 23, Meumann 21, Dalton 21)
8th December

(Colley 5 for 26, Pike 2 for 0)

vs. GLENWOOD HIGH SCHOOL

Home

Lost by 10 wickets
KEARSNEY

GLENWOOD

Total (1st Innings) 50.
(Rowe 16)

Total (1st Innings) 68.
(Needham 4 for 20, Rowe 3 for 6)

KEARSNEY

GLENWOOD

Total (2nd Innings) 35.

Total (2nd Innings) 33 for 0.

Batting Averages (Qualification: Average of 10)
Mark
Dolton
Needham
Meumann

Innings
3
4
4
5

Not Out
I
1

Highest Score
23
21
33
21

Total
60
43
49
48

Average
20
14.3
12.25
12

Bowling Analysis (Qualification: 5 wickets)
Pike
Rowe
Colley
Needham

Overs
8
17
24
28

Moidens
2
3
5
5

Runs
12
49
85
85

Wickets
6
II
16
8

Average
2
4.5
5.3
10.6

Under 15

The Under 15 started the season badly, due entirely to (a) lack
of confidence In their own ability, (b) curbing all natural strokes
and concentrating on copy-book style. As soon as the team
developed the attacking game. It did very well. It developed Into
a keen, well-balanced eleven, and under the good captaincy of
Stokoe, played good cricket.

Under 15 XI team caps were awarded to the following: Stokoe,
Bradshaw, Dykes, Murdock, Groom, Miller.
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RESULTS

20th October

rs. HILTON COLLEGE

Away

Lost by an innings and 18 runs
KEARSNEY

HILTON

Total (1st Innings) 71.
(Bradshaw 47)

Total 154.
(Dykes 5 for 40)

KEARSNEY

Total (2nd Innings) 65.
(Pigg 19)
3rd November

vs. MICHAELHOUSE
Lost by 143 runs

KEARSNEY

Home
MICHAELHOUSE

Total 40.

Total 183.(Barker 3 for 26)

lOth November

vs. MARITZBURG COLLEGE
Lost by 40 runs

KEARSNEY

Away

MARTIZBURG COLLEGE
Total 140.

Total 100.

(Tarr 25, Dykes 21)

(Stokoe 4 for 30, Dykes 3 for 28)

17th November

vs. TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL
Home
Won by an innings and 134 runs
KEARSNEY
TECHNICAL COLLEGE

Total 291 for 4 (dec.).

Total (1st Innings) 91.

(Groom 84, Murdock 73 not out,
Miller 45, Bradshaw 37)

(Bradshaw 5 for 18. Dykes 3 for 32)
TECHNICAL COLLEGE
Total (2nd Innings) 66.
(Dykes 4 for 16, Stokoe 2 for II)

24th November

vs. ST. CHARLES
Won by 8 wickets

Home

KEARSNEY
Total 177 for 8.

Total 110.

ST. CHARLES

(Dykes 57, Bradshaw 52, Stokoe 23)

(Bradshaw 3 for 23, Stokoe 3 for 18,

^

1st December

Barker 2 for 9)

vs. GLENWOOD HIGH SCHOOL
Lost by 102 runs

KEARSNEY

Away

GLENWOOD

Total 161.

Total 263.

(Stokoe 38, Pigg 36, Bradshaw 33,

(Dykes 4 for 43)

Barker 16 not out)

Batting Averages (Qualification: Average of 10)
Innings

Not Out
1

Murdock
Bradshaw
Groom

5
8
7

Dykes

7

Stokoe

7

1

Pigg

6

1

Miller

7

Highest Score

37.3

52

180
123
103
96
70

22.5
17.6

57

_

38
36
45

_

177

Average

112

84

_

Totai

73*

70

14.7

13.7
11.7
10

Bowling Analysis (Qualification; 8 wickets).
Overs

Dykes

Maidens

Runs

Wickets

Average

Bradshaw.

69
60

15
14

210
161

23
14

11.5

Stokoe
Barker

43
25

5
2

197

122

14
8

14
15.25

9.1

Third XI

lOth November

vs. HIGHBURY

Away

Drawn

KEARSNEY

HIGHBURY

Total IS2 for 6 (dec.).
(Shea 73, Hagemann 35)
17th November

Total 144 for 7.
(Drennan 5 for 52)

vs. TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL

Home

Lost by 82 runs
KEARSNEY

TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL

Total (1st Innings) 27.

Total (1st Innings) 89.
(Lorge 6 for 28, Dolton 4 for 47)

KEARSNEY

TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL

Total (2nd Innings) 84.
(Brand 22)
1st December

Total (2nd Innings) 104.
(Randall 7 for 26)

vs. GLEN WOOD HIGH SCHOOL

Home

Lost by ICS runs
KEARSNEY

GLENWOOD

Total (1st Innings) 78.
(Brand 19)

Total 183.
(Randall 5 for 66, Lorge 3 for 37)

KEARSNEY

Total (2nd Innings) 19 for I.
CAKE DIVISIONS

Senior: Glllingham 12 points'; Finnlngley 10 points.
Junior: Finnlngley 16 points; Glllingham 6 points.

Under 14
This side Is not destined to have much success In Its results.

With

only about fifteen cricketers of the age group to call upon, they
meet the full strength of the prep, schools. Nevertheless there Is
sufficient batting ability here to lead one to think that opposing
bowlers may have their headaches In years to come. Most of the
players bat correctly, but lack a sense of aggressiveness, and are
out for small scores which might have been big ones. Dukes is
the soundest bat—^and he Is under 13. The bowling Is another
matter. No-one possesses either speed, length or cunning sufficient
to worry the opposition, and some big scores were piled up.
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RESULTS

KEARSNEY—98 for 6 wkts. dec. (Dukes 25, Simpson 26).
CLIFTON—70 for 7 wkts. (Ritz 3 wkts. for 2 runs).

Drawn.

KEARSNEY—42 (Hagemann 12).
MANSFIELD ROAD—91 for 2.

Lost.

KEARSNEY—227 for 7 wkts. dec. (Dukes 49, Longhurst 52, Mooney 53 not out),
ST. CHARLES—270 for 2 wkts. (Mockler 134).
Lost.
KEARSNEY—96. (RItz 32, Steyn 18, RIndel 15).
CLIFTON—53 for 9. (RIndel 4 for 9, Kyle 4 for 20).
Drawn.
KEARSNEY—50. (Dukes 31 not out).
HIGHBURY—^156 for 5 wkts. (Adderley 101 not out).

Lost.

FINNINGLEY—53. (Ford 5 for 27).
GILLINGHAM—167 for 6 wkts. (Murdock 62 retired, RIndel 4 for 29).
FINNINGLEY—79 for 7 wkts. (Colley 22, RIndel 15).
GILLINGHAM—80 for 2 wkts. (Dukes 35, Steyn 39).

SWIMMING NOTES

Captain: E. J. Needham.
Committee: J. Ireland, R. Dersley, T. Metcalf.

Jeppe High Visit. The highlight of the swimming programme
during the latter half of the year, was the gala against Jeppe High
School held on Saturday, 27th October. We are indebted to
Mr. Robson, who was in charge of the Jeppe Team, and his com
petitors, for undertaking a hurried trip from the Transvaal in order
to compete against Kearsney and to display some fine swimming
talent. An Interesting programme comprising events for the
Under 14, Under 15, Under 16 and Open groups was arranged.
The standard throughout was high and Jeppe thoroughly deserved
their fine win of 69 points against Kearsney's 44. During the Gala
Needham lowered his existing School record by 5.3 sees, and swam
the 200 yds. Free Style in 2 mins. 19 sees. The results of this Gala
show that some good material exists in the middle School, which is
most encouraging.
A Great Swimmer. In the last issue of the "Chronicle"

reference was made to the exceptional services which Ted Needham
had rendered to the School dpring the past few years. Since the

publication of that report, Needham has added fresh laurels to his
long list of outstanding achievements. On the evening of the
7th December, swimming as a member of the Queens Park A.S.C's.
team, Ted Needham (butterfly breaststroke), Basil Wynne (crawl)
and Steve Mulholland (backstroke), lowered the South African
Medley Team Race (3 x 100 yds.) record by 4.3 sees. In returning
the fast time of 3 mins. 9.7 sees, they also knocked 13 sees, off the
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Natal record. During the same programme Needham won the
100 yds. Breaststroke Invitation Race. In recognition of a sequence
of outstanding performances during the years 1946-1951, a trophy,
suitably Inscribed, was presented by the Headmaster to him, at
the Speech Day ceremony. In saying "goodbye" to a grand
swimmer and a sportsman, we wish Ted Needham "good luck"
In his competitive swimming In the Transvaal, where we shall watch
his progress with Interest.

Swimming Certificates. Once again the School has displayed
Interest in the awards of swimming certificates Issued by the Durban
and District Schools' Swimming Association. The following awards
were made:

First Class Honours Certificate. 6 awards. This is the first time
that boys of Kearsney have won this certificate.
First Class Certificate. 18 awards.
Second Class Certificate. 19 awards.
Third Class Certificate. 13 awards.
Fourth Class Certificate. 14 awards.
We are Indebted to Miss B. Cornelius and Mr. Crewe who acted
as examiners for she First Class Honours Certificate.

It Is gratifying to note the progress which "beginners," mostly
juniors, have made with their swimming during the past few months
under the expert coaching of Mr. Tirrell. Next year It Is hoped
that as many of the boys as possible will avail themselves of this
tuition.

Swimming Colours. Congratulations to the following boys
who have been awarded their School Swimming Colours: J. Ireland,
T. E. Metcalf, and E. J. Needham.

1952 Swimming Gala. The Ninth Annual Gala will be held on
Saturday, 16th February, 1952, at 2.30 p.m. Parents, Old Boys and
friends are cordially Invited to attend.
V.LC.

TENNIS

Committee: W. Rock (Capt.), J. Ireland and D. Lowe.
Activities throughout this year entitle us to look back on 1951

with a great deal of satisfaction. There has been a general Improve
ment in the standard of play and even more gratifying and promising
Is the faa that this improvement has been particularly noticeable
with the juniors, some of whom we will have at the school for a
good few years to come. In wishing them luck In the future we also

want to give them a bit of sound advice though maybe In stereotype
form. I.e. only "Practice makes perfect."
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During the third term three matches were played against Pietermaritzburg G.H.S., St. Mary's and Durban G.H.S.
Besides these inter-school fixtures all the school championships
were played in the last term; Gillingham winning all three com
petitions this year.

Inter-School.

Results of Matches played:
vs. Pietermaritzburg G.H.S. Won 58—41
games.

vs. Durban G.H.S. Won 62—55 games,
vs. St. Mary's. Won 65—16 games.
School Competitions. Inter-House (Payne Shield). Won by
Gillingham.
Senior Singles Championships (Polkinghorne
Trophy). Won by D. Lowe.
Junior Singles Championship (George Hulett
Trophy). Won by C. Dukes.
Congratulations to both of you.
We also wish to congratulate the following players on having
been awarded their Colours for 1951: D. Lowe, W. Rock, B. Dykes,
L. Tarr.
G.E.B.

A LABORATORY IDYLL

Reader, when you've wandered o'er
The dim laboratory's cumbered floor.
And seen retorts and test-tubes too.
And chemicals of hideous hue;

Bottles and jars and tubes In mass.
Things for making poison gas.
Have you never longed to see
Something alive, such as a bee!
Seek then the place where cages cluster
Full of life; there lizards muster;

Give them, then, your true affection.
Waiting there for vivisection.
There a tortoise you might see
Come from the mists of antiquity.
From where In the mists I do not know,
Unless from the land of mist and snow.

Nine fathom deep It swam In joy

Until It was caught by the Scientist's boy.
And so this tortoise there In a cage

Inspired me to compose this page.
YOUNG NICK, Ilia.

DIARY OF A ilia FORMER

Mon.

1st

Started new chapter of Sclnce.

Tues.

2nd

Sclnce Test.

Wed.

3rd

Cannot sit down.
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Thur.
Fri.
Sun.
Mon.

4th
5th
7th
Bth

Tues.

9th
Wed. lOth
Thur. llth
FrI.
12th
Sat.
13th
Sun.
14th
Mon. 15th
Tues. 16th
Wed. 17th
Thur. 18th
FrI.
19th
Sat.
lOth
Sun.

21st

Mon. 22nd
Tues. 23rd
Wed. 24th
Thur. 25th
Fri.
26th
Sat.
27th
Sun. 28th
29th-31st

R-dd- gets a tuck-box,
R-dd- still popular.

10 a.m. Went down the Valley.
4 p.m. Matron calls the doc.
Bology Test.
Rugger, gave R-b-rts a black i.

I am the personal possessor of two black i's.
Shinned T — l-r.

T — l-r shamming.
Went out with a beautifui girl.
Ditto.

Bology Results. Dentition.

Got flogged by N — d — m.
Getting a lot of practice with crutches.
Put Mr. N-I's cat on his compost heap.
Mr. Nel's garden has stopped growing.
Bought a bottle of syrup at the Store.
Broke the bottle.

Ants nesting in my locker.

Rugger is finished so I ducked R-nd-l in the swimming batK
R-nd-l buried.

D — n-k arrested on charge of murdering R-nd-l.
D — n-k sent to a U.S.S.R. Slave Camp for 12 years.
D — n-k sees his homeland for the first time.

Break up. School est finis.
Tempus fugit.

All characters in this diary are decidedly fictious.
A. N. O'NYMOUS, Ilia.
MY BOEKRAK

My boekrak. Wat omtrent my boekrak ? O ja, hier staan die voor my oe:
„ Skryf 'n opstel van nie minder as 40 en nie meer as 60 reels nie oor EEN van

die volgende onderwerpe." ,, My boekrak," wat 'n lelike naam vir my mooi
en waardevolie besittinkie.

EIke boekrak, hoe klein ook al, bevat 'n rykdom van interessante materiaal.
Daar kan ons ons gou-gou afsonder van die res van die wereld. Saam met die

matrose in hulle seilskepe kan ons gevaarlike ondervindings belewe en roemryke
oorwinnings behaal. Die gedigte van Masefleld kan 'n mens die sout winde
van die see laat voel. Vergesel van Wren kan ons onder die verskroeiende strale
van die son deur die woestyn aanstruikel.

In my studeerkamer staan daar 'n boekrak. Jare gelede was dit die pronkstuk
van n ou seiiskip se kajuit. Nou is dit net 'n oorblyfsel van die skip wat in
'n geweldige storm langs die ooskus verdwyn het.
In hierdle boekrak van my staan twintig boeke wat werklik kosbaar is vir
my. As ek moedeloos voel, tel ek maar net een van P, G. Woodhouse se werke

op. In 'n ommesientjie vergeet ek my sorge en breek die son weer deur die

wolke. Wanneer my siel na blote opwinding smag, lees ek graag uit Buchanan
en sien saam met die skrywer hoe kannibale aan witmense smul terwyl bloedstoilende oorlogskrete die nodige atmosfeer skep. Van Rudyard Kipling leer

ek hoe opdraand die lewenstryd in Indie is. Edgar Allen Poe stuur koue rillings

langs die ruggraat af en ek lees nooit een van sy werke as ek die aand alleen moet
tuisbly nie. 'n Mens kan die pistoolknalle in Edgar Wallace se verhale hoor.

Saam met die rampokkers kruip ek in lee huise weg of vlug in pragtige blink
swart motorkarre, terwyl die misdadiger se beste bondgenoot, die nag, die
pogings van die agtervolgers belemmer,

Sangiro vertel ons in sy boeke van die wanhopige pogings van die natuur
om haarself uit die kloue van die moderne beskawing te bevry. By hom het
ek geleer dat die wilde dier 'n siel het.
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Denys Reitz roep voor die oog die bitter stryd wat, In die naam van vryheld,
aan die begin van die eeu In ons land plaasgevind het. Ons galop weer oor die
velde en slen weer die smeulende pulnhope waar plaashulse gestaan het.
En dan staan daar nog 'n boek, van bulte glad nie so kleurvol nie en eenvoudig
gebind maar tereg genoem die lamp voor ons voet en die llg op ons pad. Ja,
dit Is die Bybel. Helaas vertel dit ons ook van die stuiptrekklngs van 'n vroeere
tyd toe die heldenmens vir die eerste maal van God gehoor het.
My boekrak Is vIr my 'n sleutel waarmee ek nuwe werelde kan oopslult;
werelde waarin ek kan ontblug van my alledaagse lewe en die groter dinge van
die lewe kan raakslen.

P.R.. Va.
TREES—OUR ONLY HOPE OF SURVIVAL!

The Trees are coming down ! Too many Indigenous and exotic trees are
being felled I The spirit of Jan van Riebeeck and Simon van de Stel, of the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, must be revived In South Africa. They were
the first to try to clothe South Africa's treeless wastes, and they succeeded in
as much of the land as was known to them.

V/e must succeed in the whole of

our great sub-continent. If we are to hope to escape the annihilation of our
civilization, and obliteration of all Its works by the ever advancing desert.
The importance of the vital functions of the living tree cannot be overstressed. Trees are the main conductors of the interplay between the atmosphere
and the geosphere, by which everything lives. They hold, in divided drops at
their leaf points, the rain, which would sweep man and his treasure-fields away;
they nurse In shade among their brown fallen leaves the trickiings that feed the
brooks In drought; and they give massive shield against the wind which shrieks
across the bare plains.
There Is no need to stress the urgency of the water situation In this country
of ours. Farmer and townsman alike have experienced In the recent droughts

a lack of water for even household use. Our country Is growing. Industry
and agriculture are making ever-Increasing demands on our ever-decreasing
water resources. In ten years' time we shall need twice as much water as we
are using today, and, at the present rate of tree destruction and land sterilization,
half as much will be available. The only way to avoid disaster is to plant
more trees!

It must, however, not be a haphazard planting; it must ben an Intelligent
planting of the right kind of trees In the right places; and above all we must
protect our Indigenous bush. What remains of our never plentiful bush Is
today to be found at the headwaters of our streams and rivers, and even this,
yes, even this bush, which forms the natural sponges of our streams, holding the
water and letting It out slowly, dissipating its force, is being cut away and the
sponges chained, by natives In the mountains and reserves, and on the coast,
by unscrupulous capitalists greedy for more land. Dry water courses are becom
ing the rule today, a constant reminder of the effect of this wilful destruction.
It Is very likely that the reader will say,"But what can I do! What Is
wanted Is large scale afforestation, and that needs large financial resources. In
any case, tree planting Is receiving any amount of attention today. Why !
Thousands of acres are being planted in the'Berg,' the Eastern Transvaal, and
the Cape." But in a country such as ours, in which there are large treeless
wastes, and In which the desert Is advancing at the rate of a mile and a half every
year, is this not a mere speck of reclamation on the huge face of the Union of
South Africa ?

No! You alone cannot do very much. But let us unite, for unity works
wonders In any cause. Let us get together and form a society to provide a
means for a nation-wide co-operation in stemming the oncoming tide of destruc
tion and reclaiming the waste places of our country by large scale afforestation.

Its first object would be to work for the re-creation of forest wealth in contra
distinction to the prevalent depletive policy. Let us make the earth fruitful
again I
D.H.L., IVa.
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KEARSNEY COLLEGE OLD BOYS' CLUB
Married: T. W. Calder (■40-44), R, W. Coote (46-47), W. H. Groves (36-39),
G. C. Harrison (41-45), R. Putterlll (37-39), A. B. van Aardt (40-45), P. R.
Jonsson (39-45), B. J. P. Duranty (42-43).
Engaged: C. J. Davey (38-44), I. I. Ives (40-44), R. W. Zeller (43-46), A. V.
Trentham (39-45), I. F. Jackson (41-44), K. Shimwell (42-47), P. C. Taylor
(41-46), L. Lee (36-40), F. R. C. Groom (37-40), D. F. Stanlland (38-40).
Births: J. A. Clarkson (40-43), daughter; Dr. K. W. Dyer (31-36), daughter;
H. B. de Wet (28), son; B. S. Ellis (30-34), son; L. B. E. Hulett, son; I. van den
Berg (past Staff), son; R. Richards (26-33), daughter; R. H. Theunissen (29-37),
son; W. B. Boast (42-44), daughter; H. G. Hackland (30-33), son; R. Poynton
P8), son.
RICHARD VAN HEERDEN WILLSON

Dick Willson passed away, after long Illness, on 9th September.
We remember him with affection, for he made his mark upon the
life of the School in the two years 1927-28. Those who knew him
will remember the cheery nature which so often accompanies one
of his build, and which endeared him to all, for he was a boy without
enemies.

He played his full part in the life of the School, from the forward
line in the Rugger XV, to the part of Squire Fizzle in the end-of-term
play. After leaving Kearsney Dick went into the Milling Business
in Reitz, and was engaged in this work up to the time of his death.
Other interests included the running of a farm and of a garage, and
he was for many years President of the Reitz Rugby Club.
He never married, but to those who are nearest to him we extend

our deep sympathy in the loss of one who can so ill be spared.

Alan Chandler Taylor Memorial Service, 28th October

By the invitation of Dr. A. B. Taylor, several Kearsney masters

and boys were privileged to attend the Memorial Service to A. C.
Taylor, the first South African to fall in Korea. The hall of the

McCord Zulu Hospital was packed to the doors with distinguished
personnel, including the American Consul, and large numbers of
members of the medical profession, both black and white. Tributes

were paid to the memory of Chandler, by Miss Joyce Baird, Secretary

of McCord Hospital, Mr. J. F. Reece, on behalf of Kearsney, and by
Sister Fikile Goba, representing the African people. After a song

by the McCord Zulu Choir, and an appropriate prayer, the memorial
—a beautiful lectern—was unveiled by Dr. Taylor; to him and to

Mrs. Taylor the silent sympathies of all present were lovingly
extended, in the loss of one so young and so full of promise.
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A. O. R. Askew (34-36) writes from Madrid, where, after a post-graduate
course In English Literature at London University, he and his wife are both

lecturing In English at the Vox Institute, surrounded, as he says, by garlic, paprika,
and tepid water.

H. L. Albert/n (41-46) is still apprenticed with the Durban Corporation,
but when the apprenticeship ends In the middle of this year, he hopes to offer
for the Methodist Ministry. He Is studying widely to this end already, and takes
a service almost every Sunday. He says"The Influence I received at Kearsney
has been one of the contributory factors towards the making of this decision."
M. A. Blackburn (45-48) Is in Johannesburg, working on the mines under
the Chamber of Mines Official Learner scheme. It is a two-year course, with good
pay. At the end of the course, this February, he Is hoping to become a Shift
Boss. Prior to joining the Mines, he had been with the S.A.N.F., specialising
In Asdic anti-submarine work.

J. S. Bertram (26-32) has sold his farm for a good price at Chaka's Kraal,
and Is now at Umfolozl.

G. G. Ballard (39-41), after six years' absence, gave us a great and pleasant
surprise by turning up to a Durban Branch meeting In November. He has been
working as Third Officer mostly on the South Africa—Australia route, but his

Headquarters are in England. His wife lives near Salisbury, Wiltshire.
D. L. Blake (36-42) moves so rapidly from place to place that It Is difficult
to keep pace with his addresses. He has now left Rhodesia, after a very brief
trial, and is in Johannesburg with MacDonald Forman, Agricultural Engineers.
W. M. Crook (28-33) Is an Attorney practising In Newcastle.
J. G. A. Coutts (31-35) has obtained a transfer to the Railway Audit Dept.
Johannesburg.

C. K. Miies-Cadman (39-45) writes from Mtubatuba, where he Is farming.
He tells us that after a year (less one day) In the army, he spent six months on a
tobacco farm In Rhodesia, swotted for Matric, and then spent a while at Cedara,
gaining his Diploma with distinction In Engineering.
G. L. Coggin (48-50) Is finding useful variation from his work by playing
cricket for Kensington Polytechnic, Indulging In Choral work, and handling
25-pounders with the Transvaal Horse Artillery.
E. J. R. Caney (44-47) has gained his B.Sc. at Natal University, and was
President of the Scientific Society. He now goes to Cape Town to study medicine.
Other degree successes we have noticed are R. J. Lee (41-44), B.Sc. (engineer
ing), and D. N. Morrison (43-48), B.Sc., with distinction In his Majors, Maths
and Physics. If Old Boys at the various Universities will tell us of their examina
tion successes, we shall be pleased to publish them.
P. T. L. Chappe (46-49) is spending a year or two on his farm In Zululand
to recover full health, before returning to Natal University to study.

V. D. Coliingwood (46-48) has turned from furniture to accountancy, and
Is enjoying the new work. He plays cricket for Hllson Park 1st XI, Johannesburg.
D. Dykes (46-50) has completed his first year at Rhodes. By scoring quite
heavily, he moved rapidly Into the Rhodes 1st XI, and was selected to play
In the Inter-varslty tournament in Johannesburg in December.
T. Dyson (47-50) is to be found In a white apron in Wren's Pharmacy,
West Street, Durban.

V. Davy (38-46) has left Zululand and has bought a small farm near Drummond, with the Idea of going In for mixed farming. He has joined the Plnetown
Cricket Club, and has been putting up some large scores.
R. H. Dale (40-45) is working for his Diploma as A.M.l.Mech.E.
H. B. y.R. de Wet (28) Is our main source of information regarding the
passing of R. Wlllson. He himself continues to farm successfully In the Reltz
district.
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S. T, Fish (47-50, who is resident at the Y.M.C.A., Cape Town, Is finding
his spare time well filled by Choir and Church work, and has made Choral visits

to Worcester, Stellenbosch, Rawsonvllle, Observatory and Wynberg.
M. Graham (39-42), who gained his B.Sc. some time ago, Is now with the
E.S.C., Jo'burg.
L. Good (31-35) has joined the South African Liberal, Durban.
R. Hirst (47-50) writes an Interesting letter from Cornwall, where he is
specialising In Pedigree Attested Shorthorn Cattle, but does not despise pigs
and poultry. He has done some Cross Country Running, with success. He Is
also experiencing the thrill of the English Parish Church; the local one at St. Neots
is famous throughout England for Its stained glass windows.
D. N. Johnson (40-42), whose father built our present school, served five

years' apprenticeship at Carpentry and Joinery, and after two further years'
experience with outside firms. Is now back with his father's firm.
T. D. Jacobs (38-44) and W. M. Jacobs (39-44) have moved from Zululand
to Newcastle and soon made their presence felt on the cricket field. In the

first match of the season, for Newcastle vs. Nigel, W. M. scored 94, and T. D.
took seven wickets.

O. E. Knaggs (41-42) does not allow the new joys of fatherhood to Interfere
with his hockey and cricket, and hopes there will be another Knaggs at Kearsney
In about a dozen years' time.
D. A. Rock (39-43) Is with the O.K. Bazaars, Bioemfontein. The writer
found him In his private office. Importantly endorsing cheques and conducting
bilingual Interviews.

H. Lund (45-49), who is studying for his B.Sc. at Wits, made some pocket
money during the Christmas holidays by persuading housewives In the Maritzburg
O.K. Bazaars to buy a new stocking-mending material, and apparently became
a first-rate demonstrator!

O. Leibbrandt (47-50) has joined the Native Affairs Department In Durban
P. Lee (35-41) and A. Lee (36-40) are both with Merchant Distributors.
Durban.

R. J. Lee (41-44), who has also just taken his B.Sc., continues to take an,

active part In Church life, and Is called upon to do a good deal of preaching.
We offer our hearty congratulations to P. E. Metcalf (44-47) who, after
taking his B.Sc. with honours In Zoology, has been awarded a Wattle Research

Scholarship valued at £200. He will pursue his studies In Pletermarltzburg.
O. McLaverty (42-45) has returned to South Africa after two years In
London, at the London School of Printing. London House, his residence. Is a

hostel for overseas students, and the Rugger XV had at one stage eight different
nationalities. While playing against Trinity College, Cambridge, McLaverty
met A. E. Squibb (43-46), who Is studying Maths there.

B. Nieuwoudt (44-45) Is on the staff of the Dundee High School.
M. J. R. Poole (41-46) Is In the head office of African Explosives,
Johannesburg.

P. G. Polkinghorne (46-50) Is enquiry clerk with United Building Society,
Port Elizabeth.

R. C. Richards (26-33) Is native welfare office with the Durban Corporation,
working mostly at Corporation and Magazine Barracks. He has the health of
3,000 children to attend to.

J. Redgment (39-45) Is Assistant Registrar In the High Court, Salisbury,
and Clerk of the Court. He Is In charge of court exhibits—quite a grisly job,
sometimes. He Is also a Commissioner for Oaths.

R. R. A. Ross (45-46) Intends to enter for the Anglican Ministry.
A. E. Raw (28-38) Is still with the E.S.C. at Port Shepstone, and has bought
a house there for his wife and son. In spite of the nature of his work, he com
plains that It Is not altogether"light."
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C. R. Russell (47-48) Is at school at Dundee, and hopes later to take up a
mine-manager's course on the Rand.
H. L. Scheffer (39-40) has been nearly four years at Richmond, where he
Is

Town Clerk.

B. Stanlstreet (43-45) has been engaged In agricultural work since leaving
Kearsney and Is now on a large farm at Otto's Bluff. In his free time he plays
a lot of polo for Otto's Bluff "B" team, which won the South African Junior
Championships last year.

J. P. S. Turner (37-43) Is a most active and progressive farmer at Estantia,
after qualifying as a cabinet maker I His latest crop Is Castor Oil, to be sold
n bulk for motor oil with Castrol, Johannesburg.

A. V. Trentham (39-45) has qualified as Kearsney's first M.P.S., and cele
brated the occasion by becoming engaged. Which Is the more Important event,
he falls to disclose.

J. B. Trentham (39-43), who has tried his hand at most things. Is now with
Kelly Tyres, Johannesburg.

A. N. Tytherleigh (41-47) sent us a card from Madeira, while en route for
England.

R. H. Theunissen (29-37), now living In Westvllle, Is with Messrs. Hathorn
and Fannin, Solicitors, Durban.

A. Varrie (45-49) Is with Drew's Air Travel Service, Durban, and boards
at the Y.M.C.A.

P. J. Wills (42-45) writes a chatty letter, pointing out that he Is with the

Standard Pharmacy, Smith Street, Durban, but hopes now to work full time for
his qualifying exams. He Is not without hope that he may return to England
to resume medical studies later.

In between-whiles, he fishes.

M.W.Walker(48-51) Is apprenticed to Hubert Davles as electrical engineer
B. J. Woods (40-43), although teaching at Marltzburg College, finds time
for much personal study, and public work. He writes"I am busy marking Latin
papers for G.H.S. Had three services last Sunday . .. I write Hebrew on
29th November and Philosophy on 4th December ... My syllabus for next year
makes me tremble In my boots."

Rev. C. E. Wilkinson (25-27) has been representing the Orange Free State
In the Cross Country Quiz, and so has clashed swords with Mrs. Milner, who
has stepped Into her late husband's shoes for Natal.
J. Worth (31 -32) holds the fort for the South African Liberal In Bloemfontein,
and Is well-known In the City. He plays golf, of sorts, with clubs on one arm

and baby on the other, and he takes a keen Interest In the S.O.E. work, especially
among the children at Christmas.

B. F. Walter (32-33) Is now Chief Surveyor at the LIbanon Gold Mine, and
Is kept very busy Indeed. He would like to contact any Kearsney boys who wish
to take up Mining as a career, at P.O. LIbanon, Transvaal.

G. Wedderburn (43-46) made his first return visit to Kearsney In January.
He Is with the South African Permanent Building Society, Johannesburg. Remains

Interested In singing, and Is thinking of joining Rupert Stoutt's Choir.
P. R. Young (42-47) has been on the staff of the Christian Recorder, and
now Intends joining the Methodist Ministry.

To our surprise we learn that L. J. Vermaak (37-38) has been working

at the Springbok Stores, Kloof, for the past two years, within a stone's throw
of the school. Those who remember his artistic talent, and the dally cartoon

(usually of the Staff) on the Sixth Form board, will be Interested to know that
he has now taken to painting In oils, and enjoys It.

A. H. Engbiom (26-30) Is still farming sugar-cane In the Glendale Valley,
near the old Kearsney. He was demobilised In 1943. Prior to that he had
spent some years on the mines In Johannesburg.
J. D. Raw (28-37) supplies us with the following Zululand news
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D. Munro (34-39) is now Chief Engineer at the Umfolozi Sugar Mill, one of
the biggest in the industry.
I. Hume (43-47) is skipper of the Planters' Cricket side. Has been busy
building dams and planting cane on his Ntambanana farm.
L. Hume (39-42) was skipper of last year's Rugby side. Still a bachelor,
in spite of the fact that we saw little of him on his father's farm while the latter

was away overseas for nine months.
C. L. MacNeillie (26-33) is sugar-farming on his Returned Soldiers' farm
on the Umfolozi flats, and is doing well judging from his added weight and always
cheerful face.

D. Staniland (38-40) was recently engaged. Runs his father's native store,
and is building himself a house.

R. Foss (39-47) has settled down on his own farm. Plays cricket for Zululand
and Country Districts.
D. Clark (21-27), whose son comes to Kearsney this year, is doing well ;
has expanded his business from cane and pigs to dairy cows, and has recently
bought a new cattle farm.
J. Benlngfield (40-41) is building himself a yacht in his spare time.
A. E. Raw (28-38) had to give up a holiday as he had to supply the electricity
to Botha House, where the King and Queen are to take up residence. It Is
apparently a difficult line to keep supplied.
J. D. Raw (28-37) now has his own farm and finds his hands very full. He
regrets the death of the Zululand Branch (temporarily, we hope) of the Old
Boys' Club, but finds that only the same half-dozen, who see one another regularly
in any case, show any interest in the Club. COME ON, ZULULANDERS I
You used to be our keenest workers.

LETTERS FROM RHODESIA

I am what is called an Education Officer (at Kasama, Northern Rhodesia—Ed.).
Immediately above me is the Provincial Education Officer, and the two of us

are responsible for inspecting and paying out the grants to 279 schools. The
most interesting part of our work is touring. I have just come back from a
25 days' tour in a remote part of the Province. We covered 250 miles on bicycles

and flat feet. All this time of course we lived under canvas. Every night we
heard the lions roaring away in the neighbourhood and often were awoken by
elephants trumpeting quite close by. The tent seemed very thin protection.
All our goods were carried by porters (47 altogether). It is a fascinating life.
There is no doubt the bush has a fascination all of its own. You either hate it

and take to the bottle (and so die of alcoholic remorse) or you love it and get
eaten by a lion or killed by a buffalo.

No electric lights, but petrol lamps. No water laid on, but water boys
who bring you your daily supply in a 44 gallon drum rolled from the nearest
well. No wood delivered to the door, but the same boy disappears into the
bush and comes back pushing a barrow full of faggots. Bioscopes ? I have
not seen one since last May. Dances ? Plenty at the local Club. Sport f
Yes, plenty of tennis and squash, with the occasional cricket match. The

Metropolis consists of a few shops and of course the Club, where the aristocracy
sip their whisky, the bourgeoisie their beer, and the sans coulottes not even
a glass of water.

To those thinking of coming north I should say : Come if you are single,
come if you are newly married, but think long and hard if you have a family.
It is a hard country for people with children. Schools are few, and not very
good. Malaria is a danger. And the bush, bush, and more bush can become
rather deadly.

K. BALCOMB (24-31).
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Pay is good In Rhodesia but existing is expensive. My breath shudders,
I roii my eyes, I beat the breast. I am looking at a pile of bills still to be paid,
regrettably mostly from the bottle store. Let us proceed hurriedly with the
next sentence. The weather is Indicative of what I must expect when I relinquish
ail claims on this carcass.

For all Old Boys who resemble the Gay Lothario, you would do well to
recommend Salisbury. There is plenty to do. Last Saturday I spent the evening
in the hospital and nurses' home. Devastating to my friend's and my dignity,
we had frequent recourse to the fire-escape in order to evade serious-minded
Sisters on the prowl. Nurses are wonderful. Sunday morning found me
calculating to which ones and to how many I was engaged.
I enjoy work in the labs Immensely. I vary the routine with violent
obnoxious smells or little explosions of my own. The main drawback to this
pastime is the buying of new beakers, test-tubes, retorts, etc., for the Southern
Rhodesia Government.

Rhodesia is still very young. Under the veneer of polished respectability
there is a lamentable tendency amongst the youth of the nation to settle argu
ments with their fists; which accounts for many bloody noses, mine in like manner
as often as the opponent of the moment.

But avast. Methinks, like Johnson, I begin to bore you a trifle; besides,
as Boswell would no doubt have naively added, my hand grows odiously tired.
D. J. LIVINGSTONE (47-49).

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Held at Whytock Buildings, on Friday, 2nd November.

The following is a summary of the business :
Minutes, Secretary's and Treasurer's Reports were read and
adopted.
The Executive was asked to consider the possibility of holding
the A.G.M. In future after the Dinner in Hall on Founder's Day.
Endowment Fund. A report from Mr. A. B. Theunlssen, on
behalf of the Trustees, was read as follows:"At 30th October, 1951,

the Old Mutual figures showed 27 current policies totalling £1,807.
The Trustees stressed the necessity of greater Interest on the part
of older Old Boys, whose support was extremely disappointing."
Mr. Foss undertook to look Into the matter.

Officers. The following were elected for the forthcoming year:
President: Mr. J. N. Hulett.
Vice-President: Mr. A. M. Foss.

Hon. Secretary: Mr. J. H. Hopkins.
Assistant Secretary: Mr. A. T. Winshlp.
Hon. Treasurer: Mr. W. L. Robinson.
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Representative to Board of Governors: Mr. M. M. F. Poole.
Executive Members: Messrs. P. Hind, K. Theunlssen, A. Chick,

J. A. Smith, L. Good and the Editor of the Magazine.
In Memorlam: Book of Commemoration. Speaking on
behalf of the Executive, Mr. A. Chick outlined the suggestion whereby
an illuminated book commemorating all deceased Old Boys and
Members of the Staff should be kept at the College as a permanent
record. Resolved that the Executive go into ways and means.
Mr. K. Theunissen undertook to subscribe £5 towards the expenses.
Mr. D. Gilliat undertook to submit a report relating to the types of
book available and cost of same.

J. H. HOPKINS, Hon. Sec.

TRANSVAAL BRANCH

The following letter has been received by the Headmaster, and
should be read not only by Old Boys but by all Kearsney boys who
live in the Johannesburg Area and will, presumably, become Old
Boys some day !
Associate Membership of Old Johannian Club, Linksfield.
I shall be glad if you v/lll bring to the notice of those boys leaving this year
who propose to live in, or near, Johannesburg, the facilities which we can offer
them at the above Club, and the conditions under which they may become
members.

(a) No Entrance Fee is payable if the Club is joined within three years of
leaving schooi. Thereafter, the Entrance Fee Is £7 7s. Od.
(b) Annual Subscription Is £4 4s. Od. per calendar year until the age of
twenty-two.

(c) Associate Membership Includes full use of Club House amenities, cricket,
hockey, tennis, squash, bowls, swimming and rugger (with Old Jeds),
and the right to Introduce guests—all for 7/- per month.
(d) The following schools are associated with the Old Boys of St. John's
College, Johannesburg: KIngswood, Bishops, Hilton, Michaelhouse,
St. Andrews.

Any "new" Old Boy who wishes to take advantage of this remarkably
generous concession, and In doing so to cater for his social and sporting needs,
should contact me at his convenience In Johannesburg.
Yours sincerely,
A. B. THEUNISSEN (Chairman, Transvaal Branch),
Box 7128, Johannesburg.

DURBAN BRANCH

There was a good turn-out for the Annual Business Meeting of
the Durban Branch on the evening of 14th September.
The Retiring Chairman, Mr. A. M. Foss, presented a comprehensive
and Interesting report, too long to reproduce here in detail.
"It has been our object during the past year to concentrate on
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the social benefit of members—to try to bring Old Boys together
and foster the friendships and loyalties born in our days at Kearsney.
Old Boys are welcome here for what they are themselves and not
for what they have in their pockets," he said. Membership was
free. The only expense was in " bobs in" at each monthly social,
to cover the petty expenses. The average attendance at these
"get togethers" was 30, a figure which he felt could have been
higher. The greatest social event of the year had been the dance
at Athlone Gardens the previous November, when 70 Old Boys,
with partners, turned up. At the first Annual Dinner, for males

*

only, in June, there had been a pleasing attendance of over 40.
In regard to sport, two cricket teams had been sent up to Kearsney
on Easter Monday and had a most enjoyable day. "In giving full
credit," he said, "to our cricketers for their performances, i must,
however, take this opportunity of recording that I, as Chairman,
took two very valuable wickets for the Branch in my capacity as
Umpire !"
The new Committee was then elected, as follows:

Chairman: Mr. A. H. Doidge.
Vice-Chairman: Mr. J. A. Chick.

SecretaryjTreasurer: Mr. i. W. D. Stones, Box 1453, Durban.
Executive: Mr. A. T. Winship, Mr. N. Reeves, Mr. N. A.
McLuckie.

With Mr. Doidge in the Chair, sundry minor items of business
were agreeably disposed of, before the meeting was called to a close

EDITORIAL NOTICES

The Kearsney "Chronicle" is published every July and December and
costs 2s. 6d. a copy. Old Boys' Life Subscription: £5 5s. Od. Annual
Subscription: lOs. Od.

'

Contributions from the School, and items of interest about Old Boys will
all be welcomed by the Editor, who reserves the right to publish what he
thinks fit.

i

We gratefully acknowledge receipt of Magazines from a large number of
South African and English schools.
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